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ILL, YOU'RE ALWAYS 
TOOLING WITH RADIO 

OUR 5ET WON'T 
WORK - WILL 
YOU FIX ITT, 

I'LL TRY, MARY, 
I'LL TAKE IT 

HOME TONIGHT 

( 

/lg./ -i 
I CANT FIND OUT 1 
WHAT'S WRONG `\ 

CVESS I'LL MAKE A 
TOOL OF 
MYSELF 

WITH MARY 

( i 
HERES THE TROUBLE,SILL, IN THE 
FIRST I.F. AMPLIFICATION STAGE. I 
LEARNED THAT TEST EVEN BEFORE 
I STARTED TAKING THE COURSE, 
DILL. IT'S DESCRIBED IN A 
TREE LESSON WHIGH THE 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

SENDS YOU WHEN 
I YOU MAIL A 

/, COUPON ;ROM 
.rS ONE OF THEIR ADS 

HELLO, BILL- GOT A 

'TOUGH ONE 
TO Fix? 
LET ME 

k4ELP You 

HELLO JOE- WHERE'VE 
YOU BEEN LATELY-- 
AND WHERE DID YOU 

LEARN 
ANYTHING 
ABOUT 

(1 VE SEEN THEIR ADS 
BUT I NEVER THOUGHT I 

COULD LEARN RADIO AT 
HOME- -ELL e 
MAIL THEIR 

L 
1 COUPON RIGHT 1 e \ AWAY 

i 

1 11 

IVE BEEN STUDYING RADIO AT HOME, BILL,\ I 

257 

WITH THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE. YOU 

OUGHT Tb TAKE THEIR COURSE. IVE GoT t 

A GOOD RADIO JOS NOW. LETS MAKE A 

CIRCUIT DISTURBANCE TEST - STARTING WITH 

THE AUDIO OUTPUT STAGE 
AND TESTING EVERY STAGE 

'RIGHT SACK 1O THE 
i ANTENNA. LISTEN FOR 

THE CLICKS WHEN I 
TAP THE GRID LEADS 

/11t 
I'M CONVINCED NOW THAT THIS 

COURSE IS -PRACTICAL AND 
\COMPLETE. I'LL ENROLL NOW 

SAY- WHERE 
DID YOU LEARN 
THAT ZEST' ITS 

A GOOD ONE 

AND THEN I CAN MAKE \ \ 
REAL MONEY FIXING 

1 RADIO SETS 
OR INSTALL AND SERVICE 
LOUD SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

I will send you a Lesson on 
Radio Servicing Tips FREE 

TO SNOW HOW PRACTICAL IT IS _ 

TO TRAIN AT HOME FOR 

GOOD JOBS IN RADIO 
I_!, tl.c upon. I it. Il. 
certain I can wain you at home in 
your spare time to be a Radio Tech- 
nician that I will send you my first 
lesson free. Examine it, read it. see 
how clear and easy it is to understand. 
Sec how my course is planned to help 
you get a good job in Radio. a young, 
growing field with a future. You don't 
need to give up your present job. or 
spend a lot of money to become a 
Radio Technician. I train you at home 
in your spare time. 

Jobs Like These Go to Men 
Who Know Radio 

Radio broad, islint stations employ , 
1e operators leehnl, ions and In/MY Well for 

trained I Ita lie manufacturers employ 
testers. 

men. 
foremen. . In 

god -pay Joh> , :Os opportunities 
servicemen 

ad- 
dwenilInl. Radio jnbhrls and dealers em- 

1lny instillation all et, Irenien. Many Radio 
Technicians open their own Radio sales and 
repair hasInrsses and make $:t11. 

PPG 
fain. $':',11 a 

$reek. Others hold 'heir regular PP and make 
5 to fin a -wk fixing Radius in spare 

time. Automobile. pollee. aviation. eonopr rl al Radio; lomispeakte systems. electrode 
devices. ara newer fields offering gasp npnnr- 
lunlHea to quanle,l I And my course 
Includes Television. which promises to opn 
lousy good jnhs 000. 

Many Make SS to $10 a Week Extra 
in Spare Time While Learning 

The day roll. .nldi I e 
,;war I start n.nn.:I n "ts, ee 

Money Jul le. heet, which st rl shaming you 
iniriv to do actual Radio repair jobs. Through- 
out your course I send plans :Ind direc- 
tiuus which have indeed many make fguo to 
$500 a year in .pare time while learning. 

oit op,I norm,. bull 
This training method makes learning 
at lu one Interest Ing. fascinai ln4. Practical. 
1 devote mote than 111 lesson Texts exeluslve 
ly to Television, and discuss Television funda- 
mentals thoroughly In Illy Course. 

I Also Give 
You This 

Professional 
Servicing 

Instrument 

Here is the I ytie of in,trunlcll Radin Tech 
Melons Ilse. ;ill . \II \\'ose i Servicing In 
st nnnenl. II rntllalne 

Sei 
li 

It, measure . \.C. and U.i's.e t,,ltag,s I:nd rot 
rent: to cheek resistances: adjust and align 
ay sel. old or ,55. It .satisfies > r need. 
fo 

11r 

professional s vvicing after t' of 
ou 

-con hide you make extra moly fixing s. 
while learning. 

Gat Sample Lesson and 64 -pap Book 
Free -Mall Coupon 

Art today. Marl coupon now for Sample 
Lesson and tì4 -pace Ilm,k They're Ftt, :. 
They point out Radlti s time and frill 
time rrnealliesmrand 

spare 
minrad In 

and 'relevls' shone rlelleni frm, 
I tralm,l ' Schlug what they dninz 

11 Ì earning,. Read n v hack a Findx 

wlhat Raulid offer. Y . Ma.Ì r 
m 

out 
or aste on penny watrIrui 

-. 

NOW! 
J. E. SMITH. President 

Dept. 9MX. National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

OR GET A JOB 
WITH A RADIO 

BROADCASTING OR 
TRANSMITTING 

STATION 

You CERTAINLY KNDW 
Moro. SOUNDS AS 
GOOD AS THE DAY 

`I BOUGHT If. 

AVIATION RADIO, POLICE 
RADIO, TELEVISION, 

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS - 
'RADIO 15 SURELY, GOING 

'PLACES. AND THE 
NATIONAL RADIO 

INSTITUTE HAS TRAINED 
HUNDREDS OF MEN 
-FOR JOBS IN RADIO 

C 
THANKS: lT CERTAINLY IS 
EASY TO LEARN RADIO THE 
N12.1. WAY. t STARTED ONLY 
A FEW MONTHS MO. AND I'M 
ALREADY MAKING 0009 MONEY. 

THIS SPARE TIME 
WORK IS GREAT 
FUN MID 
PRETTY SOON 

I'LL BE READY 
TOR A FULL 

TIME JOB 

J. E. SMITH. Preside t 
National Radio Institute 

Established 25 years 
Ile has directed the train 
ing of n re nn for the 
Radio Inmen ustri than any 
one else. 

OH DILL- l'M SO 
GLAD I ASKED YOU 
TO FIX OUR RADIO. 
lT GOT YOU STARTED 
THINKING ABOUT 
RADIO AS A CAREER, 
AND NOW YOU'RE 

GoiNG AHEAD 
So FAST 

OuR WORRIES ARE OVER. 
I HAVE A GOOD JOB 

NOW, AND THERE'S A 
BIG FUTURE AHEAD 

FoR US IN 

RADio 

I. E. SMITH. President 
Dept. 9MX, National Radio Institute. Washington. D. C. 

Dear \Ir. n lilt: .Send FREE. uithnut obligation. your Sample tesson 
un in i ill page tit k "Rich Rewards in Radis' which tells about Itadi,is spart- 
time and full -time optomaiillvs aril rculaRis s i -311 method of train- 
ing men at home to he Radio Technicians. (Write l'lalnly.I 

Name 

Address 

City 
ti 

Age 

State 
!IX -1 
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* 
Television is here to stay! Already in the 

larger cities regularly scheduled telecasts 
are on the air. Commercial receivers how- 
ever are still too high - priced for most of 
the people to enjoy this latest form of 
entertainment. In an effort to bring tele- 
vision sets within the reach of the general 
pocketbook Radio -Craft presents on pg. 
264 an article which shows how to convert 
a comparatively inexpensive 5 -in. television 
kit to one using a 9 -in. cathode -ray tube. 

The total cost for the kit and parts neces- 
sary for its conversion will run considerably 
below the least expensive commercial 9 -in. 
television receiving set! If you are inter- 
ested in television, here is your opportunity 
not only to brush up on the principles of 
television by actually constructing your own 
unit but also to have and enjoy the benefits 
of a modern, 441 -line television receiver. 

Published by Radcraft Publications, Inc. 
Publication office: 29 Worthington Street, 
Springfield, Mass. Editorial and Advertising 
Offices: 99 Hudson Street, New York City. 
Chicago Advertising Office: RADIO - 
CRAFT, 520 North Michigan Avenue, Chi- 
cago, III. 

RADIO -CRAFT is published monthly, on 
the first of the month preceding that of 
date: subscription price is $2.50 per year 
in U. S. and Canada. (In foreign countries. 
$3.00 a year to cover additional postage.) 
Entered at the post office at Springfield as 

second -class matter under the act of 
March 3, 1879. 

Foreign Agents: 
london-Gorringe's American News Agency, 

9A Green St., Leicester Square, W. C. 2, Eng- 
land. 

Paris -Messageries Dawson, 4 Rue Faubourg, 
Poissonniere, France. 

Melbourne- McGill's Agency, 179 Elizabeth 
St., Australia. 

Dunedin -James Johnston, Ltd.. New Zealand. 

* 
Text and illustrations of this magazine are 
copyright and must not be reproduced 
without permission of the copyright owners. 

Copyright 1939 Radcraft Publications, Inc. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES, by R. W. 
Clyne (1939). Published by D. Appleton- Century 
Company. Size 6 x 81/2. cloth cover, illustrated, 
397 pgs- Price, $3.00. 

Here is an interesting and extremely helpful 
guidebook for those who wish to enter or learn 
more about engineering. More than 25 engineer- 
ing opportunities are described by representatives 
of leading American companies. Each chapter is 
written by a representative of a foremost Amer- 
ican company engaged in the particular field 
described. The section on radio is written by 
Richard N. Chindblom of C.B.S. The topic is 
condensed to 9 non -technical pages. Other topics 
include physics, aviation, diesel power, glass, 
metallurgy. Photography, plastics. etc. 

RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK, by M. G. 
Scroggie (1938). Published by Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., 
London, England. Size, 5 x 71/2 ins., cloth covers, 
384 pages, 211 illustrations. Price, $2.50 (approx.). 

"Radio Laboratory Handbook" has been spe- 
cially compiled for amateurs, both beginners and 
advanced workers, and for industrial and official 
laboratory engineers. It gives the serious radio 
worker complete information from first -hand ex- 
perience about laboratory equipment, the instru- 
ments which are necessary, and the correct meth- 
ods of operating them. 

The fundamental principles are fully discussed. 
Other sections deal with ultra -high frequency 
work, the working out of results, and reference 
data. There is also a collection of the most use- 
ful symbols, abbreviations, formulas, laws, curves, 
tables and other data. 

The information contained covers all that is 
necessary for advanced work, but a high degree 
of prior knowledge is not assumed. The book 
is, therefore, particularly valuable to laboratory 
engineers, students and teachers in technical 
colleges and schools running experimental radio 
classes, and to radio societies. 

THE RADIO MANUAL (3rd Edition- Complete- 
ly Revised), by George E. Sterling (1938). Pub- 
lished by D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. Size 
6 x 8 ins., cloth, flexible cover, 1,120 pgs., 443 
illustrations. Price, $6.00 

In every kind of radio work -for every type 
of equipment -this book furnishes the most up- 
to-date, expert and complete information. It 
gives every fact needed to learn the fundamentals. 
to obtain licenses, to pass examinations for gov- 
ernment and commercial positions, and to apply 
the newest methods, instruments, and regulations. 
For every practical radio problem it furnishes 
the experience of an outstanding authority, who 
has obtained the cooperation of several well - 
known specialists, and drawn freely upon many 
sources of data that are not commonly available. 

Its 20 chapters start with Elementary Elec- 
tricity and Magnetism and conclude with Aero- 
nautical Radio and Teletype Procedure, and 
appendices that discuss rules, regulations and 
special instructions regarding aeronautical and 
marine radio. Transmitters, receivers, direction 
finders, automatic alarms, and police transmit- 
ters and receivers are described; together with 
the latest F.C.C. rules, and the regulations de- 
cided upon at the Cairo Conference. 

HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR TUBE USES, 
edited by Engineering Staff, Raytheon Production 
Corp. (1st Edition), Published by Raytheon Pro- 
duction Corp. Size 8"A z 11 ins.. paper covers, 
72 pages, generously illustrated. Price, 50e. 

Here is an invaluable contribution to the 
library of the radio amateur; practically all of 
the design ideas were originated by amateurs. 
including developments by the technical staff 
of the A.R.R.L. 

Partial table of contents (incomplete listing 
here:: Choosing a Tube; Tube Manufacture and 
Construction, and Classification by Structure and 
Function; Typical Speech Amplifier and Class B 
Modulators; Grid Driving Power and the Ex- 
citer; Output Impedance and L/C Ratio: Modu- 
lation; Detector Performance; Ultra- Highfre- 
quency Operation; Plate Colors of Raytheon 
Amateur Tubes at Rated Dissipations; Conver- 
sion Curves; Resistance- Coupled Amplifier De- 
sign Curves; Receiving Tubes; Miniature Lamps; 
Tubes for Special Applications. 

RADIOTECHNIQUE - Les Principles Acous- 
tique. et Electriques et Leurs Applications 
(Electrica( and Acoustical Principles and Their 

'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:II11111'I"' 

Applications), by R. Springer (1939). Published 
by Dunod, Paris, France. Size 61/2 a 10 ins., paper 
cover, 405 pgs., 241 illustrations. Price, $2.50, 
paper, and $3.05, bound: add 12',i for shipping 
costs. 

This book, written entirely in French, was 
prepared by R. Springer in collaboration with 
a group of outstanding engineers, including Man- 
fred von Ardenne, Hanns Gunther, Eugene Nes- 
per, Rolf Wigand, and others. Here is a book 
that goes into great detail to analyze the opera- 
tion of radio and public -address circuits and 
equipment; a small amount of mathematical 
treatment is included. The book is highly recom- 
mended to anyone who wants to learn modern 
radio technique from the ground up and who 
is conversant with technical French. 

HISTORY OF RADIO -to 1926. by Gleason L. 
Archer (1938). Published by The American His- 
torical Society, Inc. Size Ws x 9% ins., cloth 
cover, 421 pgs., illustrated. Price, $4.00. 

Unlike most books on history, Archer's "His- 
tory of Radio" offers reader interest- combined 
with historical accuracy. Valuable material never 
before printed, taken from personal and depart- 
mental files, is made public for the first time. 
This volume is the outgrowth of the course on 
radio broadcasting in the College of Journalism 
of Suffolk University. A general- interest, semi - 
technical book. 

We mention here only a few of its chapters: 
1- Intercommunication of Signals in Early 
Times; l3- Pioneer Days in Radio Broadcasting; 
20- Wavelengths and Injunctions. 

RADIO DICTIONARY. by Leonard Lewis. Pub- 
lished by The Dahls. Size 4 z 61 ins., paper 
cover, 44 pgs. Price, 50e. 

Radio and broadcasting terms dictionary. The 
only book of its kind written by a radio execu- 
tive. Lists hundreds of terms and signals. Com- 
plete with list of stations, call letters, etc. Handy 
for radio executives, salesmen, writers, advertis- 
ing agencies and librarians. 

LOOK AND LISTEN. by M. B. Sleeper (1939) 
Published by The Norman W. Henley Publishing 
Company. Size 61 x 9 ins., over 100 illustrations, 
96 pgs. Durable spiral flexible binding, $1.00: 
cloth binding, $1.50. The book lies flat when 
opened. 

It is frequently possible to get an insight into 
the comparative value of a new book by noting 
its author. We therefore point out that "Look 
and Listen" is written by a television engineer 
and Member, I.R.E., who is also the author of 
numerous radio books; founder and editor of 
Radio Engineering magazine, Mr. Sleeper has 
been actively identified with the radio industry 
since 1916. 

This television handbook supplies concrete 
facts about the status of the television art as of 
April 30, 1839 -the inaugural date of 441 -line 
telecasting on a schedule basis. 

This unindexed book is subdivided as follows 
(chapter headings briefed by reviewer): Intro- 
duction-Television: A newly- created field of 
unlimited opportunity for radio Students, Set - 
Builders, Experimenters and Servicemen; Chap- 
ter I -The uncharted field of television develop- 
ment ...: Chapter II -The Modern Television 
Transmitter; Chapter III -Functions of a Mod- 
ern Teleceiver : Chapter IV- Assembling the 
Andrea model KT -E-5 Teleceiver: Chapter V- 
The Television Antenna ; Chapter VI- Installation 
of Teleceivers; Chapter VII -Service Notes and 
Trouble- Shooting Charts for Andrea models 
1 -F -5 and KT -E -5 Teleceivers; Chapter VIII - 
Dictionary of Television Terms. 

Charts of special interest to telly Servicemen 
are titled "Chart Indicating Tube Failures" and 
"Sight and Sound Chart." Included in the book, 
loose, are 3 picture diagrams and a schematic 
circuit of the Andrea models 1 -F -5 and KT -E -5 
teleceivers. 

"Matching Loudspeakers" 
This article was announced last month as 

being scheduled to appear in November Radio- 
Craft. However, last minute changes necessitated 
rescheduling this article for a forthcoming issue. 
Meanwhile, don't forget to write to us regarding 
the special announcement on page 266. 

Please Say That You Sau It in RADIO -CRAFT 
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MILLION VOLT 
RES ISTORS. ° 

Maybe you don't need million 
volt resistors . yet it is 
worth knowing that the same 
famous IRC Dletallized re- 
sistance principle, best known 
in the little 1/2-, 1- and 2 -watt 
Insulated Resistors for radio 
use, has now made possible 
outstanding advances in both 
high voltage and ultra high 
frequency resistors for ad- 
vanced scientific research pur- 
poses. 
10.000 ohms at t/z watt -100,000 
volts at 150 watts -1,000 megohms 
at 150 volts ... regardless of the 
need. the IRC Metallized element 
can supply them all, dependably 
and economically. 
"Metallized" Resistors are made 
under IRC patents in eight coun- 
tries. The Metallized type of ele- 
ment is the most adaptable yet pro- 
duced. No other resistance material 
holds such an outstanding record 

of past success. None holds 
such broad possibilities 

for future develop- 
ment. Whatever \ your need -in- 

sist on the 
best! 

Stay 
Put" :\ 

INSULATED 

RESISTORS 
TYPE ST 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO 
401 N. Brood St. , Philo , Po. 
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It's NEW and it's the one and only 

P. A. HANDBOOK 

ONLY 

25 
CENTS 
A copy MOST COMPLETE 

AND AUTHENTIC 
P.A. BOOK PUBLISHED 

THAT no book has yet been published hick covers 

stems). in 
amplifiers and 

authentict vlolumen is almost 
ppurrnbelievable. 

`Yet, It is fart, there is no book in 
from A 

To1ñbridgehthis `wide- wide-spread 
Address 

RADIO -CRAFT ill 
Publish on October 15th, volume blie 

swill 

of such magnitude -co complete and 
Public 

-that every engaged in radio ave both 
theoretical 

man 
practical knowledge 

can 
the function 

and operation of sound systems. The editorial pages 
so filled with Instruction and replete with il- 

lustrationn that the volume fully justifies its title 
s gc H D 

AND -11939-40 
V DE. Thir HANDBOOK n Public c Ad- 

dres, hold be read and studied by those who con- 
ei atently build- service and sell sound equipment. 

A MATCHLESS VOLUME 
As 

` handbook -this le how 
expect 

ludion, 
any engineer- 

ing 
finds the AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK AND ̀ PUBLIC AD- 
DRESS GUIDE. With essential technical data compiled 
from 

e 
exceptionally nearly 

large 
hundred different jects 

coordinating every conceivable branch or sub -division 
of Public Address. 

THE CONTENTS 
Tp tually show the scope and magnitude of the 
AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK AND PUBLIC ADDRESS 
GUIDE.. an analysis of the contents is found at the 
right. showing the breakdown of the material featured 
within each particular section. a thorough reading of 
te contents shuns the completeness of mis book. 

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS . 99 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, INC. * 99 HUDSON STREET * NEW YORK. N. Y. RC -1139 
Gentlemen: Enclosed find my remittance of 25c for uhich send me POSTPAID, one copy of your NEW - 
1939.10 AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK AND PUBLIC ADDRESS GUIDE. 

I 
1 

1 

I 
L_ 

Send mo others, for friends, also POSTPAID @ 25c each. 

Name Address 

City State 

Remit by check or money order; register letter 
If you send rash or unused U.S. Postage Stamps. 

Plcasc Say That You Saw It ist RADIO -CRAFT 

A Resume of the Contents of the 

AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK 
AND PUBLIC ADDRESS GUIDE 

PREFAC E 

INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I- FUNDAMENTALS 
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"RADIO'S G R E A T E S T M A G A Z I N E " 
WAR RADIO 

By the Editor-HUGO GERNSBACK 

THE first World War, from 1914 to 1918, found Radio 
as yet in its infancy. Looking back to those days it 
should be noted that modern radio, as we know it today, 
still had not appeared on the scene. Radio broadcasting, 

that is, transmitting the human voice through space, was 
not known. This came much later; namely about 1921. We 
still used spark and CW transmission; that is, code by the 
dot and dash method. Crystal detectors, electrolytic detectors 
and magnetic detectors, were still modern in those days. 
The vacuum tube, in the last few years of the war, with 
its highly inefficient construction, had just arrived on the 
scene. Many of the old- timers will remember the famous 
VT -1 and VT -2 tubes of the World -War days. These were 
the triodes, or three -element tubes and of course were 
battery- operated. The efficiency of our radio sets in those 
days was still poor and vacuum tubes were not to be trusted 
too much; and on account of the heavy battery equipment 
required, such a thing as a portable vacuum -tube radio 
receiver was hardly ever considered then. 

During the past 20 years all of this has been changed and 
modern radio has become of tremendous importance, not 
only to the warring nations, but to neutrals as well. 

Broadcasting, to begin with, is used more and more as a 
common weapon for propaganda because it is easy to trans- 
mit intelligence across international borders and such broad- 
casts are often difficult to stop by the enemy. Elaborate 
broadcast means are therefore used on each side of the 
warring camps to drown out any suspicious war propaganda 
that might find its way to the listeners of the other country. 
Immediately that such a broadcast is heard, the affected 
country promptly goes on the air on the same wavelength 
either with phonograph records or with other radio- mechan- 
ical noise producers; the noise sometimes being of the "buzz - 
saw" variety. This shrieking, irregular note or noise- broad- 
cast often effectively drowns out the enemy's propaganda. 

Yet, despite all this, some broadcasts get by and take 
effect. But, inasmuch as both sides are doing it, people 
usually take such enemy emissions with a grain of salt, and 
it is often most difficult for the population to differentiate 
between what is true and what is pure fabrication. In Nazi 
Germany, for instance, where censorship is extremely strict 
and where particulars of the true conditions existing in 
other countries are never read in the German press, it is 
doubtful that such French or English propaganda -as is not 
obliterated -will influence the German mind very greatly. 

The most astonishing thing, at least during the early 
stages of the war, has been the European broadcasts received 
in the United States direct from London, Paris, Berlin and 
Warsaw. American representatives of our national networks 
have talked to us almost daily from the respective warring 
capitals and often American listeners have wondered why 
these countries allowed such broadcasts to go on the air at 
all. The answer, of course, is again simply the word "propa- 
ganda." More important yet, is the point often overlooked, 
that these broadcasts are usually very tame and contain 
little information that the war bulletins given out by the 
warring countries have not contained. So, all we hear in 
these international broadcasts is a news rehash, plus a little 
local color; but of actual war conditions, of course, we hear 
nothing because the broadcasters are warned that no impor- 
tant information can ever be divulged in this manner. 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1939 

A curious fact, overlooked even by radio people, is that 
the radio transmitting aerials are excellent guides for 
bombers and enemy airplanes. As many of our radio readers 
know, when in the United States an aviator is forced to fly 
blind in a storm or fog, often the only way that he can get 
his bearings is by listening to a broadcast station by means 
of his radio direction finder. He can then orientate himself 
and fly directly in the direction of the transmitter. Of 
course, he knows where that transmitter is located. His map 
tells him that. It is naturally the same in Europe, and for that 
reason during a black -out when enemy airplanes approach, 
broadcast stations are usually shut down so as not to give the 
enemy raider his bearings. The chances are that this condi- 
tion will become more intensified as time goes on. 

So far, the greatest radio havoc of the war has been that 
created among radio amateurs. As each country declares 
war, the first thing that the governments do is to curtail 
amateur transmission and for that reason it is not possible 
today for American amateurs to receive messages from 
amateurs of any of the warring countries. This will even 
hold true with Canada, which declared war as we go to 
press, and it is a foregone conclusion that Canadian amateurs 
too, will be shut down until the end of the war. This is 
regrettable, because it was found during the first World 
War that amateurs made the backbone of the radio signaling 
system and it is therefore felt that the amateurs, deprived 
of their radio work, will not be in good practice if they 
have to stop transmitting for one or more years. To be sure, 
radio amateurs in whatever warring country they are, will 
probably be drafted anyway, except for the younger ones 
who have not reached military age. 

The reason for closing down on amateurs during the war 
is obvious. Spies and other unauthorized persons could use 
amateur radio channels to communicate with the enemy; 
particularly submarines, etc., and for that reason it is 
difficult to find a good reason why amateur radio should 
not be suspended during the war, much as this is regretted. 

As to the technical side of war radio, it is impossible in 
a short article of this type to describe the really tremendous 
rôle that radio really plays. There is hardly any part of the 
warring personnel these days that is not radio- equipped. 
Tanks, scouting airplanes, bombers, submarines, artillery, 
anti -aircraft gunners, all are radio -equipped and know the 
value of instant communication with headquarters. Such a 
thing as the American Lost Battalion in the Belleau Wood 
in the first World War probably would not happen again 
today. Even the marching infantry is radio -equipped these 
days. Not only that, but every part of the mechanized army 
from the caisson to mobile guns all have radio equipment. 
Machine -gunners at outposts have their 2 -way radio, so 
that if necessary, they can be immediately directed either 
to advance or retreat, as conditions may indicate. No longer 
is it necessary to wait for runners or field -telegraph. Radio 
takes care of the modern army in ALL of its movements. 

It should also be remembered that modern radio is so 
efficient that it is possible to send intelligence only for 
extremely short distances, even as little as 10 yards without 
the signal passing beyond such a distance; the signals also 
may be made quite directive. This flexibility of radio becomes 
very important, particularly for war -time uses, and for this 
reason it will be used a great deal during the present war. 
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RUBINOFF'S P.A. "STRAD" 
Here shown practicing. Dave Rubinoff later played 
to an audience of 5,000 persons at the Mississippi 
Valley Music Festival, last month. The Stradivarius 
(insured for $100.000) was supplemented by an 
Amperite "Kontak" mike and an RCA sound system. 
Edward H. Gordon, sound engineer, is at right. 

WAR CLOUDS 

A 
MATEUR radio in Canada 
went into hibernation last 
month when the Canadian 

Government said "No, no a thousand 
times no," or words to that effect, with 
regard to the continuation of ham radio . 
transmission and reception, as one of 
the long tentacles of the European war 
octopus reached toward Uncle Sam's 
next door neighbor. 

European powers last month ordered 
that the transmitters aboard their ships 
not be operated. The idea of course was, 
and is, to reduce, thereby, the possibility 
of revealing to an enemy power the 
position of a ship which would thus be 
disclosed if its signals were picked up 

THE RADIO MONTH 
by a receiver equipped with a direction - 
finding (loop) aerial. 

The mailed fist of the God of War 
last month opened, and when it closed 
it enfolded England, France, Germany 
and Poland in a rigid censorship of 
every form of communication -radio, 
trlegraphy and telephony. 

TELEVISION 
WIRE-TELLY 6,000 miles? ,!/ We don't know for sure, 

11 but it seems from a letter 
sent to Radio -Craft last month in reply 
to inquiries by this department, that 
John Bull has stolen a march on every 
other country in supplying new "pic- 
ture" equipment to Russia. The report 
states that Standard Telephones and 
Cables, Ltd., of London, last month 
shipped to Russia specially- designed 
transmission apparatus which will make 
possible the operation of several tele- 
phone and telegraph circuits, simul- 
taneously, by "carrier" (substantially, 
wired radio). Included in the equipment 
is "a channel for broadcasting or pic- 
ture transmission "; it is not clear 
whether this use of the word "picture" 
is a reference to a facsimile picture 
(permanent record) or a television 
image (transient view). Crossing Si- 
beria, the open wire lines will join Mos- 
cow and Khabarovsk, 6,000 miles apart. 

Last month. the F.C.C. included in its 
Radio Service Bulletin the following 
additions to the growing list of telly 
stations: 

W2XBT- N.B.C. portable, 92 mc. 
W3XP -Philco, 204 to 210 mc. 
W3XAD -RCA, 321 to 327 mc. 

Television opens to the totally deaf 
a whole new world, observed Mrs. Eve- 

lyn Sass, national lip- reading champion 
in 1930, during a visit last month to 
G.E.'s exhibit at the New York World's 
Fair 1939. Mrs. Sass was able to read 
the lips of announcers and performers. 
Too, television would make it possible 
for the totally deaf to "telephone." 

The construction permit requested 
last month by Bamberger Broadcasting 
Service, Inc., at 1450 Broadway, N.Y.C., 
is for a new telly station on 84 to 90 
mc., and with a power output of 1 kw. 

NEW CALL 
LETTERS 

COLUMBIA'S international 
shortwave station W3XAU 
henceforth will be an- 

nounced as WCAI, in conformity with 
new rules and regulations of the F.C.C. 

Reason for the change to new call 
letters lies in the fact that the experi- 
mental status of shortwave broadcasting 
has been removed by the F.C.C., Inter- 
national Shortwave now being desig- 
nated as a regular service. The "X" in 
the former call letters (W3XAU) was 
a symbol of experimental service. 

Westinghouse station W1XK, Boston, 
has joined the ranks of the Interna- 
tional Shortwave stations which have 
received calls minus the "X ", and now 
is known as WBOS. 

General Electric stations W2XAF and 
W2XAD, both in Schenectady, have be- 
come, respectively, International Short- 
wave stations WGEO and WGEA. The 
Treasure Island station at the San 
Francisco World's Fair, formerly 
W6XBE, has now become KGEI. 

TELEVISION MAKES SELLING EASIER 
Wire -television may soon find extensive application in department stores and other large places where a central television studio may be conveniently connected 
by cable to a number of remote teleceivers. For example, Bloomingdale's, large department store in New York City, last month introduced American Television 
Corp.'s Tele -Sales System, with a well-balanced program of I've and film subjects. Studio programs were m d to 8 remote Kinets ( teleceivers). Photo at left 
Shows (top- inset) aligning frame which centers subject on movable platform; onlookers (bottom -inset) outside studio; and. onlookers at a remote Kinef. This 

department attended a press demonstration of Bloomingdale s Tale -Sales System set -up and forecasts a great future for this use of wire -television. 
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IN REVIEW 
FREQUENCY 
MODULATION 

EXTENSIVE tests of fre- 
quency modulation are 
being planned by several 

large groups. The Bell Telephone Labs. 
plans, announced last month, call for 
comparative tests of frequency- vs. am- 
plitude- modulated communication be- 
tween aircraft and automobiles. Test 
stations will use 20 watts on 38.6 mc. 
for each of 4 portable -mobile stations, 
viz.: WIOXJT, -U, -V, and -W. 

The National Broadcasting Co. last 
month received permission to go on the 
air with 1,000 watts, on 42.6 mc., over 
a frequency- modulated station atop the 
Empire State Building. 

The Yankee Network, Inc., last month 
received the "go ahead" signal to oper- 
ate station W1XOK as a relay station 
for high -fidelity programs from a fre- 
quency- modulated station in Boston, 
Mass. The relay station is to use 50 
watts, on 133.03, 134.85, and 136.81 mc. 

The Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.'s 
station W8XKA, Springfield, Mass., will 
shortly be on the air with a 1 kw. fre- 
quency- modulated transmitter on 42.6 
me. 

FACSIMILE 
SPECIAL facsimile edi- 

tion tion of The Dallas Morn- 
ing News will be pub- 

lished as soon as the new RCA equip- 
ment is installed in station W5XD, the 
ultra -H.F. station which is associated 
with WFAA. The facsy programs will 
go out on 25.25 mc., with a power of 
1,000 watts. 

Other newspaper -owned stations in 
the U.S. now transmitting facsy ma- 
terial with similar RCA equipment are: 

UNION TERMINAL'S NEW SOUND INSTALLATION 
Union Passenger Terminal at Los Angeles, which cost SI1,000,000, would not have been complete without 
Its huge sound system which provides public address facilities, recorded music and radio programs for 
waiting passengers. Sound seeks out the passengers no matter whether they're in the ultra -modern 
restaurant (photo at right shows one of the decorative loudspeakers), or in the waiting room (inset photo 

shows the type of speakers used here). Photo at left shows part of the special control room. 

WBNS, Columbus, Ohio; KSD, St. 
Louis, Mo.; WBEN, Buffalo, N. Y.; 
KMJ, Fresno, Calif.; and KFBK, Sac- 
ramento, Calif. 

The 3 -day Army Ivor gantes scheduled 
last month to take place at Plattsburg, 
N. Y., were to be recorded by station 
WMCA. After being used as the basis 
of a broadcast the discs were to be 
turned over to the U. S. Army for use 
in military instruction and as a per- 
manent record of the maneuvers. Re- 
corders mounted in special cars, for 
ranging over the 25 -mile front, were to 
operate from special studios. 

President. Roosevelt, during his 10 
days on board the U.S.S. Tuscaloosa, 
each morning when he arose was handed 
a Finch facsimile record of material 
sent out the previous night, it was re- 
ported last month. 

These programs were received from 
WOR, which transmits via the RCA 
system Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and 
Thursdays, and with the Finch system 
on the remaining two days. 
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Nazis Are Warned to 
Shun Foreign Radio 

Berlin, Sept. 1 (UP.).- Effective tonight, anybody in 
Germany who listens to a foreign radio broadcast is sub- 
ject to a prison term, while those who spread reports from 
such broadcasts are liable, in special cases, to the death 
penalty. 

"Every word coming from a foreign radio station is 
a lie," an official announcement declared. 

The war measure, designed to preclude the dissemi- 
nation of foreign propaganda and information adverse to 
the interests of Germany, said at the outset: 

"Modern war and military weapons are only the means 
toward a decision. The influencing of the morale of the 
people is most important." 
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RADIO LISTENING VERBOTEN 
The I- station models of the People's receiver are now the only radio sets 
permitted to be used in Germany, and woe betide the unlucky experimenter 
who gets caught making any changes which permit a second, and possibly 
foreign, station to be heard. All the multi -band receivers have been confiscated. 
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SOUND 
icC O SORRY we are giving 

you lots of trouble," 
.Japs announced, last 

month, over a P.A. system erected be- 
fore their sentry posts and aimed at 
British defenders of the foreign settle- 
ment in Tsientsin, China. 

According to reports, last month, the 
N.B.C. telly transmitter atop the Em- 
pire State Building interfered with the 
orchestra sound- system of the Hotel 
McAlpin a couple blocks away. It seems 
that the hotel amplifier detected and 
amplified the sound portion of the telly 
program which thus mixed with the 
P.A. program, both being heard at the 
same time by the hotel guests. 

Here's a good talking point for the 
Serviceman who wants to sell sound to 
his local church: "If it's good enough 
for the Cathedral of St. John the Divine 
and St. Patrick's Cathedral in N. Y. C., 
it must be good enough for any church." 

(Co ,i tin ttctl an page 300) 

FLICKERLESS TELE -FILM 
Rahn -Craft last month received the above photo which shows Telefunken's new 
441 -line television film- projector. It is equipped with a projection -wheel which 
is lined with mirrors, thus permitting film -pro ection without flicker- effect. 

(Additional information is given at the end of this departmen'.) 
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eon v¢zt«c y a 5-inch 74 kit 

FOR RECEIVING A 9 -INCH IMAGE 

0 

Here's a plan for building a "5- inch" television receiver from a standard kit, becoming 
familiar with its operation, and tltcn making the necessary changes so that this basic kit 
may operate a 9- or 12 -inch Kinescope. Viewing is thereby greatly improved. It's probably 
the least expensive way so far suggested for obtaining a virtual 9- or 12 -inch teleceiver. 

F THE several comn'ece'.' tele- 
vision kits available to experi- 
menters and Servicemen, the 
wr:ter chose the Meissner 5 -inch 

receiver kit because it was admirably suited to his plan. 
It was felt that the plan of converting this telly kit to use 

a larger cathode -ray tube would be of interest to the hundreds 
of Servicemen who have already built the kit and also might 
be of interest to those who prefer a larger image to begin 
with. 

Let it be said at the outset that the writer could find no 

CHARLES SICURANZA 

PART I 

Handsome "Charlie" Sicuranza, author, going through the final alignment 
process on the 5 -in. telly receiver. The cathode -ray tube is not yet in place. 

fault with the 5 -inch kit -either with 
the operation or with the image size - 
except that one time 14 people squeezed 
into a small workroom to see a program 

and although everyone saw and liked the image, it was rath- 
er trying to have 6 or 8 people draped around one's neck for 
a solid hour, hence the conversion idea took shape. 

Further, the plan has great educational value as well as 
considerable economic value. However in fairness to both the 
reader and the manufacturer it should be stressed that the 
kit be built first as a standard 5 -inch job to learn how to work 
it properly and then it can be converted in easy stages as will 
be shown in Part II. 

"DO'S AND DON'T'S" 
The remainder of this Part I will be devoted to a review of 

some "do's and don't's" in building the set and a discussion 
of the necessary changes that will be made later on. If you 
are wondering what you are going to do with the 5 -inch 
cathode -ray tube after converting the set, well -you need a 
good television 'scope anyway, so why not build one later on 
and make good use of that tube. 

The first "don't" is, not to handle the 1852 (or 1853) like 
an ordinary tube. Don't "thump" the tube; and never drop 
it on the bench or floor. These tubes because of their close 
spacing, develop grid -to- cathode shorts very easily when 
dropped. Result -loads of plate current, and then burnout. 
Don't try to hurry the wiring job; "make haste slowly" as 
the manufacturers say, as they really mean it. 

Even the assembly job is no cinch, so we will pass on a few 
hints to prospective builders. Mount the octal sockets first - 
each socket has a tube number on it. Be sure each socket key- 
way faces in the proper direction as shown in the pictorial 
diagram supplied with the kit; and don't forget to put a 
terminal lug on the 2-6F8G socket screws and also on the 
6V6G socket. Scrape the chassis bright at one corner of each 
socket plate and put a spot of solder on each one. Do this 
now because later it will be hard to do properly with the 
wiring in place. The next step is to mount every terminal lug 

strip shown on the diagram. Look par- 
ticularly for misplaced grounding straps 
on these lugs. Each one should look er:- 
actly like those shown in the diagram. 

Mount Tinder the chassis the 4 metal 
plates which hold the electrolytic con- 
densers. Mount over the chassis the 3 
hakelite plates for the remaining elec- 
trolytics. Mount the flat, wire -wound re- 
sistors and safety switch. Check these 
resistors for opens and grounds before 
mounting. Assemble all parts on the 
safety wall and mount permanently on 
to the main chassis. 

Mount the front panel on the chassis 
and leave the speaker and band- change 
switch off to the very last. Mount all the 
I.F. transformers in their proper places 
according to number. Leave the low - 
voltage and high -voltage power trans- 
formers off until the last of the wiring is 
in. 

The bracket which holds the single - 
plate variable condenser should be well 
soldered to the chassis; likewise the 

(Continued on page 304) A close -up view of the 5 -in. telly receiver with rear safety cover removed. The 2 upper controls on the 
side skirt are for image size and the lower 2 are for vertical and horizontal speed control. 
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SERVICEMAN 

414 
PUBLIC ADDRESS MAN 
SOUND SPECIALIST 

FREE eonialtatian 
and PeiZyn Setvice/ 

OMMENCING with the January, 1940 issue, Radio -Craft 
opens an entirely new department devoted exclusively to the 
interests of Servicemen, P.A. men, sound specialists, and men 

contemplating entering these fields. Whether you want a special 
amplifier designed, difficult problems in past and future P.A. instal- 
lations solved, enlightenment on audio frequency theory, or anything 
at all in connection with Sound, simply write to: 

SOUND EDITOR, 
C 'o Radio - Craft, 

99 Hudson St., 
New York, N. Y. 

. . . and enclose a stamped and return- addressed envelope. Write 
plainly, on one side of a sheet only, and include explanatory diagrams 
wherever possible. 

Servicemen contemplating entering the P.A. field should not hesi- 
tate to write for advice concerning their initial installations. This 
consultation and design service has no restrictions as to scope. If 
you wish a design for a special frequency- compensating network; 
special input, output, coupling, and interstage circuits and trans- 
formers, etc., it is yours for the asking. All circuits so designed will 
actually be constructed and tested in the laboratory to guarantee 
reliable operation. 

This service is absolutely free of charge to our subscribers. If 
you are not a regular reader now, we suggest that you take a year's 
subscription immediately in order to take advantage of this valuable 
service. 

The new department will be conducted by Mr. A. C. Shaney, one 
of the foremost sound engineers in the radio field -the same Mr. 
Shaney whose many interesting and informative articles in Radio - 
Craft have received world -wide acclaim. 

The fdt'tozs 

NOTE: We would appreciate receiving your comments regarding titis new depart- 
ment-especially comments on how we can improve its service and scope. These 
comments are welcome from all readers, whether subscribers or newsstand 
readers. Let's get off to a good start with this new department. 
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3rd GROUP of PRIZE WINNERS 
Xadzo-e7ap's {. _ontest 

Servicemen, radio dealers and sound specialists are also given the article which won the 2nd 
Prize in the Third Section of RADIO- CRAFT'S $1,000 P.A. Contest. This winner's contri- 
bution shows why `(most churches need public address systems ", and how to "sell" this market. 

1ST PRIZE -"Filmgraph" Model A, 
$149.50. 

Offered by Miles Reproducer Co., Inc. 
Won by Hobard W. Troop, 1877 Dor- 

chester Ave., Dorchester, Mass. 

2ND PRIZE - Audio -Spectrum Con- 
trol Add -On Unit, 

type ACA -ASC, $100.00. 
Offered by Amplifier Co. of America. 

Won by Wm. F. Bruening, 4354 Boyd 
Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 

3RD PRIZE -15 -18 W. Complete 
P.A. System, $89.50. 

Offered by Radio Wire Television, Inc. 
(Formerly Wholesale Radio Service, 

Co., Inc.) 
Won by T. B. Paltridge, Queensland 

Agricultural High School & College, 
Lawes, Queensland, Australia. 

4TH PRIZE -25 W. De Luxe Ampli- 
fier, type AM -25, $71. 

Offered by Amplitone Products Co. 

Won by Mahlen Moore, Midland 
Senior High School, Midland, Mich. 

5TH PRIZE -20 W. Amplifier with 
shield and tubes, ready 

to operate, type 32 -20C, $64.00. 
Offered by Vocagraph Sound Systems. 

Won by Chas. S. Moore, 716 Main 
St., Pineville, La. 

6TH PRIZE -:10 W. High -Gain Am- 
plifier, with tubes, 

ready to operate, $62.90. 
Offered by Radolek Company. 

Won by M. Asch, Radio Laboratories, 
117 West 46th St., New York, N. Y. 

7TH PRIZE -Velocity Microphone, 
type RBHK, $42.00. 

Offered by Amperite Company. 
Won by George Reiger, 3805 Mildren 

Way, Hollidays Cove, W. Va. 

8TH PRIZE -Baffle, type B -5, 
$36.00. 

Offered by Fox Sound Equipment Corp. 

Won by Don M. Ellis, Box 481, 618 
W. Chapel, Santa Maria, Calif. 

9TH PRIZE -Airline Velotron Micro- 
phone, $32.00. 

Offered by Montgomery Ward & Co. 

Won by Luther B. Hoffman, 678 
Princeton, Palmerton, Pa. 

1 OTH PR I Z E-Bruno Velotron Micro- 
phone, $27.50. 

Offered by Allied Radio Corp. 

Won by William H. Wise, 606 Olds 
Tower Bldg., Lansing, Mich. 

11TH PRIZE -Auto -Top Carrier for 
Mobile Sound Installa- 

tions, platform size 30 x 54 ins., type 
PA26, $22.50. 

Offered by Vac -O -Grip Company. 

Won by Thomas Acas, 208 Alder St., 
Waterbury, Conn. 

THIS IS THE SECOND -PRIZE MANUSCRIPT* 
MOST churches need public address 

systems. Many have poor acous- 
tics, the preacher having difficulty 

being heard in the rear of the church 
because of outside noise, etc. Many other 
uses suggest themselves for churches 
and this field seems to be one worth 
going after. Public Address work is a 
hobby of mine and my own church has 
made good use of the system which I 
have installed. Among the uses to which 
our church has put public address are 
the following: (a) boosting the preach- 
er's voice so that it can be heard clearly 
in all parts of the church in spite of the 
noise coming through open windows; 
(b) amplifying the sound of a small 
reed organ in the Sunday School room 
so that it can really lead the singing of 
a larger group of people; (c) helping 
speakers to make announcements, etc., 
at public social functions; (d) amplify- 
ing services held outdoors on the church 
lawn in summer; (e) amplifying the 
chimes in the organ through speakers 
in the church tower so that they can 
be heard throughout the community; 

The t- l'ri -e manoseriot rune considerably 
beyond the requisite 509 words but was allowed 
because of the exceptionally ingenious installation 
it describes. It will therefore run as a complete 
article in the following (December) issue of 
.:oli),- ('raft.- Editor 

(f) boosting the output of the electric 
organ (an Orgatron). 

A demonstration sold the idea of P.A. 
to the church for the first purpose men- 
tioned above -boosting the preacher's 
voice and thus improving the acoustics 
of the church. Using a small 5 -watt 
amplifier that I happened to have on 
hand, the church Board readily saw the 
advantages of having such a system for 
permanent use. Other uses were also 
found and gradually the entire system 
outlined below was acquired. 

On the equipment which our church 
now has, a profit of $200 would easily 
have been possible had I charged what 
the equipment was actually worth and 

not donated my time as a contribution 
to the church. 

Our present installation consists of 
three units: 

(1) A small 12 -watt portable system 
(home constructed) which is used for 
purposes mentioned above under (a), 
(b), (c). Cost $35 to $50. 

(2) A 30 -watt (home constructed) 
amplifier which was originally used for 
outdoor gatherings but which has now 
been converted into an additional "boost- 
er" for the "Everett Orgatron." Cost 
about $125. 

(3) A 70- to 100 -watt amplifier with 
two 40 -watt speakers used to amplify 

(Continued Oa page 305) 

A. 12.WATT AMPLIFIER 
B. 30.WATT ORGAN L 

SPEAKER BOOSTER 
C 70-100 WATT CHIMES 

AMPLIFIER 

TOWER HAD ROOM FOR 
ONLY ONE SPEAKER. 
OTHER SPEAKER PUT et 
To ENO OF BUILDING 

IDEAL LAYOUT WOULD 
BE 4-DIRECTION 
COVERAGE FROM 
TOWER. 

SPKR. IN GABLE IN. 
NORTH END OF BLDG. 

TOWER IN CENTER 
OF BUILDING 

o) 

PN 
SPEAKER IN CHOIR ROOM 

N BASEMENT USED FOR PROCESSIONAL 
BOOSTER SPEKER IN 

CHURCH UOITORIUM 
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Layout of the P.A. system in the local church of the 2nd -Prize winner. Win. F. Bruening. 
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#0W ta 19dd / to /4 

ALL -PUSH -PULL DIRECT -COUPLED 
"Packaged engineering" applied to a basic sound amplifier now enables 
or more of a large number of important features -90% of which, Mr. 

Fig. I. Full -wave diode rectifier of expander. 

Fig. 3. Non -overloading push -pull expander with variable time delay. 

(DODT) "k 657's ¡ w.1 ,0 

ruLc a 
cm CS 

b 

1 l) 
Fig. 2. Loner circuit in expander plate output. 
Note that the switch sections (A&B) of Sw.I operate 
simultaneously. either towards both plates (no loss) 

or towards "B +" (12 db. loss). 
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A. C. SHANEY 

THESE features provide for the first time, a practical 
system of "packaged engineering," whereby any one 
or more of the following 14 available features can be 
added to the popular 30 -Watt Direct -Coupled Amplifier. 

(1) Variable Speed Non- Overloading Push -Pull Expander 
(2) High- Frequency Accentuation and Attenuation 
(3) Low -Frequency Boost and Cut Control 
(4) Push -Pull Automatic Volume Compressor 
(5) Push -Pull Automatic Volume Limiter 
(6) Push -Pull Automatic Volume Control 
(7) Non- Frequency- Discriminating Scratch Suppressor 
(8) Additional Low -Gain Single -Ended Input 
(9) Additional High -Gain Single -Ended Input 

(10) Additional Low -Gain Push -Pull Input 
(11) Additional High -Gain Push -Pull Input 
(12) Audio Spectrum Control 
(13) Calibrated Volume Indicator 
(14) Remote Control 

A review of the design of the Direct -Coupled Amplifier 
described on page 202 of the October, 1939, issue of Radio - 
Craft, will coordinate the description of the features to 
follow; although this amplifier is being used as a basic 
design, these features may also be added to most other 
amplifiers-depending, in part, upon the individual feature 
selected, and the available amplifier. 

WHY NOT DIRECT -COUPLED THROUGHOUT? 
The question was raised in our laboratories as to the 

advisability of designing the additional features in such a 
manner as to permit direct -coupling between the auxiliary 
feature and the amplifier proper. The design problems en- 
countered, however, in following such procedure, make it 
obviously impossible to economically maintain the ease with 
which these auxiliary features can be added through a 
standard resistance- condenser coupling method. If the auxil- 
iary features were to be direct -coupled into the main ampli- 
fier, a different design would have to be worked out for each 
particular combination. As there are over 14 individual 
features, which »lake a total possible combination of nearly 
16,000 different variations, the inadvisability of designing so 
many different types of amplifiers is quite apparent. 

With the conventional method of coupling between the 
auxiliary features and the amplifier proper, it becomes 
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/itocterH {eatu7e1 to the 

30-WATT P. A. AMPLIFIER 
any public- address specialist to incorporate in a suitable amplifier one 
Shaney believes, have never before appeared in any radio magazine! 

PART II 

feasible to standardize on the 2 -stage 
direct- coupled amplifier unit, and pro- 
vide suitable heater and plate voltages 
for any one or more auxiliary features. 
The extraordinary flexibility of this 
arrangement more than compensates for 
any advantages in maintaining direct - 
coupling throughout the input stages. 
Furthermore, it is comparatively simple 
to design a wide -range low -level input 
stage. As these stages or auxiliary fea- 
tures are to be designed for push -pull 
operation, it becomes a relatively simple 
matter to outperform any existing types 
of standard single -ended circuits. 

THE VARIABLE SPEED NON -OVERLOADING 
PUSH-PULL EXPANDER 
During the past few years, volume 

expansion has received a considerable 
amount of attention from design en- 
gineers. Its practical application, how- 
ever, has not attained the wide popu- 
larity that it deserves, because of the 
following 4 reasons: 

1.- Individuals who have never heard 
volume expansion, find it very difficult 
to imagine this type of circuit operation, 
and unless it is actually demonstrated, 
it is rather difficult to sell. 

2. -The usual type of volume expan- 
sion incorporates a fixed time delay. This 
limitation makes it definitely unsuited 
for the wide variety of recordings that 
may be used, because of the fact that 
expansion for reproduction of slow and 
rapid tempo music, requires different 
timing. 

3.- Expanders which have been suc- 
cessfully applied, invariably produce 
overload distortion because the peak 
power of the amplifier is incapable of 
adequately handling the full power out- 

put at points of maximum expansion. 
4.- Nearly all commercial expanders 

are of a single- channel type, and because 
of their pentode -type construction, intro- 
duce an appreciable amount of even - 
order harmonics, which are carried on 
through the output of the amplifier. 

The expander developed for this 30- 
Watt Direct- Coupled Amplifier, elim- 
inates all of these objections and places 
before the music lover an outstanding 
development to enhance all types of 
recordings. 

The difficulty of making people under- 
stand the value of expansion is most 
effectively circumvented by an actual 
demonstration. A complete description 
of why an expander should be used, will 
be found in the April, 1938, issue of 
Radio -Craft, page '76, under the para- 
graph heading "Why An Expander 
Should Be Used." 

The value of incorporating a variable 
time delay is quite apparent. The usual 
practice has been to use a delay of 
approximately 1/4 of a second. While this 
may be a good average setting, it is 
certainly inadequate for proper expan- 
sion of "jitterbug" records. On the other 
hand, a slow symphony with slowly ris- 
ing swells, should have a slower acting 
expander to smooth the rate of expan- 
sion and more nearly complement the 
recording engineer's monitoring. 

THE TIME DELAY CIRCUIT 
By referring to Fig. 1, it will be noted 

that the resistor- capacity filter system 
feeding from the diode rectifier has a 
variable resistor network. As the time 
constant of this filter is a function of 
the variable resistors R2 and R3 it 

(Continued on page 302) 
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Fig. 7. Low -level inverter. 
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Scene in temporary television studios in first 2 -way 441 -line wire -television demonstration."Jeep" control at right. 

2 -Way icily Pe nonsttathon 
The RCA demonstration of 2 -way wire- television at an Atlantic City hotel, last month, 
introduced use of the "jeep" control shown at extreme right in the above photo. 

«W ELL, I declare! Hello, An- 
drews," exclaimed Dr. John 
W. Studebaker, U.S. Com- 
missioner of Education, in 

greeting Elmer F. Andrews, Federal 
Wage and Hour Administrator, by wire - 
television last month. The two distin- 
guished gentlemen were enabled by the 
wizardry of electronics to simultaneous- 
ly see and hear each other. 

This practical demonstration by RCA 
Manfacturing Co. of the possibilities of 
2-way wire -television between 2 studios 
in the Ambassador Hotel in Atlantic 
City, N.J., was also participated -in by 
executives of many broadcast stations. 
Dr. Studebaker, who said the future pos- 

sibilities of television in education "seem 
limitless," was amazed. Broadcast sta- 
tions and large department stores how- 
ever feel that point -to -point wire- televi- 
sion has more immediate application 
than broadcast radio-television, and 
therefore, approximately 20 of the form- 
er group have signified their desire to 
install set -ups of the general type em- 
ployed in the demonstration; to station 
KSTP, St. Paul, Minn., goes the honor 
for signing -up for the first unit, for use 
in demonstrations of modern 441 -line, 
high -fidelity television. 

The 2 -way demonstration was carried 
out with a duplicate equipment of the 
same type in use at the San Francisco 

and New York Fairs. Each participant 
stood before a television receiver under 
a battery of lights. Behind the receiver, 
and facing him, was a television camera 
and microphone. The camera picked up 
the image of each participant and re- 
layed it to the receiver before the other. 
In a viewing room adjacent to one of the 
temporary studios, television receivers 
placed side by side showed both images 
and made both voices audible. 

This procedure is shown in the photo 
at the top of this page which depicts a 
scene in the temporary television studios 
set up by RCA in the hotel. The viewer 
watches the image of a friend on an- 

(Continued on page 316) 
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A -Elmer F. Andrews, Federal Wage and Hour Administrator, and B-John W. Studebaker, U.S. Commissioner of Education, in separate 
studios, see and hear each other. 
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#ow to Build a "gunhóox 
- 

ELECTRIC GUITAR 
If, like author Chambers, you have had a "yen" to own an electronic music instrument, 
you probably will be interested to learn how amateur operator W9BMN constructed an 
electronic guitar, complete with pickup and amplifier, at almost no cost, by using spare parts. 

FRANK E. CHAMBERS, W9BMN 

EVER since those instruments of torture known as 
electric guitars made their appearance to crucify the 
ears of aesthetic musicians, I have had a yen to own 
one. Not that I am in favor of crucifying musicians, 

you understand; -at least not all of them! 
However, one large fly was present in the ointment -the 

cost! What with buying new gadgets for the rig, corsages 
for the girl friend, and an occasional pair of sox for myself. 
the state of the personal exchequer was in precarious straits. 
I could amplify this statement, but most hams will know 
the feeling. 

The "junkbox," however, was in good shape; so good that 
some grumbling had been heard anent the amount of room 
required to store the treasures, some relics of 15 years a 
ham, and other more recent acquisitions. But a survey 
seemed to indicate that about everything needed to build the 
amplifier and pickup for the guitar could be taken from this 
storehouse of retired radio parts. 

The guitar itself was of rather ancient vintage, and had 
a pleasant tone, but was very anaemic, and unable to lift 
its voice above a whisper. It, like myself, was battle scarred, 
and beginning to feel its age. But I figured that an amplifier 
would bring the tone up to where it could be heard above 
the blare of the neighbor's radio, and since completion, I 
am so satisfied with the result, that I thought some of the 
other boys might be interested in the details. 

The first thing was to decide on what type of pickup to 
use, and this soon boiled down to the electromagnetic type, 
as the crystal pickups cost too much, and I was rather 
dubious about using an electrostatic type, which would be 
f.b., but would require the first amplifier stage to be built 
into the guitar itself, and I anticipated difficulties in run- 
ning the output of this stage into the main amplifier as the 
filament leads for this stage would be of necessity, run 
through the same cable that would carry the output to the 
main amplifier, and that looked like a hum problem to me. 
So the magnetic type was chosen, and has worked out 
very nicely. 

The amplifier was built into an old mantel type set, which 
originally used a pair of 45's in parallel, and was in the 
junkbox, minus a speaker. Most of an old Majestic 90 was 
there, and the speaker from the 90, with its input and output 
transformers, was used. The circuit used is given in Fig. 1. 
This, of course, is not the only way to build the amplifier, 

The old anaemic guitar has been brought up -to -date and is here shown being 
used in conjunction with an ordinary home receiver. Its tunes are reproduced 

electrically now. 

and certainly is not the best way, but it suited the parts on 
hand best. If a single output tube is used instead of push -pull, 
2 high -gain stages can be used ahead of the output stage, and 
using a 6L6 output, it might be possible to get enough grid 
drive with only 1 pentode stage ahead of it. However, use 
what you have; I did. The first tube is a 57, because the 
power supply in the set had a 2%-volt filament supply, and 
I had a 57, which also helped. This was originally resistance- 
capacity coupled to a 56 which was coupled to the 45's 
through the input transformer, but the gain was not quite 
enough, so the second 56 stage was added. Likely a 53 as 

(Continued on page 308) 

Showing the construction 
of the pickup units and 
their location on the 
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Fig I. Schematic diagram of an amplifier suitable for u e with the electric guitar. 
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All the radio and public address facilities (including an emergency power plant) on Treasure Island at the San Francisco World's Fair were installed by 
RCA. Of the 5 studios provided (2 for audiences), the largest one cost $400.000 and seats 3,400 persons, and all studios are centrally controlled; a master 
control can handle 12 outgoing releases at one time. Transcripting and recording facilities are available. The 50 "Cubicle" loudspeakers, which cover all 
principal courts and main thoroughfares, each have their own local power amplifier. Above, left -radio master control room and operator. At right -one 

of the studio setups, viewed through a local control room. 

SOUND Vital 7actat at 

ilath WarllcI i tatti 
SOUND specialists and Servicemen 

unable to attend either the West- or 
East -coast World's Fairs we feel 

sure will be interested to know a few 
of the new ways in which sound equip- 
ment is being used at these fairs. Some 
examples of these applications are here 
shown and described. 

It is interesting to note that it was 

4 
Part of the Western Elec- 
tric sound equipment 
used for the "Railroads 
on Parade" show at New 
York World's Fair. The 
W.E. 4- channel affair in- 
cludes 19 separate am- 
plifiers, plus rectifying 
equipment. Six 31 -in. 
loudspeakers on the stage 
are so located and used 
as to give stereophonic 

reproduction. 

the experience with past fairs- includ- 
ing Cleveland, Chicago, Dallas, and San 
Diego -Which resulted in the decision to 
provide exceptional radio and public ad- 
dress facilities at the San Francisco 
World's Fair. By preselect arrange- 
ments, from the master control speak- 
ers, units may be automatically switched 
from one channel to another, as circum- 

272 

A. One of the many loudspeaker outlets at the New York World's Fair; the 
perisphere and trylon theme in the background adds an artistic touch to- 

this view. A single Cinaudagraph cone -type loudspeaker is mounted in a double 
baffle so that both front and rear sound waves of the speaker are utilized. (The 

3 circles shown on pole at the left are decorative lights.) 

4 From these 2 RCA loudspeakers on the oil derrick outside the Petroleum 
Exhibit (N.Y. Fair) the operation of the drilling mechanism is explained 

to visitors daily. Workmen are shown lowering the drilling bit for demonstration. 
Electrically amplified sound is a vital factor at both World's Fairs. It permits 
(artier audiences to appreciate more fully the interesting and educational ex- 
hibits and affords the exhibitors the best possible returns for their investments. 
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High voice quality and unusual decorative effects are achieved in the loudspeakers at the Du Pont Eshic 
at the New York World's Fair; specially -designed speaker housings incorporate baffles of crystal -clear 
unbreakable "Lucite" (a methyl methacrylate resin plastic). Of the 4 of these speakers shown above, 
arrows mark 3. Individual amplifiers, lapel mikes, and these speakers, enable the exhibit's lecturers to 

address, without either voice strain or fatigue, large groups. 

stances may require. Time switches are 
provided to turn the speakers on and off. 

At the New York World's Fair, in the 
"Railroads on Parade" show, all acting 
on the tremendous stage is done in pan- 
tomime because direct pick -up of speak- 
ing parts from the stage would be im- 
practical. Sound engineers solved the 
problem of giving voices to the actors by 
using a public address system to syn- 
chronize stage action with dialogue and 
musical accompaniment originating in a 
specially -built sound room beneath the 
grandstands. 

Cinaudagraph Corp. contributed con- 
siderably to the success of the New York 
World's Fair. 

The Petroleum Exhibit at this Fair 
owes part of its success to a properly -in- 
stalled RCA P.A. system. 

Du Pont showed how the plastics in- 
dustry can dress -up sound equipment. 

The new 40 -watt "Twin Power" loud- 
speakers of RCA and the 50 -watt 
"Coaxial" speakers of Langevin received 
"shake- down" tryouts at the Fairs. 

Ford Motor Co. spared no expense in 
applying sound to its exhibits. 

A The RCA "Twin Power" high -fidelity loudspeaker. A high-frequency horn 
unit points out the froni; a second, powerful, low -frequency loudspeaker 

unit is directed toward the rear. There are 52 of these P.M. dynamic speakers 
at the San Francisco World's Fair; 45 at the New York World's Fair (12 in the 
perisphere -see June '39 leado- r'rnft. pg. 720). Speaker weighs 224 lbs.; rating, 
40 W. (continuous). Frequency range is 60 to 10,000 cycles; crossover is at 6S0 
cycles. In photo, note L.F. unit above x -over network; the H.F. diffuser, lower - 

left, fits into H.F. unit, lower- right, as shown in insert -photo. 

This is one of the new Langevin 31.in. coaxial loudspeakers (part of an ÿ 
extensive Western Electric sound system) mounted backstage of the "Rail- 
roads on Parade" Exhibit at the New York World's Fair. A similarly constructed 
speaker (shown on front cover), 60 ins. wide, is mounted on top of the Rail- 
road Building for ballyhoo purposes. This 2 -Unit Coaxial, Multi- Cellular Horn 
incorporates a low -frequency unit driven by a Jensen 111-in. dynamic speaker; 

and a W.E. type 551 -W H.F. unit. Vanes diffuse the high frequencies. 
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Cross -section of the 
Langevin 60 -in. loud- 
speaker atop the Rail- 
road Building at the New 
York World's Fair. Con- 
sisting essentially of low - 
and high -frequency units, 
the latter with a multi - 
cellular "honeycomb" for 
radiating the sound in all 
directions, the speaker 
affords excellent distri- 
bution over a vertical 
and horizontal angle of 
about 70 degrees. The 
mouth of the low- frequen- 
cy unit is 5 ft. on each 
side. Both units are 
mounted coaxially, avoid- 
ing phase difference. The 
speaker is rated at SO W. 
for continuous operation. 

The Ford Exhibit like most of the others at both the 
New York and San Francisco World's Fairs, makes 
extensive use of modern public -address equipment 
for conveying to large audiences the interesting in- 
formation concerning the manufacture of automo- 
biles. Ford utilizes 2 distinct sound systems, one 
for public address and the other for its electrical 
musical instruments. These latter consist of 4 Ham- 

mond Novachords and the Hammond Organ. 
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Review O46 Te C_e Çlllacat[Ons 

o15 U[tLa- Shortwaves 
Recent changes in F.C.C. regulations have an important effect upon radio equipment. It 
is important, therefore, that manufacturers and technicians familiarize themselves with 
these new regulations, and variations from previous practice, as described in this Review. 

THE Federal Communications Commis- 
sion recently issued a report covering 
the allocation of frequencies throughout 

the radio spectrum from 30,000 to 300,000 
kilocycles. (The Commission also made pub- 
lic the table of allocations to the specific 
services.) 

In addition to announcing various 
changes in the allocation to these specific 
services, the report: 

(1) Extends existing permits for fre- 
quencies above 60,000 kilocycles except 
those operating in the broadcast service 
(television, facsimile, relay, high- frequency 
and experimental broadcast) to Oct. 1, 1939. 

(2) Provides that applications for re- 
newal which are due to be filed on Aug. 1, 
1939 shall specify frequencies in accordance 
with the new allocation. 

(3) Provides that applicants for new 
permits after the effective date of this 
order (April 13, 1939) shall request fre- 
quencies in accordance with the new table 
of allocations. 

BROADCASTING 
The allocation of frequencies above 

30,000 kilocycles vitally affects several im- 
portant broadcast services; namely, tele- 
vision, facsimile, relay, high -frequency and 
experimental broadcast. All outstanding 
authorizations for television service are 
experimental. 

The same 19 bands acted upon by the 
Commission Oct. 13, 1937 are reserved for 
television; however, 3 of the bands, namely, 
162,000- 168,000 kc., 210,000- 216,000 kc., and 
264,000- 270,000 kc., may be used also for 
general or specific research and experi- 
mentation in the radio art along lines which 
are not specifically directed toward any 
established service. These stations will be 
required to vacate these bands if operation 
thereon results in interference to any tele- 
vision station. 

(The Commission believes that in order to 
permit television to be inaugurated on a 
nationwide basis a minimum of 19 channels 
should be reserved below 300 megacycles. 
This does not mean that the minimum 
number of channels allocated by this order 
will eventually provide channels for a 
completely competitive nationwide service. 
Undoubtedly additional channels above 300 
megacycles or some rearrangement of the 
present plan will be necessary at a later 
date.) 

In the band 41,000- 44,000 kc. 75 channels 
are made available for assignment to aural 
broadcasting and facsimile broadcasting 
stations. Of these, 25 channels have already 
been allocated to non -commercial educa- 
tional broadcast stations. The revised order 
does not change the existing broadcast al- 
location in this band nor does it change 
the allocation to broadcasting on frequen- 
cies below 41,000 kc. 

Order 19 originally provided for broad- 
casting in the band 142,000- 144,000 kc. In 
order to provide frequencies for the avia- 
tion service, it was necessary to shift 
broadcasting to the band 116,000- 118,000 
kc. which was formerly tentatively assigned 
to amateurs. 

Frequencies will be provided in each of 
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the broadcast bands above 40,000 kc. for 
experimentation in frequency modulation 
as well as amplitude modulation in order 
that the relative merits of the two types 
of modulation may be properly evaluated 
by the Commission at an early date. It is 
anticipated that as a result of such experi- 
mentation proper standards will be eventu- 
ally developed. 

The action of the Commission in revising 
Order 19 provides a total of 12 channels for 
broadcasting service, such as, for example, 
relay broadcasting, in the frequency band 
132,000- 140,000 kc. These channels are in 
substantial accord with the original alloca- 
tion. 

POLICE SERVICE 
The police service has been allocated 8 

channels between 132,000 -140,000 kc. to sup- 
plement the frequencies which have pre- 
viously been allocated to this service within 
the band 30,000 -40,000 kc. At the present 
time there is only a small number of police 
stations operating experimentally above 100 
megacycles. 

Municipal and county governments as in 
the past will be required to cooperate to 
the fullest extent and coordinate their 
needs for radiocommunication service in 
order that interference may be minimized. 
These frequencies will be maintained ex- 
perimentally until such time as develop- 
ments may determine in which manner they 
may be best used by this service. 

AVIATION SERVICE 
In order to provide additional frequencies 

for the aviation service, which is essentially 
a safety service, and may not be served by 
any other method of communication, the 
frequency band 140,100- 143,880 kilocycles 
has been allocated to this service. Many of 
the present problems which confront the 
aviation industry through its employment 
of medium frequencies may be solved 
through the use of the ultra -high fre- 
quencies. These frequencies are of utmost 
importance to the aviation service in that 
these frequencies are comparatively free 
from atmospheric interference and electri- 
cal disturbances, which render communica- 
tion on medium frequencies impossible at 
times. Because of the natural limitations of 
these frequencies in their transmission and 
reception range, duplication of use of a 
given frequency will be possible at intervals 
of about 500 miles. 

The frequency band 129,000 -132,000 kilo- 
cycles remains unchanged and will be 
available for airport traffic control. Six 
airport frequencies separated by approxi- 
mately 500 kilocycles will be available for 
use at various airports throughout the 
country. Where there are several airports 
in the same locality, such as New York, the 
use of a separate and distinct frequency 
may be authorized. The intervening guard 
bands are provided in order to avoid inter- 
ference and thus give the maximum degree 
of safety possible. 

FIXED SERVICE 
The fixed service has been allocated 14 

channels in the band 132,000- 140,000 kilo- 

cycles. In view of the decided and extensive 
demand for frequencies for the various 
classes of service which by their very nature 
are dependent on radiocommunication 
rather than wire lines, it is only possible 
to provide frequencies for the fixed service 
for use in areas where wire facilities are 
not available, or, due to circuitous wire 
routing or emergency circumstances, the 
use of radio may be found justified. Con- 
sequently, a limited number of frequencies 
have been made available for fixed service. 

EXPERIMENTAL SERVICE 
The experimental service has been al- 

located, in addition to the frequencies pre- 
viously assigned, the shared use of those 
frequencies allocated to the special services. 
These additional channels which are inter- 
spersed throughout the frequency range 
30,000- 40,000 kilocycles and 132,000- 140,000 
kilocycles are primarily for general ex- 
perimentation which is not directed spe- 
cifically to any established service. 

In addition, the order provides that all 
frequencies between 129,000 and 144,000 
kilocycles are also available for assignment 
on an experimental basis to stations en- 
gaged in the development of a specific serv- 
ice in accordance with the rules and regu- 
lations governing that service. For example, 
should a municipality desire to experiment 
in the police service on frequencies above 
130 megacycles, the frequencies allocated to 
the police service would be used. 

There are also made available to the ex- 
perimental service 3 bands of frequencies 
which have been allocated primarily for 
television broadcasting. These bands are 
separated approximately 50 megacycles 
apart, commencing with the band 162,000 
kilocycles. Frequencies within these bands 
are available on a temporary basis only for 
general or specific research and experi- 
mentation in the development of the radio 
art along lines which are net specifically 
directed toward any established service. 
The holder of any general experimental in- 
strument of authorization for any fre- 
quency or frequencies within these bands 
must vacate such frequency or frequencies 
if interference results to the television 
service. The assignments to experimental 
stations will be made upon the approximate 
0.1% channeling system. 

RELAY PRESS SERVICE 
The term "relay press" station has been 

adopted by the Commission since Order 19 
was first promulgated. Frequencies above 
30,000 kc. formerly designated as "mobile 
press" are now designated "relay press." A 
relay press station is limited to the trans- 
mission of news for publication, or orders, 
instructions or inquiries concerning such 
news to be published by the licensee and 
other publishers of the same news, or to be 
disseminated by the news association with 
which the licensee is regularly affiliated. 
Licenses for relay press stations are grant- 
ed for communication to or from points 
where other communication facilities are 
not available. The frequencies provided in 
the revised order for relay press stations 

(Continued on page 311) 
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WANTS TRANSMITTER 
ARTICLES 

Dear Editor. 
Please publish a good XMTR job for 

phone on 10 meters, also to be used for 20 
and 40 C.W. Would like to use a 6L6 tri -tet, 
6L6 dbler and T20 final. Would like to grid 
modulate. 

Please print a suitable diagram using a 
T20 for final and also speech end. 

KENNETH S. BABB, 
Wellington, Texas 

Yes, some of our readers are interested in 
transmitters -but how many? If you would 
like to see constructional articles on trans- 
mitters and other Amateur Radio allied sub- 
jects, drop us a postcard. This is YOUR maga- 
zine. Tell us what you want in it. Don't 
make it necessary for us to guess. -EDITOR 

AGREES WITH MOODY 
Dear Editor: 

I would like to lend whole- hearted agree- 
ment with Willard Moody's letter in the 
August issue. Surely the questions asked 
in the "Servicing Questions & Answers" 
columns are not sent in by capable radio 
Servicemen. The very nature of the ques- 
tions would indicate that they were sent by 
screwdriver mechanics who shouldn't be try- 
ing to service sets. 

Personally I like to get hold of the "tough 
babies ". Every time I repair a tough -to -fix 
set, I find that I have learned something 
worthwhile. 

Sprayberry's articles on new circuits are a 
real help to the Serviceman trying to keep 
up with the trade and the Shaney article on 
hum appearing in this issue is very interest- 
ing. Couldn't the pages devoted to service 
diagrams be used to more advantage? It 
seems to me that it is a terrible waste of 
space since we have to buy service manuals 
anyhow. 

BOB STETI.ER, 
Stetler Auto Co., 
Kingfisher, Okla. 

Radio Service Data Sheets now ordinarily 
appear in Radio -Craft many months before 
they are published in manuals, and since 
they usually tend to highlight a trend or 
new development in radio, as for instance 
the first commercial use of certain new types 
of tubes, they serve as valuable references. 

-Editor 

DISAGREES WITH MOODY 
Dear Editor: 

I have been an ardent reader of your swell 
mag. since 1932 and have never had cause 
to complain until I read Willard Moody's 
letter in your August issue. 

I protest strongly his saying the Servic- 
ing Questions & Answers are ridiculous. I 
have never written in myself, but the data 
one can file away on these Questions is both 
helpful and constructive. Mr. Moody should 
not figure we Servicemen are all Marconis 
like himself (or so it seems he figures, to 
judge by his letter). I've been in the game 
for 15 years and still have room for more 
knowledge. 

I only wish you could find room for more 
of these helpful articles, including Operating 
Notes, Hints and Kinks. YOUR DATA 
SHEETS ARE GREAT, but unfortunately 
few. We Servicemen who do not have a flock 
of Chanalysts, etc., appreciate such articles 
as written by Charles R. Leutz, S. West, 
Harry l'aro, Sanford Miller, and F. L. 
Sprayberry in this August issue. The only 
"kick" I have is the change in your mag. 
cover. It used to be easy to run your finger 
down the pile and find the issue you wanted, 
now, with no Date, or Month on the end 
binding, one has to get the whole stack down 
to look on the front cover. 

Hoping you will give us more of the Tele- 
vision Servicing articles and keep up the 
good work fer us "Ditch Diggers ". 

R. H. CHERRILL, 
Cherrill's Radio Electric, 
I'hila., Po. 

The apparatus installed in an Australian school b 
Mr. J. W. Love of that country. He tells of the 

installation, in this department. 
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RIDER "CHANALYST" 
Dear Editor: 

You ask for comments on the Rider 
"Chanalyst ". I think it hits the nail on the 
head. I have been using a similar method for 
a considerable time but with a half -dozen 
different units, a carborundum detector, etc.; 
but using sockets to cut into place instead 
of prods. I think the new instrument will go 
over big, and congratulate Mr. Rider on pro- 
ducing something worthwhile. I am hoping 
your magazine keeps up its present style; 
two others that I have subscribed to for 
years have fallen by the way -side. 

WM. PICKERING, 
Vancouver, British Columbia. 

RE. MOODY AGAIN 
Dear Editor: 

I am a reader of Radio -Craft and I ran 
across an article by Mr. Willard Moody, and 
would like to explain in 5 articles (below) 
why we appreciate your magazine. I would 
also like to state that Mr. Sprayberry has 
some good articles but the articles are sari 
that we have not come across a radio set in 
our community where we have had to look 
them up (and I have all the Radio -Crafts). 

1. -We can't get our knowledge by going 
down the street to see a jobbing expert ra- 
diotrician. 

2.- Haven't got wholesale firms next door 
to buy from. 

3. -Can't pick up diagrams and wiring 
circuits like they can at a moment's call. 

4. -Parts are limited and we have to or- 
der them, mostly by mail. 

5. -We like Radio -Craft for the Data 
Sheets, Service Notes, Operating Notes, 
Useful Kinks and Circuits, New Tubes -and 
more of them. 

I have serviced in large cities but when I 
started in a Podunk town I hardly made 
the second grade as far as real servicing was 
concerned and found it altogether different. 

M. E. ARMSTRONG, 
Austin, Minn. 

TIP ON SPARTON SETS 
Dear Editor: 

Regarding Sparton receivers blowing 
power tubes discussed in March Radio -Craft, 
be advised this is mainly due to heavy plate 
current. The large carbon bias resistor used 
as original equipment changes value often 
to a figure as low as 400 or 500 ohms. 
Change to 1,250 ohms, 10 watts, wire -wound, 
and except in extreme cases, where high 
line voltage is encountered, the trouble is 
definitely cured. High line will cause short 
life for the type 485 tubes as well. 

J. O. ROBERTS, 
Roberts Radio Service, 
St. Louis, Mich. 

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL P.A. 
Dear Editor: 

I have enjoyed your publications of Ra- 
dio -Craft for some years. Some of the arti- 
cles which you have submitted for the edifi- 
cation of the radio Serviceman and tech- 
nician have proved to be very interesting, 
and in cases where we have made use of 
your suggestions we have found them to be 
quite satisfactory. 

On looking through the August 1938 issue, 
which is to hand, it is interesting to note 
your article on wiring schools for radio. In 
my capacity as Chief Engineer of the firm, 
I have had the "pleasure" of designing vari- 
ous types of combination radio, public ad- 
dress and gramophone installations and al- 
though these installations have not been 
very large I thought that perhaps you may 
be interested to know what has been going 
on along these lines in Australia. The en- 

(Continued on page 319) 
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Fig. I. Two shortwave aerials crossed at right -angles 
and controlled at a remote panel constitute the 

Combination DX Directional Receiving Aerial. 
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Fig. 2. Optional lead -in connections. Note that in 
r,e first case (A), wire W -W' (not shown) can float 

free cr be grounded if desired. 

COMBINATIONS. ORDINARY AERIALS: 

N' N ', E' E ; 5' 5 W' W 

WW'E'E; NN'S'S 

NN'5'S AND wW'E'E NTS 
NN'E'E V; EE' S'S < :55'w'w^,wwN''+ > 
NN'S'5..oE'E /, NN'5'5 NoW'W T 
WW' E'E.NeN'N / , wW'E'E"o5'5 

DOUBLET COMBINATIONS: 
NN'5'5 V; ww'Er'E /i 

NNE'E }, EE'S'5 55'wwit\.wWii i 
NN'S'5-WWV( (IN ) 

`} 
NM' E'E.NPSS N'.wfE'S'S`(,NNS5+oE'E \ 
EE'SS wo W'w/<ww'Sior^`,ww'E'E.wS'S` 

t 

W WAND NN' E'E Ww'N'N."OE'E Ww'E'E n.o N'N 

7\1 
W W. S'5 .1014'N W W' N'N ANe 5'5 W W'..O NN' S'S 

11 
NN'w'wA.O EE' S'S N 'E AND ww'S'S 

Fig. 3. Possible conections for the doublet. 
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A COMBINATION DX 
Various mechanical methods for turning a shortwave 
(Golden -Leutz Superhet.) Leutz accomplishes this result 
stations in one locality this system will become increas- 

receiving fans are always look- 
ing for additional ways to bring 
in new distant stations. To ob- 
tain satisfactory reception from 

any one station, the strength of the re- 
ceived signal must exceed the local noise 
level, otherwise added receiver sensi- 
tivity contributes nothing toward the 
desired result. 

Assuming the DX fan has a capable 
all -wave receiver, the receiving range, 
especially on signals ordinarily con- 
sidered too far below the noise level to 
be amplified properly, can be greatly im- 
proved through the use of a directional 
aerial. This fact is of course generally 
known, but most directional aerials in 
use are only effective in a few of all the 
possible directions which may be desired. 
This means that possibly some signals 
passing the aerial never reach the re- 
ceiver input circuit. 

DIRECTIONAL DX ANTENNA 
Where space permits, a directional 

aerial of the type to be described by the 
writer can be erected that will be effec- 
tive in a large number of different di- 
rections. Furthermore the particular di- 
rection desired is readily controlled - 
electrically and without any moving 
parts -by a simple switching arrange- 
ment. 

In addition to extending the receiving 
Lange, this combination directional an- 
tenna system is equally useful in exclud- 
ing interference simultaneously from 
other directions. The many advantages 
are instantly obvious upon examining 
the drawings pertaining to this article. 

This flexible directive antenna sys- 
tem and switching control panel permits 
selecting a wide choice of doublet com- 
binations. In most cases a combination 
can be connected which will be highly 
effective in the one desired direction and 
accordingly about 75% of all possible 
interference is automatically eliminated. 

In commercial practice, a directional 
aerial is usually designed to be effective 
only in one direction and efficient for one 
narrow band. For other bands or direc- 
tions, additional aerials are used. This 
expensive construction also requires con- 
siderable space. Few amateurs can con- 
sider following the commercial practice. 

The best alternative is a combination 

CHARLES R. 

Front view of the 
DX Antenna's re- 

mote control. 

directional antenna together with a 
switching arrangement permitting re- 
ception in each of several directions as 
required. Depending upon the length of 
the elevated wires and the angles be- 
tween them, such an aerial will be most 
efficient at some certain frequency and 
most effective for some certain direc- 
tion, that is for the case of a 2 -wire 
V- doublet such as EE', S'S in Fig. 1. 

Such a doublet will also be satisfactorily 
efficient at all harmonics of this fre- 
quency and give fair response on other 
frequencies. This is especially true using 
doublets with a V lead -in to the start 
of the transmission line. 

ANALYSIS 
Figure 1 illustrates a special DX 

aerial, the directive qualities of which 
can be controlled at will by the receiving 
operator. As shown the aerial consists 
of 2 doublets at right -angles to each 
other. The V -type lead -in is used in 
order to cover the widest possible range 
of frequencies with the best possible 
efficiency. For experimental purposes, 
there is no reason why other types of 
lead -in cannot be tried, for example 
feeders as used with the Johnson "Q" 
method of construction. However for 
the DX receiving fan, the converging 
V lead -in to the start of the transmis- 
sion line will probably be found best. 

As shown in Fig. 1, each of the 4 

elevated wires of the aerial has its own 
lead -in wire running direct to the con- 
trol switch panel. The leads of the East 
and West wires are twisted together to 
transpose same. Likewise the leads of 
the North and South wires also are 
transposed. Then these 2 cables are 
twisted together, making a 4 -wire lead - 
in cable with approximately equal im- 
pedances between any two of the wires. 

The switch panel consists of 4 toggle 
switches, one for each lead -in wire. 
Each switch is a single -pole 3 -way type 
having an "off ", or "dead ", center posi- 
tion. A 5th switch, single -pole and sin- 
gle- throw, is provided to connect one 
side of the doublet input to ground, D to 
G, when using any combination of ordi- 
nary aerials. The 3rd position of the 
toggle switches allows grounding any 
unused elevated aerial wires, if desired. 
Under some circumstances one or more 
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DIRECTIONAL RECEIVING AERIAL 
antenna for best results from a given direction are in use, but Mr. Charles 
simply and effectively by electrical means. With the advent of 2 or more television 
ingly useful to Servicemen. Some progressive manufacturer will soon snap this up. 

LEUTZ 

Interior of the DX 
Antenna's remote 
control unit. Note 
simplicity of wiring. 

unused wires being grounded will add a 
useful reflector effect. 

As the 4 elevated wires are 90 de- 
grees apart using any one V connection, 
for example EE'S'S, theoretically the 
best results would be obtained by hav- 
ing the 2 wires 1% wavelengths in 
length. As most DX fans have limited 
space, some will have to use wires only 
1 wavelength or even 1k-wavelength in 
length, and such dimensions will give 
very satisfactory service. The aerial 
upon which this article is based had 4 
wires each about 20' long, separated 
10' at the center and each of the V leads 
to the transmission line being 10' long. 

An interesting feature to note is that 
most combinations can be fed into the 
receiver doublet input circuit in either 
of 2 ways. For example in Fig. 2, the 
doublet consists of one leg NN' and the 
other leg EE'S'S. The approximate di- 
rection is NE by E. However there is a 
choice of connecting either the single leg 
or the double leg to "A" of the doublet 
input. In actual practice there is often 
a marked difference between these 2 ar- 
rangements. 

With one side of the receiver doublet 
input coil grounded (switch D to G), 
and using the elevated wires as simple 
aerials, there are 16 useful combina- 
tions. Any one of the 4 wires can be 
used alone, NW, EE', SS' or WW'. All 
4 wires can be connected together for an 
"X" aerial. Any one of 4 "V" connec- 
tions are available, for example NN'E'E. 
Either straightaway is available, 
WW'E'E or NN'S'S. Either straight- 
away can be connected to one leg, on 
either one side or the other, for example 
straightaway WW'E'E and leg S'S. 

Using doublet connections there are 
at least 21 useful combinations, some of 
which are effective in more than one di- 
rection. Figure 3 shows these various 
arrangements. 

TWIN DX ARRAYS 
For the amateur who goes in for DX 

reception in a big way and has space 
available, a still more elaborate aerial 
can be erected. By referring to Fig. 4 
the construction shown covers 2 arrays 
similar to the single one just described. 
This adds 4 decidedly directional V -dou- 
blets in a vertical plane, and any one 

of these can be used singly or in a seem- 
ingly endless combination of vertical 
doublets, horizontal doublets, refiector 
wires and plain aerial wires. This more 
elaborate array requires an 8 -wire 
transposed lead -in and a switch for each 
lead at the control panel as well as the 
doublet coil grounding switch. 

For example the vertical doublet 
WW'w'w is highly directional as indi. 
cated by the arrow in the drawing. The 
horizontal doublet NN'W'W provides 
maximum reception of signals arriving 
from the southeast (dotted arrow). 
With these 2 doublets in parallel, that 
is both connected to the doublet input 
circuit at the same time, the array is 
still effective to either of 2 directions 
(indicated by the arrows), and also di- 
rective to a 3rd direction, resulting from 
the effect of the combination of the 2 
aerials. 

Often it is calculated that a certain de. 
sired signal should arrive from a definite 
direction. In actual practice, especially un. 
der unusual conditions, for example mag- 
netic storms. signals may arrive in some 
direction entirely different than that an- 
ticipated. The flexible arrangement de- 
scribed gives the DX Jan unlimited oppor- 
tunities to secure unusual experimental re. 
suits and to log many new distant stations. 

TELEVISION 

As television broadcasting activities 
expand, many new transmitters will 
start service. The television receiver 
owner will then be confronted with the 
problem of reception on several different 
frequencies and also from more than 
one direction. 

Efficient reception from several tele- 
vision transmitters located in different 
directions from the receiver and each 
operating on a different frequency band 
presents a problem which can be solved 
by several methods. One solution would 
call for an aerial, adjustable in direc- 
tion and also having adjustable charac- 
teristics to cover a very wide frequency 
range. An alternative solution consists 
of a separate aerial for each direction 
and frequency band involved together 
with a switching arrangement to change 
from one aerial to another as required. 

For television reception, the receiver 
owner is more concerned, ordinarily, 
about receiving from 2 or 3 definite 
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Fig. 4. These 4 directional V- doublets permit seem 
ngly endless combinations. See Fig. I for details 

of "V" leads to transmission line. () Direction for 
horizontal doublet NN'W'W () direction for 

vertical doublet ioVW'w'w. 

directions, rather than reception from 
all possible angles. Therefore 2 or 3 
long "V" aerials, pointed in the desired 
directions can be erected as required, 
together with a switching arrangement 
at the television receiver. 

A long "V" erected for the above pur- 
pose should have legs each 4 wave- 
lengths long, and the legs separated at 
an angle of 50 deg. 

That is, with elevated wires NW, E'E 
and S'S, but each separated 50° instead 
of 90 °, the system provides the 50° 
"V" NN'S'E, the 50° "V" EE'S'S and 
the 100° "V" NN'S'S. 

Under some circumstances it may be 
desired to use this aerial system with 
the switching taken care of at the ele- 
vated end of the transmission line. In 
other words, only 1 efficient (coaxial) 
transmission line would be used and the 
connections between the elevated aerial 
elements and the line made by remote 
control. 

The remote switching control can be 
mechanical, using either a rigid or 
flexible drive shaft, or can be accom- 
plished with 4 relays, or with a multiple - 
step electromechanical rotary selector 
switch. 

For high- frequency operation, the se- 
lection of low -loss insulation is most 
important. In the original antenna de- 
scribed above the elevated elements are 
supported by pyrex strain insulators 
3% ins. long. The control switches are 
Centralab No. 2542, isolantite- insulated. 
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STAGE ANALYSIS TESTER 
The author describes a test instrument for applying the stage -by -stage 
method of servicing radio receivers while the sets are operating. If built 
exactly according to instructions a time -saving test instrument will result. 

Front view of completed stage analyzer. Note 
column of "eye.' tubes at right. 

Rear view of the complete stage analyzer. Note 
column of sockets for "eye" tubes at left. 

Fig. 2. Block diagram showing stage analysis 
tester as connected for checking a superhet. 
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JAMES F. RINKE 

IF Mr. Average Serviceman were 
abruptly asked, "What is the most 
difficult and time -consuming job 
that you are called upon to per- 

form?" he would probably, after some 
deep consideration, launch forth upon 
an exposition of some involved service 
procedure that would very likely not be 
met up with once in a blue moon. 

As a matter of actual fact, the biggest 
problem with which any Serviceman is 
faced is simply the location of the point 
ref trouble in the receiver he is to repair. 
If he gets what he calls an "easy job" 
it is merely because it didn't take him 
long to find the trouble -a blown filter 
condenser or defective rectifier tube. On 
the other hand, he will describe to you 
as a difficult job, one which, in the final 
analysis, was hard to lick only because 
it required such a long time to localize 
the defect, a couple of hours having 
been spent (for example) with ohm- 
meter and voltmeter before a final, ex- 
asperated session with the trimmers and 
padders luckily disclosed the fact that 
the oscillator had drifted off frequency. 

It follows, therefore, that in order to 
make every service job an "easy" one, 
it is only necessary to provide some 
means of quickly locating the defective 
area in the receiver -a method of 
eliminating the painful hours of wasted 
time on the wrong track. A new service 
tool that proposes to do this very thing, 
and named the "Analyst," may now be 
constructed with a minimum amount of 
effort by using the complete kit as sup- 
plied by the manufacturer. It is recom- 
mended that the parts be obtained in 
this manner, providing a carefully en- 
gineered layout and a professional front 
panel, but inasmuch as many Service- 
men will have their own ideas along 
these lines the complete circuit diagram 
is shown herewith in Fig. 1. 

The fundamental principle of this 
novel instrument is the fact that it pro- 
vides a simple means of tracing the re- 
ceived signal through the various cir- 
cuits of the receiver, observing at any 
point the relative magnitude and quality 
of such signal, thus permitting the de- 
termination of the actual point in the 
circuit at which the signal disappears, 
becomes distorted or noisy, fades or ex- 
hibits some other undesirable trait. Once 
the trouble has been located a few sim- 
ple resistance measurements or a minor 
trimmer adjustment will serve to "put 
the finger" on the actual defective part. 
The time consumed in making these 
tests will be measured in minutes in- 

stead of hours, and any progressive 
Serviceman will tell you that time 
means money, now more than ever 
before. 

PANELS OF THE ANALYST 
It will be seen that the instrument is 

divided into 5 distinct channels, each of 
which may be connected independently 
to a separate portion of the receiver 
under test and whose controls are con- 
veniently arranged on separated por- 
tions of the front panel to simulate the 
familiar "rack- and -panel" type of con- 
struction. This feature alone eliminates 
a lot of guess -work in testing as it is 
apparent at a glance, just which por- 
tion of the instrument is in use and 
exactly which controls are associated 
with that particular test. Thus, by a few 
simple connections to the receiver, the 
entire circuit may be considered to be 
transferred to the panel of the test in- 
strument for analysis and observation! 

The same separation of controls and 
functions that is apparent on the front 
panel of the instrument is also readily 
observed upon further examination of 
the main circuit diagram. Each portion 
of the circuit will be seen to be entirely 
independent of the other with the ex- 
ception of the common power supply. 

In order to provide a more compre- 
hensive picture of the inner workings 
and operating capabilities of this versa- 
tile instrument a brief discussion of 
each channel will be given in the order 
in which they appear on the front panel. 
It will be understood that such a discus- 
sion will not be able to even mention all 
of the possible tests which an instru- 
ment of this type is able to perform, but 
the major features will be given to- 
gether with some of the more important 
service procedures, from which an al- 
most unlimited number of ramifications 
will be evident to the reader who will 
pause to consider the implied pos- 
sibilities. 

Audio Channel. Looking at the circuit 
of the Audio channel, it will be evident 
that it is simply a single -stage audio 
amplifier with a diode voltmeter (both 
functions being combined in the 6SQ7 
tube) and an electronic indicator tube. 
A suitable calibrated Multiplier and At- 
tenuatin' permits voltage measurements 
at audio frequencies to be made within a 
range of 0.1- to 1,000 volts. The fre- 
quency characteristic is essentially flat 
throughout the entire audible range. 
Signal input is introduced into the chan- 
nel through a shielded cable which plugs 
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Fig. I. Complete schematic circuit of the Meluner modal 10 -1154 Analyst. This signal -tracing tat instrument employs 13 tubes. including 5 "eyes." 

into the input jack at the left of the 
panel and an output jack is provided for 
high- impedance headphones to be used 
in aural examination of the quality of 
the signal. The amplifier is also adapt- 
able for driving a cathode -ray oscillo- 
scope for visual examination of the 
signal. Because of the high input im- 
pedance, tone quality may be tested at 
a diode detector output or at the plate 
of a bias or grid -leak detector, whereas 
the direct connection of phones or oscil- 
loscope terminals might cause con- 
siderable change in detector characteris- 
tics. Measurement of hum voltages or 
any other AC voltage in the audio -fre- 
quency range may be readily made with 
this portion of the instrument. De- 
termination of amplification characteris- 
tics of any part of the audio circuit may 
also be made. 

Electronic Voltmeter Channel. The 
Electronic Voltmeter channel is a very 
novel type of instrument. An electron - 
ray indicator tube (or "eye ") is used 
instead of the more conventional meter 
movement, following a 6F5G voltmeter 
tube. A simple calibrating procedure 
permits direct voltages to be read from 
the dual scale at the center of the panel, 
the accuracy of such readings being en- 
tirely independent of any variation in 
the voltmeter tube characteristics. A 
constant input impedance of 10 meg- 
ohms is provided for each of 5 voltage 
ranges, 0 to 5, 15, 50, 150 and 500 volts. 
Either positive or negative readings 
may be made on the same scale thus 

eliminating any necessity for handling 
more than one test prod in making 
voltage measurements throughout a 
receiver. 

The high input resistance of the meter 
circuit permits grid- biases, A.V.C. volt- 
ages, etc., to be measured during opera- 
tion of the receiver without disturbing 
the operating conditions in any way 
whatsoever. Measurement of such volt- 
ages during operation is frequently the 
only recourse in locating the defect in 
any intermittently inoperative receiver 
where the connection of the conventional 
type of instrument would so disturb the 
circuit conditions as to render location 
of the fault virtually impossible by this 
means. 

Oscillator Channel. The Oscillator 
channel is a single -stage R.F. amplifier 
covering a frequency range of 600 kc. 
to 15,000 kc. This is coupled to a diode 
rectifier and an electronic indicator tube. 
Exceptionally high gain for this am- 
plifier is obtained by using an 1852 -type 
tube. A 3- position range switch and a 
single -gang tuning condenser with ac- 
curately calibrated scale on the front 
panel provide for continuous coverage 
of the frequency range. 

This channel will find numerous uses 
among which are the determination of 
oscillator frequency, measurement of 
output level of oscillator, determination 
of amount and direction of oscillator 
drift, and many other tests in connec- 
tion with the oscillator circuit of the 
receiver. 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1939 

R.F. -I.F. Channel. Probably one of 
the most useful channels in this in- 
strument (with the possible exception 
of the voltmeter) is the R.F. -1.F. chan- 
nel. This consists of a 3- stage, high -gain 
R.F. amplifier employing 3 6SK7 tubes. 
This is followed by a diode voltmeter 
tube and electronic indicator. A special 
input cable is used for connection to the 
receiver and full control of the level is 
provided by means of a capacitative 
multiplier and a resistive attenuator. 
The frequency range is 95 to 1,700 kc. 
in 3 bands. 

With this portion of the instrument, 
signals may virtually be picked out of 
any part of the receiver in which they 
exist at all and highly amplified for 
either visual or aural examination. 

(Continued on page 308) 

Fig. 3. Connecting the Analyst stage analysis tester 
to a conventional T.R.F. receiver. 
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» i' `ade- Orn et et 
A NEW INSTRUMENT FOR SERVICEMEN 

Essentially, the device here described is a special type of continuity checker, em- 

ploying an electronic "eye" tube as the indicator of fading in defective radio 
parts. Also, this new device may be used as a V.T. voltmeter and output indicator. 

THERE has been a number of at- 
tempts in the past to solve the "in- 
termittent" problem but all have 
failed in one way or another. 

Somewhat popular has been the stage - 
by -stage method of analysis employed 
by such instruments as the Vacuum - 
Tube Voltmeter, Cathode Ray Oscillo- 
scope, and the Stage Analyzers. These 
instruments are useful in radio servic- 
ing but fail to solve the intermittent 
problem as they do not test the actual 
part that is defective. Furthermore, 
they are limited in their use in that they 
must be operated in conjunction with a 
local signal generator, especially when 
testing audio channels. It is a known 
fact that most intermittent sets will not 
fade when operating on a steady oscil- 
lator signal but will fade when tuned to 
a broadcast signal. It follows that the 
only successful method of testing inter- 
mittent sets is to test them under abso- 
lutely normal operating conditions on a 
broadcast signal. 

Due to the limitations of ordinary 
service equipment to meet the problem 
many Servicemen have resorted to the 
questionable method of assuming the 
trouble to be the usual intermittent con- 
denser and recommending to the custom- 
er that all the condensers in the radio 

PAUL R. DUNLAP 

set be replaced. Many times after such 
guess -work the Serviceman receives a 
call from the customer complaining that 
the radio receiver is as bad or worse 
than before. 

Intelligent use of the "Fade -Ometer" 
described here will save the Serviceman 
much time and worry. A thorough un- 
derstanding of its functions and possi- 

bilities will enable him to get the most 
from the instrument. 

BASIC THEORY 
The test leads of this new instrument 

when inserted in the CAPACITY jack 
are part of a high- frequency R.F. oscil- 
lator circuit of special design. Oscilla- 
tion in the circuit depends upon closing 
of the circuit by touching the prods to- 
gether or to the terminals of a con- 
denser. Opening of the circuit stops 
oscillation completely. A diode rectifier 
is coupled to the oscillator circuit to 
rectify part of the oscillator voltage. 
The resultant rectified D.C. voltage is 
then fed to the grid of an electronic 
"eye" tube for visual indication. In this 
way closing of the test lead circuit re- 
sults in oscillation, rectification, and the 
closing of the "eye ". Opening the test 
lead circuit stops oscillation and the 
"eye" opens. 

Due to the fact that condensers have 
very low impedance or reactance to high - 
frequency currents, and resistors and 
inductances have comparatively higher 
reactance to the same high -frequency 
current, it is possible to supply a voltage 
of such frequency and impedance to a 
circuit composed of a condenser, re- 

(Continued on page 306) 
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CONDENSERS -Altai queiiwatA 
The author describes the newest -type condenser tester which checks all types of con- 
densers for capacity, opens and shorts, power factor and for intermittents. Capacity 
range, 10 mmf. to 50 mf. A Wien bridge circuit and "eye" indicators are used. 

MORE and more the Serviceman 
feels the need for speed and con- 
venience in his test units, and 
for certainty in every step of 

his work. The day is long past when 
he could afford to depend on guesswork 
or blind substitution in locating and cor- 
recting defects in a receiver being serv- 
iced. As a result an ever increasing va- 
riety of dependable test and measure- 
ment equipment is being designed and 
produced to aid him in his work. 

Some of this equipment because of its 
effectiveness, compactness and simplici- 
ty would have been the envy of the large 
engineering laboratories of a few years 
ago! It was not unusual in those days 
(and we are not thinking back so many 
years, either) for skilled laboratory en- 
gineers to devote much of their time to 
developing and setting up test and meas- 
uring equipment. Today, except in the 
most unusual cases, such equipment is 
available on the open market in a form 
-and at a price -which makes it prac- 
tical for the smallest service shop to 
boast some equipment found in few 
laboratories of years gone by. 

BRIDGES -OLD AND NEW 
Take, for instance, equipment for 

checking condensers and measuring 
their capacity. A "bridge" set -up for 
this purpose often costs hundreds of dol- 
lars in capacity and resistance stand- 
ards, audio- frequency source, balance 
indicating devices, etc.; and oftentimes 
infinite patience and time in providing 
proper shielding. Many is the capacity 
bridge of this type that proved to be a 
"one -man" job because the operator had 
to stand in a certain critical position 
when using it, otherwise his body would 
make its contribution to the capacity 
under measurement. 

Contrast such as this with a new 
bridge that has just been placed on the 
market -a little instrument small 
enough to be slipped in a coat pocket 
and yet, without external accessories of 
any kind, capable of measuring capaci- 
ties from 10 micromicrofarads to 50 mi- 

WILLIAM ROBINSON 

crofarads, checking for opens and 
shorts, indicating power factor, check- 
ing circuit continuity, and doing all this 
with only two controls, one of which is a 
calibrated dial which provides readings 
directly in capacity. 

The development of this tiny bridge 
was, of course, not accomplished over- 
night. Realizing the wide utility of a de- 
vice which would enable the Serviceman 
to measure any type condenser, either 
a new one or one in a receiver circuit, 
the problem was to develop such an in- 
strument and make it so utterly simple 
to operate that it would give instant di- 
rect- reading measurements, could be 
used anywhere at any time without ex- 
ternal attachments (other than to plug 
it into the A.C. power line), and would 
be in a price class which would make it 
entirely practical for even the radio ex- 
perimenter and the smallest service 
shop. 

SPECS. 
The result is the Condenser Bridge 

here illustrated. It employs a true bridge 
circuit (Wein) recognized universally 
for its practical effectiveness and accu- 
racy. The housing is a moulded bakelite 
case only 5 ins. long, 3 ins. high and 3% 
ins. wide. Inclosed in this are the stand- 
ard condensers and resistors which 
make up the bridge arms, a 12A7 tube 
which serves as amplifier and rectifier, 
a transformer, a 6AF6 -G tube as bal- 
ance indicator, and range as well as 
power switches. 

The use of the 6AF6 -G tube to provide 
sharp visual indication of the balance 
adjustment is a distinctly advantageous 
feature as it not only is more precise 
than the older audible method of balance 
but also permits much more speedy op- 
eration. This tube is one of the newer 
types of tuning "eyes" and indicates 
balance in the maximum -"open" posi- 
tion of the eye. 

The range selector switch has 3 posi- 
tions, providing ranges of .00001 -.002, 
.001 -.2 and .1 -50 mf. The concentric ca- 
pac`.ty calibrations for those 3 ranges 
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The new condenser taster employs a true bridge circuit of the Wien type which is effective and accurate. 

Photograph of the Cornell -Dubilier model BM 
Cond Bridge. 

are embossed on the top panel of the in- 
strument with the pointer -type balanc- 
ing knob rotating over these scales. Tip - 
jacks for the test leads are also mount- 
ed on the top panel, and the off -on switch 
on one side of the case. 

TEST PROCEDURE 
Capacity. --In checking a condenser it 

is connected by test leads to the pin - 
jacks on the instrument (or plugged 
into the tip -jacks directly by means of 
its own pigtails). The Range Selector 
Switch is then set for the proper range 
and the balancing knob rotated until the 
"eye" shows the maximum opening. The 
capacity reading is then made from the 
scale corresponding to the range for 
which the switch was set -and that's 
all there is to it! The whole job takes a 
matter of seconds. 

Opens -Shorts. -The two extremes of 
the balancing scale are marked OPEN 
and SHORT, and wherever either of 
these conditions is encountered in a con- 
denser under test it will be indicated by 
the fact that the balance point is at- 
tained with the knob in one of these po- 
sitions. With the knob in the SHORT 
position the bridge also serves as a regu- 
lar continuity tester as any circuit of 
less than 500,000 ohms will show an in- 
dication on the meter whereas an open - 
circuit will not. 

Power Factor. -Measurements of ca- 
pacity values and tests for short and 
open conditions represent the most com- 
mon applications of this bridge. But 
there are also other condenser charac- 

(Continued on page 301) 
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NEW CIRCUITS 
IN MODERN RADIO RECEIVERS 

The details of the modern radio receiver circuits that make 
them "different" from previous designs are illustrated and 
described each month by a well -known technician. 

(I) TELEVISION RECEIVER USES SINGLE 
POWER TRANSFORMER 

RCA models TRK -5 and TT -5. One 
power transformer supplies all fila- 
ments for the video and sound sections 
of the receiver, the rectifiers and cath- 
ode -ray tubes, the medium -high voltage 
for the amplifier's plate and screen -grid 
supply and the high voltage for the 
cathode -ray tube. 

As in Fig. 1A, the high- voltage wind- 
ing of approximately 3,500 volts is com- 
pletely shielded. There is an individual 
filament winding for the main input 
high- frequency oscillator and addi- 
tional filament windings for the cathode - 
ray tube, and the high -voltage rectifier 
filament. 

Insulation and shielding is naturally 
of a superior quality than would be 
necessary for the usual power trans- 
former. 

(2) 
REQUENCYOSCILLATOR 

OUTPUT AND 
STABILITY 

Philco model 40 -165. For a minimum 
of switching accessories or circuit 
changes for band changing, good oscil- 
lator frequency stability and output is 
obtained by a modified oscillator circuit. 

F. L. SPRAYBERRY 

In Fig. 1B, the circuit shows a small 
resistance (470 ohms) between the oscil- 
lator plate and the plate coupling coil. 
The plate and grid circuits are coupled 
in part, and at the same time isolated 
with respect to their D.C. values, by 
means of condenser 23 (250 mmf.). 
While the reactance of the condenser 
alone, will change almost 35 times in 
the total tuning range, with the resistor 
the impedance will scarcely change 75! -: 
in the entire frequency band. The pos- 
sibility of oscillation stopping due to 
tuning to resonance with the plate coil 
and this coupling condenser is eliminat- 
ed and insofar as the plate load is made 
more constant the frequency is stabil- 
ized. A very practical circuit for wide - 
range tuning with a simplified switch- 
ing system is thus realized. 

(3) RECTIFIED FILAMENT SUPPLY IN BAT- 
TERY- UNIVERSAL PORTABLE 

Automatic Radio Manufacturing Co. 
models P -57 and P -58. During A.C. or 
D.C. line operation, one set of rectifier 
elements supplies the filament circuit so 
that 1.4 -volt tubes may be used with 
their requirements of D.C. filament 
supply. 

NUMBER 26 

In order that these sets may be effi- 
cient, lightweight portables for battery 
operation, 1.4 -volt tubes are used. When 
an A.C. or D.C. line is available, how- 
ever, the batteries may be reserved as 
all power may be obtained from an A.C. 
or D.C. line as in Fig. 1C. One of the 
rectifier sections in the 25Z6 tube is 
used to supply the complete filament 
circuit and a pilot light through the 
proper voltage dropping resistor. Com- 
pletely adequate plate and screen -grid 
supply may be obtained from the other 
rectifier elements (one plate and its 
associated cathode). 

(4) DETECTOR FOR FREQUENCY -MODU- 
LATED SIGNALS 

General Electric model GM -125. Modi- 
fied use of the conventional discrimina- 
tor circuit in this receiver serves as the 
detector system of the receiver of fre- 
quency- modulated signals. 

The detector, Fig. 2A, is preceded by 
a "limiter" stage to keep the detector 
input at a constant signal level. Low 
plate and screen -grid voltage, no bias, 
and A.V.C. produced by the 6SJ7 tube 
produce a substantially constant carrier 

(Continued on page 315) 
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" PORTABLE SOUND II 
ADVERTISERS are recognizing to a greater 

extent than ever before the advantages of 
Public Address advertising. However, a P.A. 
business must not only he run on a business- 
like basis, but must be technically and psycho- 
logically as near perfect as possible. The follow- 
ing hints regarding more advantageous use of 
sound equipment is directed mainly toward own- 
ers and operators of portable apparatus (sound 
trucks, and the like). 

Most Sound operators realize that the day of 
haywire setups is past. Any parts subject to 
wear or vibration should be protected and only 
the best of parts with adequate safety factors 
should be used. Failures of equipment almost 
always occur at the critical moment. 

For the maximum results your message should 
be brief and to the point. A long message de- 
feats itself because many people lose interest 
before your point is made. In general, a 50 -word 
message with special emphasis on only 2 or 3 
words will be understood and remembered. A 
rhort message has the further advantage of per- 
mitting you to muse with greater speed through 
traffic. 

SOUND -SYSTEM INTELLIGIBILITY 
The sound operator can, in many cases, co- 

operate with advertising agencies and sign com- 
panies; this results in mutual benefit. The idea 
of a series of talking, moving billboards is not 
so far -fetched. Visual repetition of the sound 
serves to fix the announcement much more firmly 
in the minds of the observers. If the frequency 
response of the sound system is very poor (as in 
many I have heard) by all means have a large 
sign so that those who are disturbed can dis- 
cover what it is you are talking about. 

The frequency response of a sound system is 
extremely important. A clear whisper can be 
more easily understood than a thunder of muffled 
speech. Speech is usually the important thing 
in a portable sound system; therefore, do not 
neglect the high -frequency response. Background 
noise which is at all noticeable, is usually ob- 
jectionable to the advertiser -even though some- 
one might tell him that there was no charge 
for it. 

A clear, undistorted voice, carrying all the 
original overtones will be understood above most 
city noises. It is necessary to compel the atten- 
tion of those on the streets. therefore let the an- 
nouncer use a commanding tone in his voice. 
Each word should be enunciated clearly. One 
cannot over- emphasize the importance of a good 
announcer using a compact, to- the -point speech. 
The announcer should. if possible, attend a 
public - speaking class and also follow the lead 
of some of the better radio announcers. 

The distance of the announcer from the micro- 
phone should at least be a few inches or enough 
to prevent either the formation of a cavity which 
would alter the frequency characteristic of the 
microphone. or any tendency to increase acoustic 
feedback. If it becomes necessary to hold the 
microphone closer. it should be held with its 
edge toward the announcer in such a position 
that the sound which is emitted from the nose 
will also be picked up; otherwise the announcer 
will sound as if he has a cold in the head. (If 
held close and full-on instead of edgewise there 
Ls danger that objectionable "halimicroaia " -to 
coin n word -or "microphone breath" sounds. 
as the expelled breath is impelled against the 
diaphragm, will be Picked up.-Editor) 

The use of music should be restricted to small 
towns where the inhabitants will listen to it 
because of the novelty of hearing a sound system. 
In large cities. an attention compeller such as 
an unusual whistle or noise is good to force the 
attention of those who otherwise would not 
listen. If the noise can be tied -in with the thing 
being advertised, so much the better; for example, 
an imitation of a cow or horse or rooster for a 
stock show; a train whistle for a welcome to 
be held at n railway station ; a horse neigh for 
a rodeo. Such sounds are so unusual in a city 
street that they force the attention of all who 
hear. 

CHOICE OF EQUIPMENT 
There is a wide range in choice of equipment. 

Cone -type dynamic speakers have better bass re- 
sponse than the small exponential horns used 

(Continued on page 307) 

OPERATING NOTES 
Rouble with . . . 

... MAJESTIC 460, 490 
These sets often "play" very weakly on 

a station, and this is accompanied by a 
loud noise very much resembling a bunch 
of "firecrackers" going off. This trouble I 
isolated in the first I.F. transformer. After 
replacing with a standard transformer 
everything seemed all OK. That is, all right 
for an hour or so, then a similar noise 
appeared -not so loud, but very annoying. 
This time trouble in the other I.F. trans. 
As this is not a standard size, or construc- 
tion, a duplicate must be used. (There are 
3 windings in this transformer, as shown 
in Fig. 3.) 

It is well to remember, that in these sets 
it is always advisable to replace both I.F. 
transformers as they all "crack up" at 
about the same time, and a single replace- 
ment will only bring grief and call- backs. 

... RCA -VICTOR 262, 263 
The volume control in Models 262, 263 

has been a frequent source of complaint. 
Reception may cut off completely or to a 
very low level, with wavering or broken 
response upon the slightest vibration. Ma- 
nipulation of the control should readily dis- 
close the cause for the trouble, although 
in some instances, the solution is more 
baffling. Noisy reception upon vibration is 
due also to the volume control. Replacement 
is not always necessary, since the control 
may be dismantled and cleaned. Removal 
at first glance appears difficult because of 
close quarters, but is easily accomplished 
by removing the volume control assembly 
which includes the bracket that supports it. 
The threaded stud fastened to tite bracket 

passes up through th ha...-is in a rubber 
grommet, and is held in position by the cus- 
tomary nut and lock -washer. 

A volume control that is found noisy even 
after repair or replacement is the result of 
contact resistance. A smooth and noiseless 
repair may be effected by isolating the 
volume control from the diode load circuit 
with a 0.05 -mf. condenser and a 0.25 -meg. 
carbon resistor (see factory diagram). All 
that need be done to accomplish this change 
is to unsolder the green lead connected to 
the bottom lug of the control from the lug 
on the terminal strip adjacent to the con- 
trol, and to solder this lead to the unused 
lug at the end of the strip. The 0.05 -mf. 
condenser is connected across these two 
lugs with the 0.25 -meg. resistor connected 
from the first lug to chassis. 

... SETS USING 6A7 TUBE 
Go dead intermittently. Careful tube 

tests reveal no shorts or leaks, but persis- 
tent tapping of the GA7 tube, in the set. 
finally duplicates the trouble. Replace the 
tube. 

... CAN. WESTINGHOUSE 175 

The complaint here is great distortion 
at medium volume levels, seemingly worse 
on speech than on music. The analysis re- 
veals low plate voltage and zero current oou 

the 6F5. Replace the leaky 0.25-mf., 61,5 
plate bypass condenser. 

... SPARTON MODEL 589 
No reception is frequently caused by an 

open primary on the push -pull input trans- 
former. 

(Continued on page 315) 
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CROSLEY SET DOESN'T TRACK 
(138) J. R. Bogess, Greenville, Ky. 
(Q.) A Crosley model 178 battery re- 

ceiver has been causing trouble. I have 
replaced the speaker, the volume con- 
trol and oscillator coil. Stations are re- 
ceived at only one end of the dial -700 
to 550 kc. When I switch the oscillator 
coil leads, primary and, secondary, sta- 
tions come in at the other end of the 
dial, 1,100 to 1,500 kc. For example, 
WLW comes in very well at 1,200 kc. 
but weakly at 700 kc. What could 
possibly cause this? 

(A.) From the facts stated, only one 
possible answer may be given with re- 
gard to the trouble being experienced 
with your Crosley "Fiver ". The wrong 
coil has been employed to replace the 
oscillator coil. Suggest that a new coil, 
which has been definitely established as 
an oscillator coil for the model 178, 
be installed. 

CAR -RADIO SET INOPERATIVE 
(139) T. Wojciekowski, Brooklyn, 

N. Y. 
(Q.) A Philco auto -radio set, chassis 

1450, code 121, was received in an in- 
operative condition. Reception can be 
obtained only when the plate prong of 
the 78 I.F. tube is touched with a test 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER. 1939 

lead. When the 32,000 -ohm resistor in 
the screen grid circuit of the 6A7 was 
shunted temporarily, the set "played" 
and has operated since. The receiver has 
developed a good deal of inter- station 
noise. Can you tell me what is wrong? 

(A.) The condition described in your 
letter, wherein an inoperative Philco 
auto -radio set was made to function by 
placing a test lead upon the plate of the 
I.F. 78 tube, may have been due to oscil- 
lation in the I.F. stage, caused by an 
open screen -grid bypass condenser. 
The. additional circumstance of re- 
covery when the screen -grid series re- 
sistor of the 6A7 was momentarily 
shunted, points toward this. Replace 
the screen -grid bypass condenser. 

VOLUME LOW 
(140) William G. Newman, Detroit, 

Mich. 
(Q.) I have an RCA Radiola 33 which 

operated nicely until a few weeks ago, 
when it suddenly went down in volume. 
The tubes have all been replaced, and I 
can't find any open anywhere. There is 
one local station that I can get, but it's 
very weak, even with the volume con- 
trol at its maximum point. The recep- 
tion from this one station seems to be 
quite noisy. What is the trouble? 

(Continued on page 312) 
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USEFUL KINKS AND CIRCUITS 
Contributions to this new department are paid for at space rates; what 
previously -unpublished ideas to help fellow Servicemen, experimenters, etc., 

do you want to submit? A short description and pencil sketch will do. 

MAKING MILLIAMMETER 
MULTIPLIERS 

by Serviceman E. H. Thompson 

PAY as high as $2 for a multiplier re- 
sistor -if you can afford it! But if you 
can't then with a little work and time 

you can make your own for practically noth- 
ing. Also the shunt resistors you buy do not 
apply to all milliammeters. 

Get the meter you want to multiply. For 
example, we will use a 10 -ma. (milliampere) 
meter. We want to extend the range to 100 
ma. Obtain a small drycell (flashlight type 
will do) and hook it up to the meter in 
series with a variable resistor as shown. 

Be sure this is connected correctly, as 
otherwise you will burn out the moving coil 
of the meter. The resistor must be large 
enough to reduce the voltage to the amount 
needed to give full -scale deflection on the 
meter. This value depends on the meter. 
However the resistance of a 10 -ma. meter is 
around 8 ohms. Therefore by Ohm's Law a 
voltage of 0.08 -volt is needed for full -scale 
deflection; E = RI, where E = 8 (ohms) x 
0.01- (ampere)=0.08- (volts ). To drop 1.5 
V. (voltage of the drycell) to 0.08 -V. a drop 
of 1.42 is needed. The current through a 
resistor, R, to produce this voltage drop will 
be 0.01 -amp. (10 ma.). 

^CHECKING FOR 
SHUNT VALUE^ 

METER R. 
VARIABLE 1/4.0 RESISTOR 

...MOUNTING 
SIDE 
VIEW 

L 

METER 
TERMINALS 

FIG 3 

SHUNT- - 

OFEMETERW DRY CELL FIG 1 

1111111/1 
HEAVY 

16 TO 
WIRE 

FIG.2 

EW 

FIG4 ,MA 

MAJ SWITCHES 

10OMA 

300 MA 

500 MA 

\t0A1111p 
_ 

1 
..CONSTRUCTION 

OF 

\! 
411,1 l 

/Tot 
METER 

MOUNTING 

1 
VIEW 

- - SUGGESTED 
CIRCUIT-- 

Using Ohm's Law again, R = E -. I, 
where R = 1.42 (volts) - 0.01 -(amp.); 
therefore R equals 142 (ohms). A value of 
142 ohms is needed to dissipate the voltage 
drop. A variable resistor (rheostat) of 0 
to 200 ohms will suffice. This must be varia- 
ble. If you have no way of knowing the re- 
sistance of your meter use a larger- resist- 
ance rheostat until you find the approxi- 
mate needed resistance, then use a rheostat 
having this lower resistance (max.) for the 
finer adjustment. 

Now -set this rheostat for full -scale de- 
flection on the meter (10 ma.). To extend 
10 ma. to 100 ma., 10 ma. would be 1 /10th 
of 100 ma.; and 1 /10th of 10 ma. equals 1 

ma., the needed reading. Get some fine wire, 
No. 28 to 32 D.C.C. (insulated). The finer 
the wire the shorter will be the length of the 
shunt wire, but also the more critical will be 
the cutting. Any size of wire can be used, 

(Continued on page 305) 
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BASS TONE CONTROL 
HERE is an "add on" tone control or 
tuned band -pass filter for increas- 

ing the low -frequency response below 
100 cycles in a radio receiver. Switch 

15.00o OHM 
FIXED RES 

SW.) / 
TNORDARSON 

CHOKE 
NR.3736 

DRIVER OR 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

VOLUME CONTROL 

Sw. is necessary for disconnecting the 
tone control when receiving weak sig- 
nals. 

Louts L. STRANGE, 
Miami, Florida 

A 6H6 DETECTOR -"AMPLIFIER" 
CIRCUIT 

INSTEAD of functioning inversely, 
the 6H6 (diode -tube) detector- ampli- 

fier circuit shown here functions simi- 
larly to a triode, except that it has 
greater sensitivity and more "amplifica- 
tion." 

The cathode is connected to the input, 
and the plate is connected to the output. 
A 3a -meg. resistor supplies the neces- 
sary voltage required for "amplifica- 
tion" and detection. This circuit has 
been used when servicing both regener- 
ative and superhet. sets. When used in 
regenerative receivers the 6H6 tube can 
be used as a combined detector, "ampli- 
fier," and power rectifier. 

ALBERT E. MOULIN, JR., 
PAUL ORCHARD, II, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

NOVEL "ELECTRIC EYE" 
CIRCUIT 

HERE may be something of interest 
for the readers of Radio -Craft who 

wish to try something different, or Serv- 
icemen may wish to apply this circuit 
as an attention -getter. All that is needed 
is a radio set flashlight bulb, photoelec- 
tric cell, and a fairly- high -gain ampli- 
fier. Following is the diagram and its 
arrangement. See following note ( *). 

OUTPUT 
TRANS. OF 
RADIO OR 
PA UNIT 

1 

V COIL OF 
.SOICE PKR.CAN aE 

DISC 

o.L- 
ME1G. 

2 
MODULATED //O1. MEGS. 

BEAM OFLGMT / M% 

_J oE. l i/ 1 / < I 

3v. 
1 

L 
REFLECTOR AND 3V. T Bi 
FLASHLIGHT LAMP FOCUSED 
INTO PE CELL TO CONTROL -GRID OF AMP. 

Other PE. cell diagrams can be found 
in past issues of Radio -Craft or in a PE. 
cell manual. The diagram above is the 
one I have used to feed into a 4 -stage 
amplifier, employing 1 -57, 2 -56's and 
2 -45's P.-P., made up from parts I had 
laying around. It works out good, and 
is quite a novelty to have around. The 
90 volts of "B" can be tapped from a 
power supply with a resistor to drop the 
voltage, and having an 8 -16 mf. con- 
denser for filtering. 

Jos. KNOTCK, 
Racine, Wis. 

* Also see "The Skin -Effect Talking 
Light beam," Radio -Craft, Jan. 1939. 

A SIMPLE PORTABLE AERIAL 
A SIMPLE aerial -ground unit for 
a.portable set can be constructed as 

follows:- 
A cheap 6 ft. steel rule of the concave - 

convex cup type is obtained, and the riv- 
et passing through the center drilled - 
out and replaced by an old type termi- 
nal. This in turn is passed through a 
hole drilled in a piece of bakelite about 
4 ins. long and 2 ins. wide. 

1. 

BEND 
HERE 

TO AERIAL 
ON SET 

TO GROUND ~ ON SET 

BRASS SPIKE 
9" X '/2'I 

V 

FILE TO 
A POINT 

Now take a strip of brass 9 ins. long 
and % -in. wide. This is bent and bolted 
to the bakelite as shown in the sketch. 
A terminal is also provided. In use, the 
pointed end of the brass strip is pushed 
into the ground, which should be damp- 
ened if it is dry, and the rule extended. 
The aerial and ground leads are taken 

(Continued on page 309) 
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SERVICING "Coin- Operated" PHONOGRAPHS 
Servicemen will find that, on 9 out of 10 calls, it's the sound 
system and not the mechanical system of coin -operated electric 
phonographs which requires servicing. There's business here for you. 

SANFORD MILLER 

This month we devote our entire page to service diagrams of one of 
the more popular coin -operated phonograph machines -the Wurlitzer model 
24. This machine, because it is several years old and widely distributed is 
the one most likely to require servicing at this time. The radio Serviceman 
should therefore be able to identify it on sight and be familiar enough with 
its amplifier circuit to be able to render prompt and efficient service if 
called. Indeed, the more aggressive Serviceman may even solicit such busi- 

MAGNETIC 
PICKUP i 6C6 

65v. 
t3MA. 

No. 6 

ness from local distributors and independent operators on the basis of his 
familiarity with the machine. 

Similar service diagrams of other modela will be published every other 
month so that in a given year the interested reader will have service data 
on all machines which have enjoyed wide distribution and therefore likely 
to require occasional servicing. And remember, you already have all the 
test instruments necessary to service these machines. 
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Complete schematic diagram of the Wurlitzer model 24 
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(and 24A) coin -operated phonograph. The amplifier itself is known as number 851. All essentia voltage 
and current ratings are included. 
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This is how the Wurlitzer model 24 
looks. You've probably seen it more 

than once in various locations. 
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Radio Service Data Sheet 264 

SONORA MODEL TW -49 
S -Tube Superhet.; A.C.-D.C. Operation; Automatic Tuning; Automatic Volume Control; Tuning Range: 535 k. to 1,720 L. (includes 

1,712 kc. Police Band): Provision for Television or Phonograph Connection. 

I2A8GT 12K7GT 12Q7GT 
CONVERTER Ls. IhODE-AuDIO 

:i 

I. F. 456 KC. 

RESISTORS 
RI- 50,000 ohms, 1/2-W. 
R2- 20,000 ohms, 

1 /2-W. 
R3 -25 ohms, 1/11- 

R4-I meg., 
RS-0.5-meg. 
R6-I0 megs., '/2 -W. 
R7-0.2 -meg., 1 W. 
R8-0.5 -meg., 1 / }}-W. 
R9 -250 ohms, /2 -W. 

ó 
o 

C. 
I 

vOtWE 
CONTRDt 
R4 

6 

TELCVISION AROPNONO 
TERMINet STRIP 

35L6GT 
OUTgIf 

12755 120T07 12lWrT 33I6GT 

Diet nue 
NOTE VOtTaGrS SHOWN ARE FROM TERMPLL vo 47 

TO CRASSIS [ASE NEATER NOUAGES 
ARC AC a+EY lire VOLTAGE IS 
Litt RNATIIC 

1112 RII 

,:TOeo 

oF i 
~ Z 26 

SWITCH CN 
V0. UjT 

W 

CI, 

35Z5GT. 
RECTUER 

Schematic diagram of the Sonora model TW -49. Voltages shown ara measured with 1.000 ohms volt meter. 

RIO -2,500 ohms, 1 /2 -W. 
RII -50 ohms. 1/2 -W 
RI2 -80 ohms, 2 W. 

CONDENSERS 
CI-0.01-mf., 400 V. 
C2-0.05-mf., 200 V. 
C3-50 mmf. 
C4-0.05-mf., 200 V. 

C5-0.1-mf. 
C6-100 mmf. 
C7-0.01-mf., 400 V. 
C8-500 mmf., 400 V. 
C9-0.01-mf., 400 V. 
C10-0.02-mf., 400 V. 
CII-20 mf., 150 V. 
C12-35 mf. 150 V. 
C13.05-m1., 400 V. 
C14-0.01-mf., 400 V. 

The Sonora model TW -49 table model receiver. 

Lark of sensitivity and poor 
tone quality may be due to any 
One or a combination of causes 
such as weak or defective tubes 
or speaker. open or grounded 
bias resistor. bypass condenser, 
etc. Never attempt to realign 
Pet Until all other possible 
sources of trouble have been 
first thoroughly investigated and 
definitely proved not to be the 
C use. 
NOTE: IT IS ABSOLUTELY 
NECESSARY TIIAT AN AC- 

CL'RATELY CALIBRATED TEST OSCILLATOR 
WIT11 SOME TYI'E OF OUTPUT MEASURING 
DEVICE BD USED WHEN ALIGNING THE 15F- 
CEIVER AND THAT THE PROCEDURE RE CARE- 
FULLY FOLLOWED. OTHERWISE TIIF. RE- 
CEIVER WILL BE INSENSITIVE AND TIIE DIAL 
u'A LIBIIATION WILL BE INCORRECT. THE 
TRIMMERS WILL 1W REFERRED TO IlY THEIR 
FUNCTION AS INDICATED ON TILE l'ARTS 
DIAGRAM. 

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 
CORRECT ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE. The inter - 
requires the use of a test oscillator that will cover 
the frequencies of 456. 600. 1.400 and 1,720 k, and 
an output meter to be connected across the primary 
Or secondary of the output transformer. If possible. 
all alignments should be made with the volume eon - 

(rol on maximum and the test oscillator output as 
low as possible to prevent the A.V.C. front operating 
and Riving false readings. 
CORRECT ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE. The Inter- 
mediate frequency I I.F.I stages should be aligned 
properly as the first step. After the I.F. transformers 

have been properly adjusted and peaked, 
the broadcast bunch should be adjusted. 
I.F. ALIGNMENT. With the gang con- 
denser set at minimum. adjust the test 
oscillator to 456 kc. and connect the output 
to the grid of the 1st -detector tube 
112A8GT) through a ant- or n.t anf. con- 
denser. The ground on the test oscillator 
should be rmmerled to the chassis ground. 
Align all 3 I.F. trimmers to peak or 
maximum reading on the output meter. 
BROADCAST BAND ALIGNMENT. Re- 
move chassis from cabinet and set it up on 
the test bench taking care to have no iron 
or other metal near the loop. 1)o not make 
this set -sip on a metal bench. 
Connect the test oscillator to the antenna 
of the set through a 200 mmf. (0.0002 -mf.) 
condenser. With the gang condenser set at 
minimum capacity, set the test oscillator 
at 1,720 ke.. and adjust the oscillator for 
1.720 kc. trimmer) on gang condrnter. 
Next--set the teat oscillator al 1.106 kc., 
and tune -in Ille signal on the gang con- 
denser. Adjust the antenna trimmer for 
1.400 kr. trimmer) for ntaximnul signal. 
Next set the lest oscillator at 000 ke.. and 
tune -in signal on condenser to check alien- 

TELEV157)Y.sPI0'0 _6 r 
T RMINAL STRIP IYca . O CWEN 

Locations of the tubes and aligning trimmen. 

C12 :a.cl 

ment of coils. Voltages shown on the circuit dia- 
gram are from socket terminals to chassis base. 
In measuring voltages use a voltmeter having a 
resistance of at least 1.000 ohms,volt. Allowances 
should be made for variations In line voltage. 

ADJUSTMENT OF AUTOMATIC TUNING 
ADJUSTMENT. All adjustments are simply made 
from the front of the cabinet using an ordinary 
screwdriver. 
To make adjustments remove all 4 buttons which 
pull ntr readily. The center buttons should be re- 
moved first since by depressing the adjacent buttons 
with thumb and finger a firm grip may be secured 
on either center button. The aide buttons can then 
be easily removed. 
Loosen the screw N the desired button and with 
the manual tuning knob tune to any desired station. 
Hold the manual tuning knob in position and 
depress the button shaft as far sa possible. With 
the button fully depressed tighten up the screw 
firmly. 
Be sure the pushbutton knob is held down in posi- 
tion while being tightened. 
After the stations are adjusted It is advisable to 
check each button to assure sufficient tightening. 
To assure accurate adjustment, the volume control 
should be set at a moderate level and the station 
tuned-In slowly to a point of maximum volume and 
clarity. 
It is not necessary to follow any particular sequence 
of stations since each button is adjustable to any 
Station. 

OPERATION. With the set turned an to a moderate 
level of volume. the automatic tuner is operated by 
merely pressing a button set to the desired station. 
Station selectbm may be made automatically or 
manually at will since the manual tuning control 
operates free and Independent of the automatic unit. 
The station call letter tabs furnished ehnuld be 
inserted Into the slot at the top of the pushbuttons 
using designations corresponding to Ow station 
selected for each button. After inserting call letter 
tabs the buttons may be replaced. 

TELEVISION AND PHONOGRAPH 
CONNECTOR 

This receiver is filly designed to provide sound 
reception when connected to a television receiver. 
To make this connection remove the connecting 
link from terminals "IV' and "T" and attach the 
2 leads from your television receiver to terminals 
"T" and "G ". The black lead or the outside 
shield hin ease a shielded lead is used) should be 
connected to terminal "G ", and the other to ter- 
minal "T". 
To use this attachment with a phonograph. remove 
the connecting link between terminals "It" and 
T. Connect the two terminals from the phono- 

graph pickup to terminals "T" and "G ". If one 
M the pickup leads is a shield connect II to the 
terminal "C, ". If both leads are unshielded. try 
reversing the terminals If the hum is excessive. 
If hum is still present reverse the power plug In 
the wall socket. 
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265 Radio Service Data Sheet 

STEWART- WARNER MODEL 03 -5A1 TO 03 -5A9 (CHASSIS 03 -5A) SENIOR VARSITY 
5 -Tube Superhet.; Self -Contained Loop Antenna; Automatic Volume Control; Broadcast Band; A.C.-D.C. Operation; Underwriters 

Approved. 
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 
An output meter and an accurately calibrated signal generator are 
required. 
(1) Connect the output meter across the voice coil; or. using a con- 

denser in series, connect between the plate of the 35L6CT output 
tube and "B -" as shown on the voltage chart. The more sensitive 
type should be connected across the voice coil. 

(2) Connect the ground lead of the signal generator to the "B -" lug 
(shown on the voltage diagram) through a 0.25 -mf. condenser 

and keep it connected in this manner throughout the entire 
alignment procedure. Failure to do this may have serious results, 
as one side of the power line may be grounded in the signal 
generator, or hum may be encountered. 

(3) Turn the volume control to the maximum volume position and 
leave it in this position throughout the entire alignment Pro- 
cedure. 

(4) TO CALIBRATE THE DIAL -Remove the chassis from the 
cabinet and set it on a flat surface (insulated from ground). 
With the gang in full mesh, the last dial division (just below 
551 on the low- frequency end, should be exactly 4% inches 
above the table surface. If this is not the case. release the set- 
screw in the collar which connects the gang condenser shaft 
with the tuning unit, and holding the gang in full mesh, turn 
the dial until the last division is exactly 4% inches above the 
table surface. Now re- tighten the setscrew in the collar. The 4% 
inch division on the ruler (when measured vertically from table 

used as the dial indicator for all calibration and alignment. 

Dummy Ant. 
in Series 

with Signal 
Generator 

11.1 d. 
Condenser 

200 mmf. 
Mira 
Condenser 
200 mmf. 
Mira 
Condenser 

Connection of 
Sig. Generator 

Output to 
Receiver 

Oreen wire f 
Loup (loop must 
be connected) 

Signal Receiver 
Generator Dial 
F Setting 

Any point nhere 
does s M affect 

the signal 
455 KC. 

"Ant . 1500 KC. Terminal 1.500 ke. 

1500 KC. Tune lo 1,500 kr. 
Terminal lkneralor Signal 

Trimmer 
Number 

Trimm Type Descripter ion of 

I.2 2nd 1.F. 

3.4 Ist 1.F. 
Broadcast 
Oseillalur 

5 (Shunt) 

0 
Broadcast 
Antenna 
(Shunt) 

Adjustment 

Adjust for maximum 
output. Then repeat 
adjustment. 

Aditut for maximum 
outpost. 

Adjust for maximum 
output. Then re- adjust 
us explained below. 

Now remove the output meter and signal generator connections and replace the set In the cabinet. Replace 
the cabinet back and MAKE SURE THAT THE GREEN WIRE GOES TO THE UPPER RECEPTACLE 
OF THE LOOP AND THE GREEN -WHITE WIRE TO THE LOWER RECEPTACLE. Place the antenna 
lead from the signal generator near the back of the cabinet and turn the output up until the 1500 KC signal 
is weakly heard. Adjust trimmer No. 6 for maximum output by ear. 
IMPORTANT: In order to get maximum sensitivity. trimmer condenser No. 6 (marked COMP. en bask of 
cabinet) should be adjusted for maximum volume on a weak signal near 1400 KC. This should be done 
every time an external antenna is connected or disconnected. 

The 03 -5A chassis is nosed in the Senior Varsity receiver equipped with a loop antenna. 
This chassis is very similar to the 03-58 and 07 -5B Senior Varsity chassis except that the 
loop antenna has been substitute(' for the antenna coil. 
To get maximum sensitivity from this receiver. it is absolutely essential to adjust the 
antenna compensator on the back of the receiver for the particular antenna actually used. 

IMPORTANT -Due to this circuit. all voltage measurements must be made from "B -" 
instead of from chassis (see voltage chart). Also, during alignment, one side of the signal 
generator and the output meter must connect to "B -" instead of to chassis. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic circuit of the Corn-Red. Note that there should be no exposed pieces of metal connected to the cnassis since me cnassis is yrou11ueu Io oIa 
side of the light line. An external ground is not used. Switch Sw.2 makes 2 -way conversation possible with just the one Corn-Rad unit. 

RADIO and INTERPHONE 
The device here described by Mr. DeVoe may be hard on itinerant salesmen but 

it certainly saves steps for the housewife. This dual- service radio set requires 
only remote speaker- mikes -one or more -to serve also as an intercommunicator. 

Photo of the completed Com -Rad. 

YOUR recent article, "A Home 
Wired for Radio" encouraged me to 
submit the following details of a 
communicating radio set which has 

enjoyed good public acceptance in gen- 
eral, and the enthusiastic approval of 
housewives in particular. The original 
purpose of the device was to provide 
communication from front door to 
kitchen; and also radio reception for the 
kitchen. 

Many women spend the greater part 
of the forenoon in the kitchen. In a busy 
city, from 5 to 10 times each morning, 
the woman of the house is forced to drop 
her cooking or other kitchen duties to 
answer the front door. A conservative 
estimate will show that 80r- of these 
calls are useless time wasters for the 
woman. Solicitors, book salesman, etc. 
It was to do something about this condi- 
tion that I built this little instrument, 
which, for want of a better name, I 
called "The Com -Rad," using the first 
3 letters from COMmunicating and 
RADio. 

There is nothing elaborate about the 
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radio itself, being a simple 4 -tube A.C.- 
I).C. type using a hot cord, with switches 
placed in such a manner as to quickly 
change it to a conventional "talkback" 
system. 

There are no "bugs" and any Service- 
man can build such an instrument, mak- 
ing such changes as he sees fit. However, 
and after considerable experimenting, 
the circuit shown in Fig. 1 proved very 
efficient. Cost of parts exclusive of cabi- 
net was about $10.50. 

A selector switch if wanted can be 
provided to connect to any one of 4 or 5 

remote speakers. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 
The changeover switch Sw.1 must be 

of the flat rotary type. The one used 
was a Centralab. This type of construc- 
tion is necessary because a switch of the 
spring blade type presents too much 
capacity and will cause local stations to 
play through when the switch is in talk - 
back position. This switch changes from 
radio to talkback by changing the con- 
trol- grid of the 6J7 from the stator of 
C2 to the arm of Rl. At the same time 
changing the bias resistor value and 
bypass condenser value of the 6J7. Sw.2 
may be the same type as Sw.1; or any 
other 2- position switch. 

It is, of course, necessary to have the 
R.F. coils at right -angles to each other, 
one placed below the chassis and one 
above (antenna coil on top). 

The reason for using an A.C. -D.C. 
circuit was to save myself the trouble 
of shielding transformer T1 from the 
annoying field of a power transformer. 

The chassis layout may be altered as 

long as R5, Tl, Sw.1 and C2 are kept 
close together to provide a short grid 
lead for the 6..1.7. No shielding was found 
necessary. 

Unit T1 is the same type as T2. This 
proved to be very satisfactory, for al- 
though some gain was lost by using an 
output transformer for a voice coil to 
grid, the lower impedance of such a 
transformer made it unnecessary to 
shield any wires. 

The hum level in the talkback position 
(Continued on page 311) 

View of the completed chassis, showing placement 
of the more important units which comprise 

the Com -Rad. 
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All the worthwhile 
Radio Trade News 

of the past Month - 
Digested for busy 

radio men. rddéie. 
IMPORTANT HAPPENINGS OF THE MONTH IN THE RADIO INDUSTRY 

A PLEDGE: - To 
print fhe important 
news of the radio 
industry; to review 
major news events; 
to help point a path 

to radio profits. 

No. 15 NOVEMBER, 1939 No. 15 

SERVICEMEN & BCSTRS. 

IN PROMOTION TIE -UP 

RSA Plans Programs to Boost Biz- 
Also Honors Mfrs. & Starts 

Telly Course 

Beginning in the early Fall, a pro- 
gram of complete cooperation between 
broadcast stations & local RSA Chap- 
ters will be carried out through a plan 
developed by RSA & NAB. 

The Executive Secretary of RSA, Joe 
Marty, Jr., a guest of the Convention 
of the National Association of Broad- 
casters at Atlantic City, addressed the 
Convention on "The Missing Link in 
Broadcasting." He showed how the Serv- 
iceman is the "good -will ambassador" of 
the radio industry in the American 
home. Marty told in detail to the 420 
American Broadcasters represented at 
the Convention, the complete story of 
RSA. He pointed out that the Service- 
men of RSA were in a unique position 
to help both themselves and the broad- 
casters. The reaction to his remarks was 
very favorable, and the groundwork was 
laid for complete cooperation between 
RSA and NAB. Several promotion 
broadcasts are planned for this autumn. 

(Continued on page 312) 

FARNSWORTH REACHES 
MARKET 

Nearly 3 do:. models feature the new Farnsworth - 
Capehart line; former has 28 models alone, rang- 
ing from midgets to comboconsoles; higher -priced 
Capehart runs to $2,500. Shown above is typical 
small Farnsworth 2 -band table job (model AT -50), 
listing under $30.. with p -b tuner 'n' everything 

but the bracelet. 

Tube Committee Meets 
To Review Situation 

The first meeting of the Tube Com- 
mittee of the National Radio Parts Dis- 
tributors' Assn. met in New York late 
this summer in its first assembly. All 
Eastern members attended under the 
chairmanship of Maurice Despres. 

The whole tube situation was re- 
viewed and certain problems affecting 
the replacement tube market were 

(Continued on page 313) 

BIG IMAGES NEEDED 

TO BOOM TELEVISION? 

Segall of Britain & Peck of U. S. 
See Home -Movie Size 

Images Wanted 

Despite the fact that telly is winning 
enthusiastic adherents throughout the 
U.S., two leaders in the optical scanning 
field feel that larger images are needed 
in order to bring a real television boom. 

In an exclusive statement to Radio 
Trade Digest, Solomon Sagall, man- 
aging director of Scophony, Ltd, em- 
phatically denied that his company is 
about to abandon optical scanning 
methods in favor of the cathode -ray 
tube, now in general use. He indicated 
that, as the C.-R. tube has been known 
for some 30 years, it was available to 
all, including Scophony, but that Sco- 
phony does not want it. 

His company, says Mr. Sagall, has 
"taken the view that nothing smaller 
than pictures approximating home 
movies will ultimately satisfy the view- 
ing public," and adds that recent expe- 
riences in England prove the truth of 
that statement. "It is now an open secret 
in radio manufacturing circles," he con - 

(Continued on page 312) 

MATS HELP SERVICEMEN MAKE SALES 
ßy8 Our "RADIO ÍIOISE DETECTIVE.' 

CAN FIND THE TROUBLE... ti and en-Ea 51 Tao! 

COMMON CALMS 
IN NAND 1110111.5 

STOP NOISE AT ITS SOOLCI 

ana 

wr LOCATI SRI 1101.1151. 
AND FIX IT ONCE AND FOR All 

DEALER'S NAME 
AND ADDRESS HERE 

Mats of 4 newspaper ads 
(3 shown) are made avail- 
able to Servicemen at cost 
by Sprague Products Co. 
Sizes are SO s I & 52 s 2 col. 
Purpose is to build inter- 

ference elimination biz. 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1939 

Britons Get C -R Projection in Home Sets 
Television images 18 s 14', ins. projected from a 4 -in. C -R tube are a 

feature of the Philips Model 61, just shown at Radiolympia. London. Tube 
requires 25.000 volts on the anode; sells for about $600. 

WINDOW DISPLAY PUSHES TELLY TUBES 

RCA Powertube distribs are now getting this 6 -color display which features 
an enact glass reproduction of a I 2-in. Kinescope. Even f telly isn't working 
yet in your locality, the display carries a good prestige slant & curiosity appeal 
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RADIO TRADE DIGEST NOVEMBER 

FOUR OF THE FOREMOST -MEN WHO MADE NEWS THIS MONTH 

Left to Right -C. H. Thordarson, founder & pres. of Thordarson Electric Mfg. 
Co., was awarded Cross of the Icelandic Falcon Order, highest honor given 
by Danish & Icelandic gouts. 72-yr.-old Mr. Thordarson received the honor for 
his work in perfecting the transformer & for his collection of ancient scientific 
works. He came to America from Iceland 66 years ago. (Award is inset.) 
Alfred A. Ghirardi, radio writer & consultant, back from 6 -mo., 19,000 -mi. auto 

trip, finds dealers hopped up on telly d portables. George W. Henyan, for the 
past 9 yrs. sales mgr. of G-Es radio dept. at Schenectady, has just been made 
mgr. of the smtr. d tube sales diva. of the co's new radio d telly dept. He's 
been with G -E since 1916 except during the World War. Roscoe Kent, formerly 
of De Forest, Wired Radio, Muzak, has been made sales mgr. of all Finch 
Telecommunications Labs. facsy apparatus; he has 20 yrs. of sales experience. 

$'s & N's Dept. 
IDEAS PAID $32,570 to G.E. em- 

ployees during the first 6 mo. of '39. 
More than 15,000 new ideas were sub- 
mitted of which nearly 1/3 were ac- 
cepted. 

INCOME UP for RCA in 1939 with 
total gross $23,285,124 or nearly a mil- 
lion ahead of '38. No, Agnes, this is not 
for the year, but for the 3 9no. ending 
June 30. Take for first 6 mo. was over 
$48,000,000 or nearly $3,000,000 ahead 
of '38. Net for first 6 mo. neared $5,000,- 
000 -with net profit exceeding $2,000; 
000 but still slightly below preceding yr. 

TIME SALES UP, 69% for CBS, 
29% for MBS and 11% for NBC, ac- 
cording to Radio Daily. 

G.E. BIZ BOOMED 12% ahead of 
last year in first half of '39. Better yet, 
profits zoomed 24% to over $16.000,000. 

(Continued on page 313) 

Sales Helps and Deals 
Aids To Profits, as Devised 

By Industry Leaders 
Sprague Products Co., North Adams, 

Mass., is offering dealers mat service 
plugging use of modern methods to 
eliminate much radio noise. Mats illus- 
trated on Pg. 289 measure 52 lines 
single- or 50 lines double -column & are 
offered at cost of mat, the co. bearing 
all expense of artwork, original plates, 
etc. 

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., Newark, 
N. J., has 4 new displays plugging 
mfr.'s tubes for home use. Main unit is 
18 x 28 ins. Three smaller ones also 
available, featuring metal -, glass- and 
G -type tubes. All are colorfully lithoed 
on heavy board, & are available free 
to dealers & distribs. Additional sets 
are scheduled for release soon. 

Philco Radio & Television Corp., 
(Continued on page 313) 

SALES & ENGINEERING EXECS AT NAB MEETING 

TMs group of RCA sales and engineering execs. attended the annual meeting of the National Association 
of Broadcasters at Atlantic City. They are: back row (L. to R.)- Russel P. May, sales eng. in the N. Y. 
office; W. P. Dutton, television project eng. at Camden; Thomas Hall, of the service dept. in Camden; 
B. Robins, of the test equipt. engineering section, Camden; T. H. Smith, mgr. of telly sales, Camden; 
E. M. Washburn and E. 5. Winlund, of the xmtg. equipt. eng. dept., Camden. Second row (L. to R.)- 
W. M. Witty, mgr. of S.-W. xmtg. equipt. sales office, at Dallas; Ben Adler, mgr. of N. Y. xmtg. equipt. 
sales office; G. Warren Kimball, service dept., Camden; C. Slaybaugh, xmtg. equipt. sales representative, 
N. Y. office; Jack Calvin, and A. N. Curtis, product design eng. dept. at Indianapolis; W. L. Garnett, 
project speech input eng. of Camden; C. M. Lewis, mgr. of speech input equipt. sales at Camden. First 
row (L. to R.) -D. A. Reesor, of Atlanta, manager of the S.-E. dist. office for xmtg. equipt. sales; Paul V. 
Yutz, in charge of best. equipt. advtg. at Camden; A. R. Hopkins of Chicago, mgr. of central xmtg. equipt. 
sales office; J. P. Taylor, xmtg. equipt. sales eng., Dallas: S. W. Goulden, comm'I. eng in the xmtg. equipt. 

division, Camden; and H. C. Vance, mgr. of facsimile equipt. sales, Camden. 
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OFF THE PRESS 
To Keep You Informed 

SOUND OF TOMORROW. CAT. NO. 139. 
The Webster Co., Chicago. Ill. 24 pp. Lists co.', 
amplifiers, power systems, record changer,. 
communicators, sound systems, accessories. etc. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT. RCA Mfg. Co.. Inc.. 
Camden. N. J. 60 pp. Complete data on recordera. 
mikes, P.A. systems, speakers. accessories, com- 
ponents & similar equipt. 

TELEVISION. General Elec. Co., Schenectady. 
N. Y. 8 pp. Explains television to stockholders. 

UTAH SPEAKERS. Utah Radio Products Co.. 
Chicago, Ill. 82 pp. Besides speakers, lists vibra- 
tors, transformers, volume controls. plugs, etc. 

CONFIDENTIAL NET PRICE CATALOG. 
Meissner Mfg. Co., Mt. Carmel, Ill. 48 pp. Full 
data on coils, transformers, kits, converters, etc.. 
with dealer nets. 

VIBRATOR REPLACEMENT GUIDE. Same 
co. 12 pp. Alphabetical listing of makes & modela 
with vibrator requirements. Special section on 
buffer condenser replacements. 

NEW -MATIC AUTOMATIC ANTENNA. Ward 
Products Corp., Cleveland, O. Single sheet on 
air -operated auto antenna. 

CATALOG. International Resistance Co., Phila., 
Pa. Includes data on many new I.R.C. products 
such as attenuators, power rheostats, etc. 

REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMER GUIDE 
(Bulletin No. 891 -RG). Jefferson Elec. Co., Bell- 
wood, Ill. 32 pp. Alphabetical listing by mfrs.'. 
names of transformer requirements for standard 
sets. 

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES. Same oo. 
16 pp. Specifications & prices of great variety 
of transformers & chokes. 

FOLDER. Radio Wire Television, Inc., N.Y.C. 
4 pp. Explains reasons for change of co. name 
from Wholesale Radio Service Co. 

FOLDER. Farnsworth Television & Radio 
Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind. Pictures & descriptions 
of co's new line of radio receiver.:. 

CREI. Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, 
Washington, D. C. 48 pp. Illustrated catalog 
showing coverage of courses and introducing new 
television course. 

CAPACITOR REPLACEMENTS. Aerovox 
Corp., New Bedford. Mass. 4 IV. Gives data on 
refrigeration capacitor aids, including a capaci- 
tor selector & emergency capacitors. 

TRANSFORMER CATALOG NO. 400D. Thor- 
darson Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. 24 pp. 
Complete data on all transformers, plus a few 
words about amplifiers & oscilloscopes. 

TRADE PRACTICE RULES. Federal Trade 
Commission, Washington. D.C. 16 pp. A MUST 
for all radio receiver mfrs. Tells what constitutes 
unfair practices in radio industry. Get a copy if 
you want to stay out of trouble. 
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1939 RADIO TRADE DIGEST 

AN EDITORIAL 
By Artie Dee 

Those extra dollars of profit come to 
the man with the Open Eye. Sure, your 
service business comes in because of 
your location, reputation, and adver- 
tising, but the extra business that means 
extra profits is won only by the man 
who watches for it to stick its neck out, 
and then grabs it before it can get away. 

November is right around the corner, 
and it's a month that's loaded to the 
gunwales with opportunities for extra 
cash. And we all can use plenty of that! 

Is there an election com- 
ing up in your locality? If 
so, sell or rent P.A. sys- 
tems to the political clubs 

and candidates. Is the High School run- 
ning a Thanksgiving entertainment on 
one Thanksgiving Day or another? If 
it is, it can use a P.A. system. Will the 
local veterans' post hold an Armistice 
Day parade? If they plan one, maybe 
they can use a sound system for the 
speeches. 

What with the quality of sound ap- 
paratus going up, and the prices going 
down, there's a better chance for you to 
make sales-and profits -this year than 
ever before. Your only investment will 
be in shoe leather, and wear and tear 
on your vocal cords. 

To get this business, push doorbells. 
Visit the Principal of the high school 
and tell him how much better the proud 
poppas and mommas will hear their 

talented offspring if you 
put a sound system in the 
auditorium. Call upon the 
campaign managers of the 

candidates of all parties and explain to 
each that you can help his man's voice 
reach more ears and therefore more 
votes. Drop in on the local Post and 
show how sound will win wider publicity 
for that grand parade. 

You have something to sell -some- 
thing that people want. But they can't 
want it unless they know about it. It's 
up to you to tell them. A shrinking 
violet may win paeans of praise from 
passionate poets, but it doesn't win any 
dollars away from hard -headed business 
men. Go get that extra business! 

Three 
Chances 

Ring 
Bells 

SO YOU'VE GOT A STOCK? 

If you think you carry a stock of wire, take a look 
at this corner of the shelves in the Boston branch of 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. One reason the co. built 
such a big biz as Wholesale Radio Service Co. 
(its old name) is the tremendous stock it carries. 

Changes & New Addresses 
Save stamps & time! Address 
your mail right the first time! 

JONES, MCDL'FFEE & STRATTON CORP., 
367 -377 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., now dis- 
tributes G.E. refrigerators and air conditioners. 

RADIO, LTD., a publication, has moved to 1300 
Kenwood Rd., Santa Barbara, Calif. 

New STEWART -WARNER distribs are Jen- 
kins Music Co., 25 E. Reno St.. Oklahoma City, 
Okla.; Tracey Wells Co.. 173 N. Front St., Colum- 
bus, Ohio: The Hibbs Hardware Co., 5th St., 
Portsmouth, O. 

H. W. Groetzinger, 1500 Cooper Ave., Pitts- 
burgh, Pe., now represents WARD -LEONARD 
ELEC. radio product, in western Pa. and 
throughout W. Va. 

New STROMBERG- CARLSON distribs are 
Northern Radio Co., Seattle, Wash., for most of 
state of Wash.; Home Appliances, Butte, Mont., 
for western Mont.; Appliances, Inc., Cincinnati, 
O., fur southern half of O. and part of north- 
ern Ky. 

NEW SPEAKER LINE 

From 53f, to 12 ins., the same speakers as are used 
in the Stromberg- Carlson 1940 sets are now available 
for P -A, extension, replacement & amateur use. 

Some have leather -edge suspension feature. 

FACSY FACTS 
W2XBF, N.Y.C., is on the air with facsy 

from 3 to 5 P.M. daily on 43.74 mc. 

Auto Radio Dealers Assn., new eastern group, plans adv. campaign to pro- 
mote biz ... The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute is now offering a telly 
course for resident B. home study pupils ... There is a new baby in the G.E. 
portable line -a plug -in . . . Have you heard about the plan to have radio 
Servicemen (R.S.A. members) do an 
audience survey? Joe Marty, the assn. mod. for standard best. sets? ... Peaks 
secy. can give you full dope ... Reiss in the auto -radio biz. are leveling off, 
Advt., N.Y., will handle Radio Wire according to Sayre Ramsdell, v -p of 
Television, hie. publicity just as when Philco, who says merely 7,000,000 such 
the co. had its former name-Wholesale sets are now in use... . 

Radio Service. 
Finch is ready with the new facsy job 

that prints a fall -size 5 col. tabloid paye 
at the rate of 20 sq. ins. per min. (8 full 
pgs. per hr.) ... !Patch for frequency 
modulation -2 new stations working in 
Eastern U.S. and a third coming this 
Fall . . (Tip to some live mfr.) Can 
you design a concerter to catch freq. 

Stromberg-Carlson now has "wave 
wizard" for installation on any make 
or model of set not now loop- equipped. It 
is an aluminum shielded job somewhat 
different from the old -time socket aerial 

Plans to plug RCA sound -equip't 
have been announced to the co.'s sales 
engineers and will be passed along to 

(Continued on page 314) 

Three Farnsworth execs . 
in the co's telly studio at 
Ft. Wayne, Ind., are (L.) 
Ernest H. Vogel, v -p.; 
(R.) J. P. Rogers, v -p., 
treas. & supervisor of 
operations at the Marion, 
Ind., plant. Mr. E. A. 
Nicholas, 

image 
pres., is hold- 

ing an mage dissector 
(pick -up) tube. 

C 
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NOVEMBER RADIO TRADE DIGEST 1939 

Personal 
These men are worth knowing; 

meet them here. 
S. N. SHAW. .4. A. BER.ARD. II. E. OSMUN 

and JEROME J. KAHN were elected directors of 
the Radio Part. National Trade Show for the 
coming year. Osman will also serve as secy. treas. 
KEN HATHAWAY was reappointed managing 
director of the Show. 

GEORGE W. HE:NYAN, recently appointed 
mgr. of G.E. radio and transmitter tube sales. 
has been sales mgr. of co.'s radio dept. for past 
9 years. Henyan. grad. of U. of Texas in '16. 
entered G.E. test dept. in the sanie year. From 
1. =19 he was in the army, but except for that 

time has been with the co. continuously. He 
continues to make his hq. in Schenectady (see 
pic.. pg. 290). 

HARRY BOYD BROWN. nati merchandising 
mgr. of Philro. will address 11th annual Boston 
conference on distribution Oct. 2 and 3 at Hotel 
Statler: his topic -"Television Makes It Pos- 
sible." 

GEORGE I. MarLAREV has been made pro- 
duction mgr. of mfg. operations at the Zenith 
plant in Chi. Mr. Maci.aren has had 14 yrs. of 
Production experience with Atwater tient and 
RCA. 

HARRY TRACY will tell the world that 
Tracy & Co. has just been made Stromberg- 
Carleon dealers. He tossed a banquet in Provi- 
dence, R. 1., to introduce the 1940 line. 

MAURICE McCALL will direct the newly - 
formed technical dept. of Stewart -Warner. Mac. 
formerly in the co.'s service dept., will be respon- 
sible for preparation of specs., cataloguing and 
pricing of Stewart -Warner's accessories. 

ROSCOE KENT. ex. of D,Foreet, Wired Radio. 
and Mazak, has been made sales mgr. of all 
Pinch facsimile apparatus. I See pic., pg. 290.) 

IAN C. JAVAL. commercial director of Baird 
Television Corp.. sailed for England on n biz. trip. 

(Continued on page 314) 

STARTLING STYLING MARKS 
MIDGETS 

S'alaimart Sam Slap 
U.S. Bureau of Foreign & 

Domestic Commerce releases 
regular reports analyzing 
world radio markets for enter- 
prising mfrs. & exporters. 
GREENLAND-Outlook not t o o 

good; perhaps 80 to 100 sets are in use 
and not more than 20 to 30 per year are 
bought. No electric sets, no auto sets. 
Tubes and batts. are bought in Den- 
mark. 

IRAQ -Some 10,000 sets are now in 
use. Annual sales about 4,000; 6 to 10 
tube sets preferred, and 80r., are table 
models, with $60 to $110 A.C. -D.C. jobs 
tops. American tubes taken readily. Not 
many battery jobs. 

NEWFOUNDLAND- Probably about 
12,000 sets in use, 1,200 being bought in 
'38. Greatest demand for low- priced ta- 
ble jobs, working on 110 V., 60 cycles 
A.C. Seven & 8 -tube table models domi- 
nant. Little market for auto sets. Tubes 
as might be expected. 

CYPRUS -Only about 300 to 400 sets 
sold yearly, mostly 6 to 8 tube jobs. 
High polish on cabinet big sales point. 
Auto sets negligible. Tubes for replace- 
ment only. 

HUNGARY- American sets selling 
70'- of market with over 419,000 in use. 
Budapest by far biggest market. About 
?;t of sets are 2 -tube jobs. Others range 
up to 6 tubes. Auto sets don't sell. Few 
permits available for American tube 
imports. 

Far more detailed information is 
available from the Bureau of For- 
eign & Domestic Commerce. Publi- 
cations to request are: World Radio 
Markets covering countries wanted 
& The Electrical & Radio World 
Trade News. 

MORE POWER TO YOU! 

A 2 -Ib. "8" battery 
with a life- expectancy 
equal to one twice its 
she is the latest de- 
velopment of National 
Carbon Co. for porta- 
ble sets. Name, Ev- 
eready Mini -Max, sig- 
nifies minimum space, 

maximum power. 

Ten new Little Nippers of unusual cabinet design 
mark the new RCA line. Two have "Magic Voice'; 
all have built -in antennas & 5 -tube superhet. chassis. 
At top, above, is "La Siesta "; below it, "N. Y. 
World's Fair ". Other models include Golden Gate, 
Treasure Chest, Colonial, etc., from $14.95 to $18.95. 
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Series of 74 units corn - 
prises Meissner Mfg. 
Co.'s new vibrator line. 
Features include Sweet. 
ish spring -steel center 
r e e d, sponge- rubber 
liner, and "aging" un. 
der test, plus careful 

adjustment. 

Television Tips 
Solomon Sagall, managing direc- 

tor of Scophony, denies rumors of 
switch to c -r system. For direct 
statement by Mr. Sagall, see pg. 
289. 

Telly is getting bigger play in 
U.S. as western and mid -west cities 
begin installation of demonstration 
equipment. 

Execs of Radio Wire Television 
Corp. are praying that telephone co. 
will soon install coaxial throughout 
N.Y.'s movie palace area. Hope is 
that this will make possible selling 
special telly shows to local houses. 

RCA men playing the State Fair 
circuit with "jeeps" report record 
crowds coming to gape at telly 
images. 

Mourner's note! Major fight pro - 
motors in U.S. scowl at telecasts of 
major events as harmful to "draw ". 
British promotors, concurring, are 
taking similar steps. In Britain, too, 
movie interests are thumbs-downing 
theatre installations. 

RCA demonstrated 2 -way telly at 
the N.A.B. convention at Atlantic 
City, N.J. Results included much 
interest and immediate orders. 

For the book, W6XAO, Holly- 
wood's only telly station, was on the 
air with 600 program hours in '38; 
450 of those hours were live talent. 

"ORGAN -FONIC" FILTERS TONE 

Sets of 6 to 17 tubes mark the new Midwest line. 
The big job covers 5 bands has "Organ -Fonic" tone 
filter, Anten -A -Scope & p.6 Tuning. Pipes of grad- 
uated sixes are said to more than triple the baffle 
effect; special tone control affords "14 distinct 

vibrations" of tone. 
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DEALERS! .L SERVICE MEN! l, AMATEURS! P.A. SPECIALISTS! BUILDERS! 

233 

20+ PAGK E'XClusivELy R49i0! 
EVERYTHING IN RADIO AT LOWEST PRICES! 
Greater Selection, Bigger Values Than 

Ever Before! 5 Big New Sections! 
Good at o s spreads fast . and Everyone in Radio is sending for this 
new 1940 ALLIED Catalog! Don't miss it- bigger, better, more complete 
than ever before, it places every radio need at your finger -tips, shows 
you EVERYTHING in RADIO at LOWEST PRICES. 5 complete new 
sections, for Dealers, Servicemen, Amateurs, Sound Specialists, and 
Builders- showing the newest Sets, Kits, P.A., Recording Equipment, 
Ham Gear, Test Equipment, books, tools, and more than 15,000 parts, 
all organized conveniently for quick and easy reference, and every item 
an outstanding value. Send for ALLIED's 1940 Catalog today! 

Remember, ALLIED'S business is exclusively radio supplies; it has been but 
one policy, one effort, and one interest: that of fulfilling your radio needs in 
the most satisfactory, speedy and most economical manner. You'll find it 

always pays to buy at ALLIED. 

Send Fór, 
Your FREE 
Copy Today! 

And a Big New Bargain Section 
Where Prices Meet their Waterloo! - ALLIED Radio Corporation, 
Specials, every one! -the country's biggest radio i 833 W. Jackson Blvd., 
bargains, in the special color section. Don't miss Chicago, Ill., Dept. 2 -L -O 
these values! 

- - - -- 

ALLIED RADIO 
[ O R P O R A T I O N 
t 3 3 W. J A C K S O N K L V D . C H I C A G O 

Send your FREE 
Catalog. 

204 -page Radio 

Na Inc 

A ddress 

City State 
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RADIO - 
MANY OPPORTUNITIES 

STILL AHEAD 

The radio industry hos hit its full stride! 
The future, with Television, presents great 
opportunities -for the trained man! The 
I. C. S. Radio Course, prepared by experts 
in practice as well as theory, is constantly 
revised to meet new developments. This 
Course can make you a trained man - pre- 
pare you for promotion and a trained 
man's salary! Send for free booklet. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Bai 6680 -E. Seranton, Penna. 
Send me- free -Information on subject checked 

O Radle D Radio Service Man 
O Radle Operator O Electrical Engineer 

Nome 

Addrrar 

old man (Call me Gutenberg) 
Centralab 

is busy in Ye Old Print Shoppe 
pulling impressions of the new 

1939 -40 Centralab 
Supplement 

an SO page opus that brings the 
new replacements out into the 
light and reveals the "goings on" 
in the world of new Volume Con- 
trol assemblies. No well -regulated 
service shop can afford to be 
without one . Yours for the 
asking at your jobber. 
Don't, for goodness sakes, let 'em 
stump you when they bring in a 
new 1940 model. 

Centralab 
RADIOHMS 

FIXED RESISTORS 
WAVE BAND SWITCHES 

LOW CAPACITY LEVER ACTION SWITCHES 

VOLUME CONTROL 
GUIDE 

1939 SUPPLEMENT 
Div. of GLOBE -UNION Inc., Milwaukee, Wise. 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1939 

THE LATEST 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 

These new radio products are so laid out that they may be conveniently 
referred -to when writing to wann faeturers for additional information. 

AUTOMATIC AUTO ANTENNA HAS "NON- STOP" CONTROL 

RCA Manufacturing Co. 
Accessories -Test Equipment Division Camden, N. J. 

lHE NEW RCA automatic auto antenna, which 
is simply operated by a compact pneumatic 

plunger mechanism conveniently located beneath 
the dashboard, may be instantly adjusted in length 
from the driver's seat. With only a stroke or two 
of the plunger, the antenna may be extended or 
retracted without leaving the car. Finished in 
durable chromium, it measures 42 ins. when fully 
extended and provides signal strength greater than 
antennas 1/3 longer since it is not shielded by the 
engine hood. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

NEW TELEVISION TESTER 
The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio 

DESIGNED especially to service television instru- 
ments where high voltages are invariably present. 

Special test leads, 3 ft. long, have been tested to 
25,000 V. breakdown. Posts are provided on the panel 
for grounding the metal case which is a sure pro- 
tection against bodily injury at high voltage. Tests 
A.C. and D.C. voltage in steps of 2,500 and 10,000 
V.; D.C. microamperes in steps of 50, 500 and 5,000 
micro -A. Meter sensitivity is 25,000 ohms /volt for 
D.C. and 5,000 ohms /volt for A.C. The meter is a 
4 -in. instrument in a bakelite case. Dimensions, 
7 -7/8 x 6t/s x 5 -5/8 ins, overall. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

CABLE HANGER FOR MIKE STAND 
Atlas Sound Corp., 1447 39 St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THIS novel attachment permits the hanging of microphone 
cable on the microphone stand, and keeps the cable off the 

floor. A simple, but effective cast -aluminum clamp holds the hanger 
firmly in place without altering the mike. The finish is a dull 
aluminum which blends in with chromium and other finishes. . 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

5 -BAND COIL SWITCHING 
ASSEMBLY 

Barker & Williamson, Ardmore, Pa. 

KNOWN as "baby coil turrets," these assem- 
blies consist of 5 coils mounted on a switch 

and cover the amateur bands from 10 to 160 
meters. They are for use with any midget 
condenser having an effective capacity of 100 
mmf. Coil turrets are rated at 35 W. and 
are designed for use in low -power transmitters 
and exciter stages. The switches employ 
ceramic sections for the coil -ends where high 
voltage is encountered, and bakelite sections 
for center -taps and link terminals. Four dis- 
tinct types are available for use in various 
types of circuits. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 
(See page 296 for additional items) 
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THE MODEL 1110 

A.C. - D.C. VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER 

We could have priced this Instrument for $1.00 or even $2.00 less by taking 
advantage of certain economies, which would not have made tnuch difference 
in the performance of this instrument. However. we realize that this type of 
instrument must be built to withstand an unusual amount M ahuse. We. 
therefore, used the very best of parts in designing and building this instru- 
ment. For instance, we use the same type of Jewelled d'Arsonval type of meter 
as in our larger units, precision multipliers and shunts. positive contact 
ewitehes and tip jacks. wire -wound ohms adjuster and an attractive etched 
aluminum panel. Thus at $7.85, a low price for a pocket -size A.C.-D.C. Volt - 
Ohm Milliammeter, we offer an" instrument which compares favorably with the 
same type of instrument selling at twice the price. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
0-1.5 volts D.C. 0 -500 ohms 500-500,000 ohms. 0.15 volts A.C. 
0.15 volts D.C. 0 -1 ma. D.C. 0.40 volts A.C. 
0.25 volts D.C. 0 -10 ma. D.C. 0.75 volts A.C. 
0.75 volts D.C. 0.100 ma. D.C. 0 -200 volts A.C. 
0 -500 volts D C. 0 -500 ma. D.C. 0.1200 volts A.C. 
Model 1110.5 supplied complete with batteries. test leads and $785 instructions. Size 8' s" it 5' s 354 " Shipping weight 51, 
pounds. Our net price 

THE NEW MODEL 1280 

SET -TESTER 
Combines Models 1240 and 1250 

Here is Superior's an- 
swer to the da -manda 
of Radio Servicemen. 
A complete. all-pur- 
pose testing labora- 
tory. the Model 1280 
combines the Models 
12::0 Mraltiteatcr and 
1240 Tube Tester. (See 
specifications of each 
below.) 

FEATURES 
Instantaneous s n a p 
switches reduce actual 
testing time to abso- 
lute minimum. 
Spare socket, and fila- 
ment voltages up to 
120 volts make the Model 1280 obso- 
lescence proof. 
Latest design 4'. s" 
D'Arsonval type meter. 
Comes housed in at- 
tractive, leatherette cov- 
ered carrying ease. 
Sloping panel for rapid, 
precise servicing. 
Works on 90 -125 volts 
60 cycles A.C. 

}ken Oa se sc urn who through past purchases Inane nathey can always get SUPER -VALUES 
front sup,-rior. twill be amazed and delighted when they read the specitleat loos of this all-purlwse 
instrument and then note the unbeliccahly low ice. The Mrski 1290 features a 91r lt ' '.trómwat pr 
type meter for easy reading of the various scales, and in ti a m with .r new polity of stressing 
appearancc a wen as serviceability in our new 1200 line of test egalpn]eni, our Nlodel 1280 
utilizes an aluminum etched panel, designed for beauty as well as ruggedness. The primary 
function of an instrument is. of course, to make measurements accurately and when designing 
test equipment this is our first thought. However. we also appreciate the important part the 
appearance of an Inslninnent plays he the impression a serviceman makes on his customers. 
especially on home calls. We have, therefore. paid special at to ntion to the Outward design of all 
of our new Instruments. For instance. the panel of this Nigel,' 1280 is made of heavy-c :urge 
aluminum and etched by a radically new process which results in a beautiful, confidence 
inspiring appearance. 

Model 1280 comes complete with test leads, tabular data and instructions. $ 985 
Shipping weight 18 pounds. Size 13' s 11. s 6lí'. Our net price i 

Portable cover $1.00 additional. 

THE NEW MODEL 1250 

MULTITESTER 
Sloping panel for 
precise rapid 

Servicing. 

Etched 
aluminum 

panel 

Spatially de- 
signed electronic 
rectifier enables 
linear A.C. scale, 
high stability and 
little or no tem- 
perature drift. 

Here is an opportunity to aemdre a Multi -Sere ire. Pr. 1-10n Engineered Instrument, 
for less than you would have to pay for an ordinary Volt Ohm Milliammeter. 
Besides making the usual colt, resistance and current measurements I boll] A.C. 
and D.C.) this unit accurately measures the CAPACITIES of min, paper and 
electrolytic condensers, INDUCTANCE of coils, chokes, and transformers. DECllEt. 
gain or loss, of power amplifiers and public address systems. WATTS output of 
amplifiers, receivers, etc. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Complete A.C. and D.C. Voltage and High and Low Capacity Scales 

Current tranese .0005 to 1 ofd. and .05 to 30 mfd. 
D.C. Voltage -0 -15, 0 -150, 0 -750 

volte 
A.C. Voltage: -0 -15, 0 -150, 0 -750 

colts 
U.C. Current :-0.1, 0.15. 0 -110, 0.750 

ma. 

S.C. Current: -- 0 -15, 0 -150, 0 -750 ma. 

3 Decibel Ranges 

-10 to +19. -10 to +38. -10 to 
+ 53 

Inductance: 1 to 700 Henries 

2 Resistance Rinses Watts: Based on n nmv. at O. P.O. In 
11-500 obtins, 5.0-5 nnegotsnls 100 oho.. 0061110 In 0011 Will, 
Model 1250 works on 90 to 120 Volts 60 cycles A.C. Comes tom- $ 185 
piece with test leads. tabular charts and instructions. Shipping 
weight 9 pounds. Size 9Sí" r; I l's 65í " Our Net Price 

Portable Cover $1.00 Additional 

THE NEW MODEL 1240 

TUBE TESTER 

Instantaneous snap 

switches reduce ac- 

tual testing time to 

absolute minimum. 

Tests all tubes 

1.4 to 117 volts, 

Sockets for all 

tubes - 
No adapters. 

Superior is proud to offer the newest and most practical tube tester ever designed. 
Unbelievably low In price -unbelievably high in performance. * Tests all tubes, 1.9 to 117 volts, including 9. 5, 6. 7. 7L. metals. Metals, 

Bantam .Ir., Peanut. single ended, floating filament. Mercury Vapor Rectifiers. 
the new S series, in fact every tube designed to date. 
Spare socket included on front panel for any future tubes. * Torte by the well -established emission method for tube quality. directly read on 
the OM/U i 1t,í11 scale of the meter. 
Jewel protested neon. * Tests shorts and lakages up to 2 megohnls In all tubes. 
Tests leakages and shorts in all cements AGAINST all elements in all tubes. 
Testa BOTH plates in rectifiers. 
Tests Individual sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, ate.. In multi- 
purpose tithes. * Lelest type voltage regulator. 
Features an attractive etched aluminum panel. * Works on 90 to 1225 colts 60 cycles a.e. 

Model 1240 comes complete with Instructions and tabular data 
for every known type of receiving tube. Shipping weight 12 
pounds. Size 6' s 7lí' a 1036 ". Our Net Price 

Portable Cover $1.00 Additional 

118ó 

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS COMPANY 
136 Liberty Street Dept. RC -11 New York, N. Y. 
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WORK ON 

PPuP ÑINERY 
AL 

fr 

12 WEEKS SHOP TRAINING 

PAY TUITION 
AFTER GRADUATION 
Are you out of a job? Are you working 
long hours at low pay in a job you 
don't like? Are you wondering where 
you can find a job that will give you 
steady interesting work with better 
pay? If this applies to you and if you 
are between 16 and 40, then read 
every word of this message. 

Get into a field where the oppor- 
tunities are great and better salaries 
are paid. The huge billion dollar Elec- 
trical Industry is full of opportunities 
for men and young men. Build the 
foundation for yourself by training 
for 12 weeks in these fascinating. 
bigger-pay branches of Electricity- - 
Power Plant work. sub -station oper- 
ation. electrical maintenance. refrig- 
eration and air conditioning. Diesel 
Electricity, construction work and 
many other branches. 

GET A PRACTICAL TRAINING IN 
FAMOUS CHICAGO SHOPS 

You most be trained to get ahead. 
The famous Coyne Shops in Chicago 
can train you for a start In Electricity 
in only 12 weeks -not by home study 
but right here in Chicago where 
you "Learn -by- Doing' on real 

cgYou don't need previous experi- 
ence-you don't need advanced edu- 
cation. At Coyne you are trained on 
real motors. dynamos. generators. 
You wind armatures. do house- wiring, 
operate switchboards, work on elec- 
tric refrigeration and air conditioning 
equipment. farm lighting plants, 
automobile ignition and many other 
branches of Electricity. 

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING 
Employment Nell) After Graduation 
A lot of my students work part -time 
to help with their living expenses. If 
you need this assistance my employ- 
ment department will give it to you 
and after graduation you will get 
valuable employment and consulta- 
tion service. 
If You Are Short of Money My "Pay 
After Graduation" Plan Will Help You 
I have a plan to help ambitious fellows 
who are short of money fur their 
tuition. On this plan you can get your 
training with only a small down pay- 
ment. Then, you pay the rest of your 
tuition in small, monthly payments 
starting 60 days after graduation 
and extending over a period of one 
year. Man the coupon for the facts. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 
You can't make the start to a better 
future unless you do something about 
it. Act now to make your dreams 
come true. The first step is simple. 
SEND THE COUPON FOR MY 
BIG FREE CATAI.OG AND ALL 
THE FACTS- TODAY I 

H. C. LEWIS, President 

COYNE 
EL 

SCHOOL L 
500 S. he8ns SI., WA. 89-18, Wan 

1I. C. LEWIS. President 
COYNE Electrical School 
500 S. Pauline St., Dept. 89 -78 Chicago, 1111nob 

Dear Sir: Please send me your big free catalog and 
all the facts abut your 'Pay After Graduation' plan 
as well as other details of your plans to help a fellow 
get ahead. 

RADIO -CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 
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CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED MICROVOLTER 
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 
10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 

THIS new instrument has a self- contained 
vacuum -tube voltmeter, power level me- 

ter and crystal. It has over 250 crystal - 
controlled, modulated or unmodulated, out- 
puts from 100 kc. to 15,000 kc. every 100 
kc.; and from 1,000 kc. to 100 megacycles 
every 1,000 kc. Its accuracy is claimed to be 
better than 0.01 -per cent. Direct calibra- 
tion of continuously- variable R.F. output 
is from Fu- to 100.000 microvolts on all 
ranges. A.F. output is calibrated from 0 
to 1 V. The self -contained power level 
meter has 3 decibel ranges, viz., -10 to +6, 
-._6 to -. 22 and +22 to +38 db. Seven 
R.F. ranges are calibrated directly from 
100 kc. to 60 megacycles. A large 8 -in. dial is used 
cycles and megacycles. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

yf 

und is directly- calibrated in 

"ANTENNA -SCOPE" LOOP 

kilo- 

Consolidated Wire b Associated Corps., 524 S. Peoria St., Chicago, III. 

ESSENTIALLY a directional, portable loop, this antenna may 
be attached very easily to any broadcast receiver with 2 

double vacuum cups provided with each unit. It may he matched 
to the inductance requirement of any receiver (T.R.F. or 
superhet.) by screwdriver adjustment of the iron -core per- 
meability -tuned tracking coil. The "Antenna- Scope," the manu- 
facturer claims, increases the signal -to -noise ratio, eliminates 
static and prevents noise induction through a high -Q circuit. 

It is recommended to Servicemen as a replacement for antenna systems requiring the 
use of unsightly wiring. The unit is quite compact, measuring 6', ins. wide, 113/4 ins. 
lung and 1 -in. thick. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

PAPER -WOUND REPLACEMENTS 
FOR ELECTROLYTICS 

Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass. 

TO MEET the occasional demand for 
paper -wound replacements for metal -can 

and cardboard-case dry electrolytics, 2 new 
condensers are now available. The PW(' 
series, matching in size and shape the dry 
electrolytic metal -can condensers. is avail- 
able in 3 types replacing the 4 -600, 8 -600 
and 8 -8 -600 electrolytics, with actual 
capacities of 2, 2.75 and 1.75 -1.75 mf., 
respectively. The PWP series match the cardboard -case dry electrolytics of 4 -600, 
8 -600 and 8 -8 -600, with actual capacities of 2, 3 and 2.75 -2.75 mf. These paper replace- 
ment units have extremely low power factor and leakage. No polarity need be observed. 

November 19:19 f:ndit -Coft 

,,rue COMPLETE P.A. SYSTEM INCLUDES PORTABLE MIKE -STAND 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

The Webster Co. 

5622 Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

YYHAT is claimed to be a "first" in radio 

is this complete P.A. system which 
boasts a portable floor -type microphone 
stand. The 2 loudspeakers tit together in 
the familiar planner, into it handy carrying 
case. This case, however, has a false- bottom 

p which is utilized for carrying a full 47- to 
60 -in. length. easily assembled floor stand 

in 3 sections. With this system the singer's new gown can be seen and the bandleader 

needn't scurry about hunting a table upon which to put his microphone. The amplifier 
employed is a 14 -W. job -the most popular rating for average P.A. installations. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 
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I nndamentally, what the Superior Channel -Analyzer does is to permit 
the serviceman to follow the SIGNAL from antenna to speaker through 
ach and every stage of any set ever made, and inferentially, of any 

s,t that ever will be made, using the SIGNAL as the basis of measure- 
ments. Thus if there is trouble in one particular channel or stage of a 
receiver, the serviceman can isolate the faulty stage and then proceed to 
ascertain the very part or component that causes the trouble. 
Many of the troubles in modern receivers are due to the Automatic -Vol- 
eme- Control and Automatic -Frequency- Control circuits and ordinary in- 
struments do not permit measurements directly upon these circuits, so 
the Superior Channel -Analyzer includes a direct- current Vacuum -Tube 
Voltmeter that. DOES make these measurements directly and with a 
negligible loading of the measured circuits. 
Other problems cease to be problems too, when the quick -solution 
method of the Channel- Analyzer is applied. For instance, suppose a 
local oscillator in a superheterodyne drifts. The Channel -Analyzer has 
a switch operated, tuned input circuit with amplifier, whereby not only 
the presence of drift may be discovered, but also the amount and direc- 
tion of drift. 
Distortion is another difficulty that often nettles a serviceman. The 
Channel- Analyzer has a jack for the insertion of earphones so that you 
ran listen to the signal directly from any stage and, therefore, discover 
the stage in which the distortion takes place. Next, the VTVM is used 
to discover the very component in that circuit that is causing the trouble. 
How often have you cherished the hope that someday you would own an 
nstrument that enables you to measure the actual signal voltage across 

the load of any stage in the set, and thus by comparison determine the 
gain per stage. The Channel -Analyzer enables those dynamic voltage 
measurements and does a whole assortment of other work besides, yet 

THE NEW 

CHANNEL -ANALYZER 
Follows Signal from Antenna to Speaker of Any Set 

THE CHANNEL- ANALYZER WILL- 
1. Fullm signal irons antenna to NI,' axzrs u( uo' rerelrer 

eser plc. 
2. Instantly track down exact cause of Li, tonne/a s i.tt ion. 
3. Measure both Automat le- Volume-Cow 01 ami A utmost ir- Irequency- Control. 

sultagea and circuits without appreciably loading the circuit. using built -in 
highly sensitise Vacuuui -Tube Vuluarlcr. 

4. Check exact gain of every individual stage In receiver. 
5. Track down and locate cause of distorsion in 11.F., 1. F., and A.F. amplifier 
6. Check exact operating voltage of each tube. 
7. Locate leaky condensers and all high- resistance shorts, also show opens. 
8. Measure exact frequencies. amount of drift and comparative output of oscillators 

In eulstrbets. 
9. Track down exact cause of noise. 

lit a price much less than that usually asked for an dynamic voltmeter 
alone. 
D.C. Voltages have important bearings on receiver performance. All 
these voltages can be measured on the Channel -Analyzer with the re- 
ceiver in reproducing operation. In fact. that one important con- 
sideration, MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT MOLESTATION OF THE 
RECEIVER, gets rid of the drawback of most conventional equipment 
which greatly reduces the very voltage it attempts to measure. or kills 
the signal completely. 
Tubes that are used in the receiver under test are also given a thorough 
check by the Channel- Analyzer and as such a specialized tube tester, 
this new and remarkable instrument is proof against any possibility of 
obsolescence. 
Noise, another serious problem to servicemen. can be located with the 
aid of the Channel -Analyzer and can be done with incredible speed. 
Here are the basic components of the Channel -Analyzer: 

I. B Supply rectifier and filter circuit. 
2. One -stage, high -gain flat amplifier and linear diode detector. 
3. Tuned -circuit, high -gain amplifier and linear diode detector, 100 

KC. to 20 MC. 
4. D.C. Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter, for measuring the rectifier R.F., 

I.F. or A.F., and for independent use on external circuits. all by 
front panel switching. 

By adroit engineering and skillful application of a wide knowledge of 
servicing requirements based on Superior's years of experience. the four 
components listed above are made to do so many things and do them so 
well and fast that a large benefit is bestowed on servicemen, their tasks 
lightened, their work speeded and their experience greatly extended, all 
at record -breaking low price. 

The Superior Channel- Analyzer comes housed in shielded cabinet and features an attractive etched aluminum panel. Sup- 
plied complete with tubes, three specially engineered shielded input cables, each identified as to its purpose. Also full 
operating instructions. Size 13 "x10'x6 ", Shipping weight 19 pounds, Only 

$195 
THE X- RAYOMETER FEATURES NEW 

GIANT 9 INCH METER AND 
A BUILT -IN POWER SUPPLY 

ENABLES RESISTANCE 
MEASUREMENTS UP TO 

30 MEGOHMS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

RES INTANCF7 \I EASEItE)I ENT.t IN 3 
RANGES: 0 -1000 Ohms. 0.101.1.000 Ohms, 
o 30 Megohms. 

D.C. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS IN 5 
RANGES: 0 -50. 0 -250, 0 -500, 0 -1000, 0.2500 
Volts. Television and other high voltage power 
supply circuits easily measured. 

A.C. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS IN 4 

RANGES: 0 -5n, 0,_50, 0-5011. II -51010 Volts. 
D.C. CURRENT MEASUREMENTS IN 6 

RANGES: O -1 Ma.. U -511 Ma.. 0-250 Ma.. 
0 -1 Ampere. 0 -10 Amperes. 0 -25 Amperes. 
High current ranges suitable for automotive 
and Industrial work. 

CAPACITY DIRECTLY READ ON METER 
SCALE IN 2 RANGES/ 
.005 -1 Mfd. 2 Mfd. -50 Mfd. 

PERCENTAGE OF LEAKAGE of electrolyties 
read DIRECTLY on meter scalo. Actual con- 
dition of condenser quickly determined. 

INSULATION. INTFR.ELF:MENT and A.V.C. 
LEAKAGES directly read on meter scale up 
to 311 Megohma. 

OUTPUT MEASUI1EMENTS IN 4 RANGES: 
n -50, 0 -250. 0 -300. 0.1001) Volts. Built-in 
blocking condensers enable rapid alignment of 
radio ennipment. 

I XDIICTANIE MEASUREMENTS IN 2 
RANGES: 0 -7 Henries. 7 -743 Rennes. 

DEÇIREI. MEASUIIE3IENTS IN 3 RANGES: 
D.R. based on 6 M.W. at 500 Ohms. -10 to 
+29. -10 to +13. -10 to +49. Audio fre- 
quency measurements in bath radio and P.A. 
amplifiers. 

X. RA YOM ETER ,omes housed in a new army way crystalline. heavy gauge cabinet. $1795 Complete with test leads. instructions and tabular data. Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
ONLY 

THE NEW MODEL 1130 -5 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 
WITH AUDIO FREQUENCIES 

SPECIFICATIONS 
I. Combination it.I'. and Audio Signal Gvileramr. It.F. 100 lie. to Ina 

me. A.F. -100 -7 -.00 tyelrs. All direct readings, all by front paucl 
switching. 

2. It. F. and A.F. a tout independently obtainable alone or with A.F'. 
l any freq 

is 
poloist tug I:. P. 

3. Accuracy to within 1(ó nn LF. and Broadcast bands: 2 c on hiche, 
frequencies. 

4. : tullo frequencies in 5 hands: 1110. 400, 1000. 5000. and 7500 cs'el r= 
5. Giant airplane full vision. direct- reading dial. 
6. Condenser and other leakages tested to 100 menyhms. 
7. All services on 90 -130 colts A.C. or D.C. (any frequcnryl. 

!el 1130.5 
s 

conies romnlete with tubes. test leads. / 85 
ing handle and instructions. Size l2 zrz6' -_". 1 

wt ìcht 15 lbs. Our net Price 

a 
SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. 

6 

E LWERYOSTRETNEY, 
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FOR 

HOME 

STUDY 

TO WHAT EVERY 

RADIOMAN SHOULD KNOW 

JUST PUBLISHER -I939 
-All the latest informa- 
tion on the new develop - 
ments in Radio & Televi- 
sion. Explains Repairs. 
Servicing & Building of 
Sets tor pleasure or profit -Easy to read & understand. 

Gives all the important phases 
of Modern Radio. Electricity & 

Sound. Ready reference guide. A 
real Helpful. Easy way to secure 
authentic data on Radio Troubles - 
Static Elimination - Broadcasting 
-Antennas - Electronic Television - Repairs - Service -Short Wave 
-Auto Radio- Including Ques- 

tions and Answers -34 chapters -772 Pages. Over 
400 Diagrams & Illustrations. Handy Size, Sturdy 
Flexible Binding. A Good Investment for Service- 
men- Experimenters- EleetronieTelevsion Students 

-Aviation& Marine Radio Operators and all 
others. Get thin practical Information in handy 
form for you,s&t. Fin In and mail coupon today. 
COMPLETE PAY ONLY $1 A MO. 

THEO. AUDEL a CO.. 49 West 23rd . New York 
Nall AUDELS NEW RADIOMANS GUIDE far tree examine. 
Bon. If 0. x., I will send you tI in 7 day.: then remit Jt 
monthly until prleset $4 le paid. Otherwise. I will return R. 

Name 

Address.- 

Occupation 

Ren'ee's.- - - 

MONEY 
SAVING 
CATALOG 
./alit off 

Hundreds or item. at w Low Prices. Radios. Sporting 

Typewriters. BinFoculars. Iverwaarce Gifts. Novelties. etc. 

THIS 
COUPON 

FOR 
FREE 
CATALOG 

RADIO CIRCULAR CO. 
915 sh en:midwa Hew 

Free Copy Yo Rush f BARGAIN 
BULLETIN. No obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

IF 
You are an experienced radio- 
man: 
You are ambitious to get ahead 
rapidly in radio: 
You realize the necessity of a 
directed training in the en- 
gineering principles of radio but 
are unable to take advantage of 
college training.- 

Then - - 
Send for our new illustrated 
book "A Tested Plan." It will 
give you complete details of 
an advanced home study 
course in Practical Radio 
and Television Engineering 
written for the experienced 
radioman. 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
3224 -Ihth St. N. W.. Deut. RC -II. Wachinatnn. D. C. 

GET A BEAUTIFUL DESK LAMP 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

Complete details as to how it is possible to get 
e Beautiful DESK LAMP FREE. appears on Page 
314 of this issue. TURN TO IT NOW, 

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB 
send for ',out <Orr of this big SOO pare 
Record Catalog & Encyclopedia. Contains 
hm of thousands of famous recorda and mu. 
shat due on prnouncialions and durs of 
composers: 25: plus IOf for mailing. (stamp 
or oint It also enrolls you in our Record 
Club. We carry a large .election of records 
from for up. Write today. 

MODELL'S - ` `°"'andtSo. tai l v'ew York Cirr 
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THE LATEST RADIO EQUIPMENT 
(Continued from page 2P6) 

30 -STEP ATTENUATOR 
International Resistance Co. 

401 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

THIS new stud -type attenuator, known as 
the type B -31, is especially suited for low - 

level work. Bridged-"T", ladder or potentiome- 
ter networks are available. Standard attenua- 
tion is linear for 24 steps, 1.5 db. per step up 
to 36 db.; tapering off to 65 db. on the next to 
last, and to infinity on the last step. (Other 
values if desired.) The bridged -"T" circuit has 
constant impedance looking "in" and "out ". 
Standard impedances for the bridged -"T" and 
ladder networks are 50, 200, 250 and 500 ohms, 
with other values being supplied on request. 

Resistors used are wire -wound for low -im- 
pedance circuits, and metallized resistors for L 
high -impedance circuits. Removable aluminum 
cover affords protection against dust and dirt. Unit is 2 ins. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 
x 2% ins. dia. 

"ELBOW" CONE PROJECTOR 

University Laboratories 
19S Chrystie Street, New York, N. Y. 

THIS cone projector is designed to utilize 
the acoustic output of both sides of the 

cone speaker. i.e., double the efficiency and 
coverage of the ordinary projector is ob- 
tained. One cone speaker, claims the manu- 
facturer, gives the effect of 2. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

NEW FREQUENCY STANDARD 
The Hallicrafters, 2611 S. Indiana, Chicago, Ill. 

THIS new, model HT -7 instrument, is a 
crystal -controlled oscillator which will accu- 

rately serve many of the purposes of frequency 
meters and service oscillators. 

Fundamental outputs at 1.000. 100 and 10 kc. 
are provided, each with harmonics made use- 
ful even in the highest frequency ranges by a 
built -in, tunable harmonic amplifier stage. 

A dual -type 1,000 -100 kc. crystal controls the 
outputs at these frequencies. The 100 -kc. crystal 
position also locks -in a multivibrator which pro- 
vides the 10 -kc. output. Precise accuracy of the 
100 -kc. output (and therefore the multi- vibra- 
tor 10 -kc. output) is assured by provision for 
slightly varying its frequency to exactly 
resonate, at its fundamental or a harmonic, 
with other standards such as WWV"s transmis- 

sions. Exactness to a fraction of 1 cycle is thus obtainable. The 10 -kc. harmonics are 
strong enough to provide useful check points to well over 15 megacycles; and the 100 - 
and 1,000 -kc. harmonics, well beyond 30 mc. 

The entire unit is enclosed in a steel cabinet 8 x 7 x 5!2 ins., finished in gray stipple. 
Four tubes serve as crystal oscillator, multivibrator, harmonic amplifier and power- supply 
rectifier. Panel controls: Fundamental -Frequency Selector Switch, 100 -kc. Crystal Tuning, 
Harmonic Amplifier Band switch, Harmonic Amplifier Tuning, and On -Off switch. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

NEW "SUPER -PRO" RECEIVER 
The Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 

424 West 33 St., New York, N. Y. 

T116 NEW Super -Pro is available in 2 tun - 
ing ranges. 15 to 560 meters and 71,6 to 

240 meters. This latest addition to the world - 
famous family of Hammarlund Super -Pros 
incorporates a number of improvements in- 
cluding new variable- selectivity crystal fil- 
ter. new and improved noise limiter circuit, 
and an entirely new "S" -meter arrangement. 
The new instrument is an 18 -tube job and, 
in addition to providing the improvements mentioned 
the features of its predecessors. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 
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e on everything you huy! 
COMPLETE STOCK OF FARTS 

Including items out of manufac- 
ture. AU the nationaLy advertised 
brands. The world's greatest stock 
of paru. Consult your Lafayette 
catalog-save time and money. 

COMPLETE IN TEST EQUIPMENT 

All the leading makes, all latest 
types. Every nutriment accur. 
ately described. Here's the book 
that will enable you to keep up. 
to -date economically! 

COMPLETE P. A. SELECTION 

Three complete lines - DeLuxe, 
Standard and Economy - for 
every purse and purpose. All sys- 
tems - permanent, portable and 
mobile have the advantage of 
Lafayette advanced engineering. 
Amplifiers from 5 to 100 watts. 

COMPLETE LINE OF RADIOS 
All the wanted features in port. 
able, mantle, and phono -combina. 
rios models. Beautiful style. Brit. 
liant performance. Challenging 
the field in quality and low price. 

COMPLETE NAM SECTION 

Greatest array of amateur receiv- 
ers, transmitters, ham equipment 
we've ever assembled. Over 30 
pages packed with merchandise - 
every item packed with value! 

PLUS A COMPLETE 

line of 1940 auto radios, record 
players, tubes, tools, new books - 
all at lowest prices. Save money 
with the book that has everything 
in radio! Send for a copy today. 
It's packed with profits. And it's 
FREE! Mail coupon now. 

ITndio Wire %Lruision Inc. 
twewAy WNOIfAU RADIO Worm, INC 

Solos os,,.. In 
NEW YORK 

I00 S,,.I, 
ATLANTA 

aS r.acw Sr. 
CHICAGO 

aOlw.la,SwnBa 
G ANA H.warB 
N oe. ...solos 
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100 -1,000 KC. OSCILLATOR STANDARD 
Browning Laboratories, Inc. 750 Main St., Winchester, Mass. 

ILLUSTRATED here is a new 100 -1,000 kc., type BL -2FS oscillator 
standard. Servicemen and experimenters can build their oscillators 

around this basic unit. Stability of a high order is claimed through a 
judicious choice of components and careful electrical design. Adjustments 
are provided so that circuit capacities may be taken into account, and so 
each oscillator may be set to zero -beat with WWI. Adjustments for the 
100 and 1,000 kc. oscillators are absolutely independent. A switch ( integral 
with the apparatus) chooses either the 100 or 1,000 he. at will. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

BASIC RECORDING MECHANISM 
The Speak -O -Phone Recording & Equipment Co. 

23 West 60 St., New York, N. Y. 

AGOOD -QUALITY A.F. amplifier is all 
that is necessary to make the basic re- 

cording equipment a first -class recording 
system! Apparatus consists of a rim -driven 
turntable energized by a General Electric 
constant -speed motor mounted directly on an 
aluminum casting. Driving torque is adjusta- 
ble, and tracking is accomplished through a 
dual worm and flat gearing assembly. 
Claimed to be vibration -free, and absolutely 
minus backlash or bumps. Adjustable cutting 

arm permits recording on acetate aluminum or pre -grooved discs without any additional 
equipment. Impedance of cutting hear is 15 ohms. 

November 1939 Radio -Craft 

BOOK REVIEWS 

AUDEL'S NEW RADIOMANS GUIDE, by E. P. 
Anderson (1939). Published by Theo. Audel & 
Co. Size, S x 61/2 ins.. flexible cloth cover, 400 
illustrations, 756 pge. Price, 94.00. 

Audel's books for the radio man date back 10 
years. Newest addition to the Audel library is 
this handbook, for the radio man and student, 
which covers the fields of land, air and marine 
radio, television, public address, and modern serv- 
icing. A section of the Guide devoted to basic 
fundamentals provides the necessary background 
for covering the more advanced material. A series 
of review questions and their answers tests the 
reader's progress. The subject of the receivers 
is built up from component circuits to the com- 
plete diagram. Testing methods and equipment 
are described, and diagrams of modern test in- 
struments are shown. A series of rado troubles 
and their cures provide valuable pointers for 
Servicemen. 

Prepared somewhat along the lines of en- 
gineering handbooks, it has 31 chapters: of spe- 
cial interest to Servicemen is Chapter No. 33, 
"Underwriters Standards." A valuable 11 -page 
"Ready Reference Index" is included. 

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL, by W. T. 
Cocking (4th Edition, revised. 1938). Published 
by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., London. England. Size 5 x 
71/2 ins., cloth cover, 279 pea., over 100 illustra- 
tions. Price 575 post (approx. 91.50). 

It is because servicing fundamentals are the 
same in any language that "Wireless Servicing 
Manual," an English book, is of interest to every 
radio Serviceman. Since only a slight portion of 
this book deals with specific makes of equipment 
the major portion will be of value to radio 
( "wireless ") Servicemen everywhere. 

This 4th Edition has been enlarged by the 
addition of 50 pages of new matter. An extra 
chapter deals with the subject of television re- 
ceivers, and the appendices have been extended 
to include instructions for building a resistance 
and capacity testing bridge, and a tube testing 
bridge. 

This handbook covers the principles and prac- 
tice of the repair and adjustment of radio re- 
ceivers. Methods of fault finding are dealt with 
in detail, the use of the necessary test apparatus 
is described, and ganging procedure is very 
fully treated. 

PRACTICAL RADIO MATHEMATICS, by M. N. 
Heitman. Published by Supreme Publications. 
Size 8t4_ z 11 ins., paper covers, 17 pages, illus- 
trated. Price, 50c. 

"Practical Radio Mathematics" will put on 

the shelf of the radio Serviceman a handy ref- 
erence to all the ordinary, e!emeetary mathe- 
matics required in the general run of radio 
service work. This booklet is an off-set job, and 
for its type of make -up is quite well illustrate!. 

These chapter headings indicate the ground 
covered: Numbers, Fractions, Decimals, Simple 
Formulas Explained as a Tool; Units, How Sub- 
divided, Color Code, Meter Scales and Accuracy: 
Ohm's Law, Radio Examples, Graphs, Intro:luc- 
tion to A.C., Ohmmeter; Condensers, Formulas. 
Applications, Examples; Inductance, Air and 
Iron: Reactance, Impedance, Comb'ned Circuits, 
Transformers: Vacuum Tubes, Voltage and 
Power Amplification, Output Coupling; Point - 
to-Point Testing, Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter Meth- 
od; The Decibel, Defined, Handy Table, Examples. 

A Few of the Feature Articles in the 
November issue of 

RADIO & 
TELEVISION 

How to Listen fo Radio War News -Lowell 
Thomas, famous NBC commentator. 

Radio and Television in War- illustrated- 
H. W. Secor. 

A DeLuxe Portable Transmitter and Re- 
ceiver- Howard Earp, W7CHT. 

Latest Television Set Construction Data. 

Up -to -date Short Wave Station List -Map 
shows where European War News 
originates. 

New "Practical Radio Ideas" Department 
Hints for Set Constructors. 

A 2 -Tube Receiver for the Short Wave Fan 
-Harry D. Hoofon, W8KPX. 

Question Box 

Please Say That You Saw It in RADIO -CRAFT 

LAFAYETTE 
RADIO 

ARe 
F(e.1e Wks''Lreuisfon Inn 
Dept. 31.9 -100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. 

I Rush FREE 1940 Rodo Catalog No. 7B 

I 

INome 

' Addresx 

I 
City State 

PASTE COUPON ON PENNY POSTCARD V 
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NEW ANS IMPROVED 
"Super-Pro" 

HAMMARLUNDS 
new "SUPER -PRO" 

is the last word in communications 
receiver design. Its outstanding features in- 
clude improved noise limiter; variable 
selectivity crystal filter; sensitive, adjusta- 
ble "S" meter; two stages of tuned R.F.; 
three stages of I.F. amplification, and many 
others such as heat oscillator; A.V.C.; band 
spread, etc. The new "Super -Pro" has ex- 
ceptional sensitivity and a high signal -to- 
noise ratio. This 18 -tube receiver has a 
beautiful metal cabinet and is available in 
two tuning ranges, 71/ to 240 meters and 
15 to 560 meters. 

__Ma_il_coupo_ntoday! 
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., RC-11 
424 West 33rd St., N. Y. City 
Send for "Super-Pro" folder. 

Name 

HAmmARLUnD 
Canadian Office: 41 West Ave. No., Hamilton. Ontario 

DATAPRINTS 
TESLA -OUDIN HI -FREQ. 

COILS 
20e Ea. in order for 10 

(Data and Drawings only.) 
36" Sp'k Tesla -Oudin Coil 40e 

(1 K.W. Exc. Trf. Data, 
included FREE!) 

8" Sp'k Tesla -Oudin Coil 40e 
(14 K.W. Exc. Trf. Data. 

included FREE!) 
3" Sp'k Oudin; 110 Vt. 

"Kick Coil" type 40e 
3" Sp'k Tesla Works on 

Ford Sp'k Coil 40c 
1" Sp'k Violetta Hi -Freq. Coil 40e 
FREE with order $1.00 or more -20 Tricks 

with Hi -Freq. Coils (40e separate) 

Induction PIPE & 
ORE LOCATOR 

Cons! ruction Data 40s 

YOU need these DATAPRINTS! 
5 Meter Superhet. Resistance Measuring 
r,6 Meter Tr. & Rec. Bridge 
20 A.C. Probs. & Ans. Weld. Tran..f. 2 K.W. 
20 Telephone Hook -ups Rewinding Armatures 
100 Mech. Movements String Galvanometer 
20 Motor Hook -ups 20 Simple Bell Circuits 
Special Prices: 4 prints $1.00: 10 for $2.00; 
Single. 40e each. Get New Catalog 100 A. 

The DATAPRINT Co. 
Lock Box 322C, Ramsey, N. J. 

EVERYTHING IN RADIO! 

A COMPUTE ¡NMI IN TON UM Nm 
co. .a el tea.* and 

akophos .,.W.Í 'you to por.N r' pour'.errr. 
. You .on i,nd oil 

N.needs Ii, a.er.dr..or,r.. on n b a Lo.4 
which s FREE for ,F. . P,. .II, 

d .ed.. 
...or 

WRITE TOR 91c NEW CATALOG 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
101714 McGee St Ken., C.,,. Mo 

THE 
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RADIO MONTH IN REVIEW 
(Continued from page 263) 

Last month RCA installed sound amplifica- 
tion and distribution systems in these edi- 
fices to augment the effectiveness of their 
services and musical presentations. Gold - 
finished microphones' were used on the 
altars. A 50 -W. amplifier with 6 microphones 
and 4 loudspeakers was used in the Cathe- 
dral of St. John the Divine; more terminal 
equipment will be added. Two 30 -W. jobs 
were installed in St. Patrick's Cathedral 
together with 12 microphones and 18 loud- 
speakers to complete an existing sound in- 
stallation. 

Radio men who plan to sell radio installa- 
tions to hospitals in South Carolina, even 
though such installations admittedly may 
aid greatly in effecting cures, must watch 
their P's and Q's. A radio law enacted in 
S.C. last month makes it a misdemeanor, 
punishable by a fine of $100 or imprisonment 
up to 30 days, "for any person to operate 
any radio or other musical instrument in 
such a manner that it annoys or disturbs 
any patient confined to a hospital or sani- 
tarium." General equipment in most hos- 
pitals, asylums and sanitariums today have 
radio facilities, including earphone attach- 
ments or built -in radio pillows, either for 
diversion or treatment of patients. 

The brothers Freese, William and Ru- 
dolph, make kite flying their hobby. Last 
month they sprang a new one at Breezy 
Point near "the Rockaways," New York. A 
dummy carried aloft at least wasn't speech- 
less for it contained a loudspeaker! 

The press item by John Chapman in his 
"Mainly about Manhattan" column in the 
New York Daily News, did not state whether 
the associated amplifier too was carried 
aloft or whether a transmission line was 
used between ground and kite -and the 
Freeses "won't talk." 

Talkies Servicemen had made available to 
them last month, by the Academy Research 
Council, a number of test reels designed for 
use in adjusting theatre sound reproducing 
equipment. 

The Theatre Sound Test Reel contains 
sound and picture, the sound consisting of 
dialogue and music recordings so chosen 
that the assembled reel contains a repre- 
sentative example of sound as currently 
recorded by each sound department. One of 
these recordings is a hi -range print which 
serves as a check on the amplifier capacity 
in relationship to the volume of the audi- 
torium. The 1,000 -ft. reel also contains about 
100 ft. of "piano" and 12 ft. of "3,000- cycle" 
recording for making critical tests of 
flutter. 

Other films include Standard Multi -fre- 
quency Test Reels, Standard Buzz (lateral 
alignment) Track, Standard Scanning Illu- 
mination Test Track, Standard 7,000 -cycle 
Film, Standard 9,000 -Cycle Film, Rear Scan- 
ning Adjustment Track, and Standard Bal- 
ancing Film. 

The RCA sound system installed in the 
$11,000,000 Union Passenger Terminal, Los 
Angeles, was credited last month with play- 
ing an important part in achieving the rec- 
ord for efficient service and comfort which 
has been established in the short time the 
terminal has been in use. 
RCA Installation In New Union Terminal 
Also Entertains Waiting Travelers. 

Largest ever to be placed in a railroad sta- 
tion in the United States, this sound system 
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has played a major role in handling the hun- 
dreds of thousands of visitors who have 
poured through the Terminal. 

The Union Pacific, Southern Pacific and 
Santa Fe railroads, combined ideas and re- 
sources to make the Los Angeles Terminal 
the most up -to -date and beautiful structure 
of its kind in the country. Its special, elab- 
orate sound system, which through provid- 
ing instant communication in every part of 
the acoustically- treated structure, affords 
travelers many new comforts and con- 
veniences. 

It carries announcements of the arrival 
and departure of trains, recorded music for 
those who rest in the Terminal's Garden 
Patios or in ,the comfortable over -stuffed 
seats in the spacious Main Waiting Room, 
and radio programs for entertainment and 
relaxation. The system is also equipped with 
complete broadcast pick -up facilities at vari- 
ous locations for special events. 

"Nerve center" of this complex communi- 
cation network is a custom -built console con- 
trol unit which is located in a specially -de- 
signed control room. The console also con- 
tains an automatic RCA Victrola and radio 
receiver. With it a single operator can route 
all train announcements and special pro- 
grams to any or all sections of the building 
over a 2- channel system. Two -channel dis- 
tribution permits broadcasts of announce- 
ments in one part of the station with simul- 
taneous programs of recorded music for the 
Restaurant and Rest Rooms. 

The Main Concourse, the Main Waiting 
Room and the North and South Patios are 
equipped with powerful 2 -unit loudspeakers 
which provide high -quality reproduction of 
music or speech over a range of 30 to 10,000 
cycles. The speakers are mounted behind at- 
tractive grilles in wall plaques or concealed 
behind entrance grilles. (See photos, pg. 
263.) 

The system includes a bank of five 50 -watt 
amplifiers, each supplying a 2 -unit speaker 
or a group of smaller speakers which are 
located conveniently in the station's Ultra - 
Modern Restaurant, in the Rest Rooms, 
and on the Train Platforms. 

TELE -FILMS 
FLICKERLESS tele -film transmissions can f be made by combining the high -retentiv- 
ity or accumulator -image cathode -ray tele- 
vision pick -up tube with the Mechau film 
projector, according to Schroter and Urtel 
of Telefunken (Berlin, Germany). A photo 
of this composite mechanism was received by 
Radio -Craft last month and is shown on 
pg. 263. 

The film feed of the Mechau projector is 
continuous. Ordinarily, therefore, the result- 
ing image- frames would be moving across 
the screen continuously. However, by plac- 
ing in the projection plane a drum or ring 
of mirrors, and simultaneously revolving 
and oscillating these mirrors, the images 
may be made to appear successively station- 
ary. The ring of mirrors is rigidly coupled 
to the film drive, and serves to superimpose 
one complete image upon another succes- 
sively. The first image gradually decreases 
in intensity while the second is increasing 
in intensity, and thus, the first image dis- 
solves into the second. 

Since this action takes place uniformly 
over the entire area of the image it is pos- 
sible to electronically scan each frame with- 
out relation to either the tinte or the fre- 
quency of the image change. In other words, 
it is possible, for example, to run the film 
at about 24 frames per second while scan- 
ning at 25 frames per second. 
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CONDENSERS - 
MINUS GUESSWORK 

(Continued from page 281) 

teristics which are of importance. In certain 
condenser ( "capacitor" or refrigerator) ap- 
plications, for instance, power factor may be 
of importance. If a condenser under meas- 
urement has a high power factor it will be 
indicated by failure of the indicator eye 
to open all the way when the balance ad- 
justment is made. 

In some applications in radio and power 
circuits relatively high power factors can 
be tolerated. This is true of many applica- 
tions when electrolytic condensers are em- 
ployed. In the case of wet electrolytics and 
low -voltage dry electrolytic condensers (or 
refrigerator -motor "capacitors ") satisfac- 
tory service may be provided even though 
only a partial indication of balance is ob- 
tainable on the bridge. In general it is safe 
to say that if a condenser under test gives 
a definite balance indication it will provide 
satisfactory service even though the eye 
may not open all the way at this balance 
point. If an electrolytic condenser fails to 
give any balance indication it should be 
aged at rated voltage and again tested. 

Intermittents.- Intermittent defects in 
condensers are more than likely to show up 
when tested in this bridge because of the 
low applied A.C. voltage. Such a defect may 
he indicated by either a SHORT or OPEN 
reading, or by a shifting balance point when 
a reading is attempted. 

CAPACITY TOLERANCE 
In checking condensers of all types it 

should be borne in mind that rather wide 
tolerance is permissible so far as actual 
capacity values are concerned. Except in 
tuned circuits and in a few of the more 
critical types of bypass circuits, a conden- 
ser within 30 per cent of the specified value 
will be satisfactory. On the "high" side they 
may vary much more than this in most 
applications but if a condenser is more than 
30 per cent below specified value it general- 
ly should be replaced. In most tuned cir- 
cuit applications, time delay circuits and 
critical bypass circuits 10 per cent tolerance 
is considered permissible and there are ex- 
tremely few applications where a value of 
10 per cent above or below rating will ma- 
terially affect operating results. 

In measuring small capacity values up to 
about 200 mmf. it is best to plug the actual 
condenser leads directly into the tip -jacks 
of the bridge. Test leads a couple of feet 
long may contribute an appreciable amount 
of capacity -and this value may vary con- 
siderably as the leads are moved about. 
Where it is necessary to use test leads 
their capacity alone should first be measured 
and this value deducted from the reading ob- 
tained when the condenser under test is 
measured. Where values in excess of 200 
mmf. are involved the capacity contributed 
by test leads may be neglected. 

It is believed that the little instrument 
described here will prove to be a highly prac- 
tical contribution to the growing list of 
modern service equipment; and further, that 
it will fill a long felt need on the part of 
the laboratory technician and experimenter 
for a convenient and compact device capable 
of providing the most commonly needed in- 
formation on individual condensers. 

This article has been prepared from data 
supplied by courtesy of Cornell- Dubilier 
Electric Corp. 

CORRECTION: The Sth prize of the 2nd group 
of prize winners in our P.A. Contest was donated 
by the Amplifier Co. of America, not by Amperite 
Company as shown on page 204. October Radio - 
Craft. Amperite donated the 7th prize. 

GET A REAL ELECTROPLATING KIT ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
Complete details as to how it is possible to get a Real Electroplating Kif FREE, appear on 
Page 319 of This issue. TURN TO IT NOW! 
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Complete. modern tube tester. set tester. 
and condenser analyzer in one compact in- 
strument. 

"Arrow -Way" tube testing, using lest roller 
chart. A number appears under each arrow - 
way. Set controls from left to right -just 
"follow the arrows." 

Correctly tests all tubes -including "7." 
(ciogle end tubes) series. locals. octale. 
non -octale. "G." "MG." "M "' "GT" types, 
gaseous rectifiers. magic eyes. ballast tubes. 
pilot lights. 
Tests tubes 7 ways (I) open filaments. (2) 
"hot" leakage cathode test. (3) supersensi- 
tive "hot" anode leakage lest. (4) shorts. 
(5) opens. (6) overall quality. (7) separate 
section and plate quality test. Only a GOOD 
tube will pass. 

Tests made at proper applied anode voltages 
and rated load for all tube types. 
Only six sockets required for all present and 
future tubes. No additional instructions nec- 
essary on the tube chart. You CAN'T place 

tube in the wrong socket. 

Patented SUPREME "double floating" File 
ment Return Selector Push Button System 
banishes obsolescence. Let filament positions 
on future tubes change to any possible or- 
rangement-to take care of such changes all 
you do is PRESS A BUTTON. 

Only Supreme has the FILAMENT VARI. 
VOLT SELECTOR circuit. Regardless of what 
present or future tubes may óe-1.4 to FULL 
LINE VOLTAGE -the varivelt selector will 
supply the CORRECT beater and filament 
voltages. 

"Speed -Way" push button multimeter tir 
cuit. Two rows of push buttons control 31 
basic ranges and functions. 

0.1 TO 2500 D.C. VOLTS -7 ranges of 0 /5/ 
25/100/250 / 500,'1000/2500. 

0.1 TO 1000 A.C. VOLTS -5 ranges of 0 /S/ 
10 /S0 /250 /1000. 
10 MICROAMPERES TO 10 AMPERES -7 
ranges of 0 /500 ir croamperes /2.5/10/50/250 
milliamperes /1 /10 amperes D.C. 
0.1 TO 1000 OUTPUT VOLTS -No external 
condenser necessary. 5 ranges of 0 /5 /10 /S0/ 
250/1000. 

0.1 TO 20 MEGOHMS. 3.5 OHM CENTER 
SCALE -5 ranges of 0/200/2M/20M/2 Meg/ 
20 Meg. Sell- contained power supply. 
ALL electrostatic capacitors checked -direct 
reading-for leakage up to 20 megohms on 
meter. 
ALL electrolytics including high voltage fil- 
ter capacitors and low voltage -high capaci- 
ty bypass capacitors. checked at WORKING 
VOLTAGES. 
7 individual working voltages of 450. 300. 
250. 200. 100. 50 and 25 volts. 
Settings are given for each capacity and 
working voltage on roller chart and tests 
made o 

n 
"Good Capacitor -Bad Capacitor" 

English reeding scale. 
All ranges except D.C. 2500 volt and 10 
amps. operate from but one set of pin jacks. 
New "Parma -grad" temperature compensat- d A.C. voltmeter circuit with lull rectifier 
protection. Rectifier guaranteed with instru 
ment. 
4" x 4t /a" 500 microampere meter -oversize 
solid forged alnico magnet with welded pole 
pieces -a life -time meter. 
All multimeter ranges factory calibrated to 
within 2% on D.C. and 3% on A.C. 
Individually. specially selected and aged 
ceramic resistors used for all voltmeter 
ranges. Wire wound resistors in all current 
ranges. 
May be purchased oc easy payments -just 
a few cents a day. no more than the cost of 
your C,qa a ,s. 

SUPREME 
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
GREENWOOD. MISSISSIPPI. U. S. A. 

EXPORT DEPT. A,oe..r.ed !mom Co Ill W. OM S.re. Nr_ Ted. 
CbI. Add.... COMM N V 

INSTRUMENTS CORP. DrM CEO 

SUPREME Pu.m RUM. pm you. amosi 
Tr. biuP wo IM M aolrUParag 

OM ...... IIM1eMI I 
DST 

DYNAMIC 

CB CRYSTAL 

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

D8 
AMERICAN BUILT QUALITY INTO 
THE D8. List Price $22.50 
Also. adjustable yoke permits nondirec- 
tional or Nemidirectional pick -up. 
Plug at microphone for quick cable attach- 
ment. 
DST, 200 Ohm, 500 Ohm, or Iligh Impedance 525,88 

Licensed by F,It)'I. I:r.p,. vl Sp, r. Bull. rtt So. ./J 

AMERICAN MICROPHONE CO., Inc. 
LOS ANGELES. CAL. 
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There's one sure way to 
save money, time, trouble. 
when replacing worn -out 
condensers. That's by using AEROVOX 
Exact- Duplicate Replacement Condensers. 

Such matched units tit right. work right. 
look right. You install them -and forget 
them. No return calls "to make good ". 

Ask local jobber for latest listings. Order 
a replacement for that set you're servicing. 

Or write us direct fur data. 

CORPORATION 

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.. ; 

IN CANADA, AEROVOX CANADA. Limbed Hamilton. Ont. 

EXTRA 
MONEY 
FOR YOU! 

NEW 1940 
EDITION 

68 
PAGES 

NOW 
ONLY 

106 

MAIL ORDER PLANS 

TESTED MONEY MAKERS 

BUSINESS SECRETS 

SUCCESS SCHEMES 

illN400, 
300 
WAYS TO 

MAKE MONEY secrets, dozens of prac- 
tical tested formulas, suc- 

cessful tested sehrmrs -actual experiences of n situ 
have started on shoestring -with less than $10 capital. 
Money-Back Guarantee. 
"CASH IN" contains only tested ideas covering e 

type of full -or spare -time enterprise -It's a "master 
piece" In boldness ventures. 
10 CENTS per espY Sent POSTPAID anywhere upon 
receipt of 10 cents U.S. stamps or coin. 

NATIONAL PLANS INSTITUTE 
246 -R FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK. N. Y. 

PATENTS -TRADE MARKS 
Booklet concerning Inventions & Patents 

Form "Evidence of Conc ption" ith 
atrurtions for lice cad "Schedule 

and Attorneys Fees"-Fite 
LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL 

Rocistered ratent Attortrevs 
436 Bowen Bldg. Washington, D. C. 

A 
MARVEL 

BOOK 
40,000 WORDS 

in TEXT! 
In "CASH IN" 

you get ALL 
the real money- 

makers -- dozens 
of profitable tested 

mail order Plana. 
confidential business 

Correspondence Courses In 

RADIO1pd £L£CTRICM £NGIN££RING 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING `,Y Wide e;:ep. 
.1.1. r,,.l,:t,o yourself. ..elf. at Low Cost. for 

Iifies!. YOU can understand uuirIn . 

RADIO ENGINEERING ¡`âdári',`,a: óh`",11'k4741. "'uTk. 
must- servtee real vacuu t i,e 

kits furnished. 
Deferred 

ru tuletlan. 
eeither c, ur Dcfermn ppaaomrtut plan. 

cone. s`of school catalogs. . student 
nmitaztes. complete utrtaits. SEND NOW! FREE 

LINCOLN ENGINEERING SCHOOL, Ba, 131-Lfl. LINCOLN, NENN 
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/loir to Add 1 to 14 Modern Features to the 

ALL -PUSH -PULL DIRECT- COUPLED 30 -WATT P.A. AMPLIFIER 
(Continued front page 269) 

becomes possible to vary the expansion 
time from 0.05 -second to 0.5- second (an 
overall time ratio of 100). 

One of the additional important advan- 
tages obtained in using push -pull expan- 
sion is that full -wave rectification takes 
place at V2 and V4 after the expander 
amplifier VI and V3 have amplified the 
incoming signal. This push -pull rectification 
cuts hash down considerably and enables 
the use of comparatively low values for 
Rl, R2, R3 and R4 (filter resistors) which 
in turn provide for a wide range in time 
delay settings without the introduction of 
hash into the amplifier proper. 

WHY USE A 30 -WATT AMPLIFIER/ 
One of the most important contributing 

factors in the development of overload dis- 
tortion in expander amplifiers is that when 
a predetermined degree of expansion is 
employed, insufficient attention is given to 
the clean power output rating of the am- 
plifier. Few technicians realize that when 
12 db. expansion is employed, in an ampli- 
fier delivering an average level of 1.5 watts, 
a total of 24 watts is developed at peak 
expansion. (A simple method of calculating 
this, is to remember that for every 3 db. 
the amplifier power is doubled; 12 db. pro- 
gressively doubles the output 4 times from 
1.5 watts to 3, 6, 12, and finally 24 watts. 
Likewise, if the original average signal is 
2 watts, 12 db. expansion will bring it up 
to 32 watts!) Needless to say, a 10- or 
20 -watt amplifier will not properly handle 
this degree of expansion, and here lies the 
true reason why a 30 -Watt Amplifier is 
not excessive for home use. 

It has been the writer's experience to 
note a considerable degree of surprise when 
a 30 -watt amplifier (with expansion) was 
recommended for home use. The usual as- 
tonished reply was, "What! 30 watts! I will 
drive all my neighbors out!" It is to be 
borne in mind, however, that the 30 -watt 
level may only be maintained for a fraction 
of a second during the rendition of the 
entire recording. Furthermore, amplification 
of low frequencies at this high level, will 
not produce half the amount of the esti- 
mated disturbance. Of course, the amplifier 
need not always be operated at a 12 db. 
expansion setting, nor need it be operating 
at a 2 -watt average. 

OVERCOMING OVERLOAD DISTORTION 
In order to overcome the possibility of 

overloading this amplifier under any oper- 
ating condition, a losser circuit is incor- 
porated in the plate circuits of the 6SK7's, 
which operate in conjunction with a 
D.P.D.T. switch Sw.1, Fig. 2, to introduce 
a loss of 12 db. As the amount of expansion 
will not exceed 12 db. when the expander 
switch is snapped into the circuit, at any 
predetermined level, 12 db. is automatically 
subtracted. It is therefore impossible to 
exceed the previous normal level at peak 
expansion. This type of circuit insures 
against overload distortion. 

The objections of a single- channel system 
are completely overcome by the use of the 
push -pull expander circuit illustrated in 
Fig. 3. This type of a circuit completely 
cancels all even -order harmonics and makes 
available for the first time, a high- quality 
phono amplifier circuit. It will be noted that 
the usual 1612 pentode grid converter, or 
its more microphonic prototype the 6L7, is 
not employed, because of the high even - 
order harmonics introduced with this tube 
at comparatively low input level. 

HIGH -FREQUENCY ACCENTUATION AND 
ATTENUATION CIRCUIT 
The desirability of using frequency equal- 

ization cannot be disputed by any amplifier 
technician (unless, of course, the amplifier 
is to be used for some fixed laboratory set- 
up). One of the most effective types of 
high- frequency equalizing circuits is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4A. 

In Fig. 4A, the resistor network, Rl, R2, 
introduces a fixed loss into the grid circuit 
of V1, dependent upon the ratio of R2 to 
R2 + Rl. If a 10 db. accentuation is desired 
at 10,000 cycles, the network is designed to 
produce a 12 db. loss at 1,000 cycles. 

When the potentiometer, R2, is at the 
"boost" position, Fig. 4B results. Condenser 
Cl will then bypass resistor Rl and effec- 
tively shunt this resistor to a negligible 
value. This effect, however, will only take 
place at high frequencies, so that a slowly 
rising characteristic is obtained. By proper 
design, the rise can be started at 1,000 
cycles. The slope of the degree of accentua- 
tion is dependent upon the setting of R2. 

If, on the other hand, R2 is set for high - 
frequency attenuation, Fig. 4C results. 
Under this condition, the high frequencies 

E- 
Fig. 9. Low -gain push - 
pull input. The tube is is 

type 6N7 (not a 6H7 as 
indicated). 

q. 
Fig. 10. High -gain push - 

pull input. 
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Fig. Il. Push -pull defector circuit. 

are simply shunted. The slope of this attenu- 
ation circuit is likewise dependent upon the 
selection of the resistor and condenser 
values. An intermediate setting between 4A 
and 4B will result in a normal (straight 
line) response. 

The adaptation of this circuit for push - 
pull operation is relatively simple. It merely 
involves the use of a twin volume control 
and duplicate set of resistors and con- 
densers, as is illustrated in Fig. 4D. This 
type of tone circuit makes available, for 
the first time, a true push -pull high -fre- 
quency equalizing system. 

THE LOW- FREQUENCY BOOST AND CUT 
CONTROL 

No equalizing circuit can be considered 
really complete unless it provides for in- 
dividual control of both the high and low 
frequencies. For ideal conditions, the design 
of this type of circuit should provide inde- 
pendent control of both the high and low 
frequencies, without any interaction. The 
most effective "mate" circuit for the high - 
frequency equalizer is basically illustrated 
in Fig. 5A. 

It will be noted that this circuit is vir- 
tually identical to the high- frequency equal- 
izer, with the exception that a choke (Ch.1), 
is used in place of the condenser, Cl. As is 
well known, an ideal choke exhibits a dia- 
metrically opposite characteristic to fre- 
quency response when compared to a con- 
denser. In other words, the impedance of a 
condenser increases with a decrease in fre- 
quency, and decreases with an increase 
in frequency. A choke, however, reacts in 
an opposite manner. That is, its impedance 
increases at high frequencies, and decreases 
at low frequencies. Based upon this well - 
known phenomenon, it can easily be noted, 
how Ch.1 boosts bass frequencies when R2 
is set for maximum bass boost. 

See Fig. 5B. Here Ch.1 effectively shunts 
resistor R2, but only at low frequencies. 
Therefore, the ratio of R2 to R2 + Rl 
changes to increase bass response. 

When the control is set for bass cut, see 
Fig. 5C, the choke effectively shunts the 
output of the preceding circuit, but only at 
low frequencies. Naturally, this shunting 
effect is inversely proportional to frequency. 
That is, it is greater at lower frequencies. 

The adaptation of this circuit to push - 
pull follows conventional procedure, and is 
illustrated in Fig. 5D. 

A COMPLETE EQUALIZER CIRCUIT 

By combining both of these basic circuits, 
a unique and highly effective push -pull in- 
dividual high- frequency and low- frequency 
accentuating and attenuating circuit is 
made available. Inasmuch as both circuits 
are virtually identical, it becomes a rela- 
tively simple matter to combine them by 
merely using 2 twin controls, of such a 
value, so that their effective shunt resistance 
is equivalent to the value of R2. A completed 
tone -compensating circuit is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. 

Fig. 12. Tone circuit for 10 -W. direct -coupled 
amplifier. 

OPTIONAL LOW -GAIN SINGLE -ENDED 
INPUT 
As many experimenters, technicians, and 

users of this type of an amplifier have ex- 
pressed difficulty in obtaining a push -pull 
signal to be fed into the push -pull amplifier, 
a low -gain inverter tube, the 6N7, is pro- 
vided as an optional input circuit. See 
Fig. 7. 

It will be noted that this circuit follow= 
conventional design with the exception that 
plate load resistors having very low valut- 
are used to insure quiet operation. This in- 
verter circuit adds approximately 20 db. to 
the overall gain of the amplifier. With this 
particular circuit, it is possible to dispose of 
the twin volume control of the main ampli- 
fier and insert a standard audio grid taper 
control in the input grid circuit of the 
inverter tube. 

OPTIONAL HIGH -GAIN SINGLE -ENDED 
INPUT 

Where a gain of more than 100 db. is 
required, it is recommended that a high - 
gain single -ended input circuit be incor- 
porated, as diagrammed in Fig. B. This unit 
may take the place of the low -gain inverter 
(of Fig. 7) or it may be used as an auxiliary 
high -gain input. 

It will be noted that in this inverter cir- 
cuit, a 6SC7 is used with (comparatively) 
high- resistance plate loads, so as to insure 
maximum gain. Approximately 30 db. is 
added to the overall gain of the Direct - 
Coupled Amplifier, bringing its total up to 
120 db. If both inverters are to be added, 
their outputs are simply paralleled. With 
such an arrangement, 2 individual single 
inputs are made available; one having a 
gain of 110 db. and the other of 120 db. 

ADDITIONAL LOW -GAIN PUSH -PULL 
INPUT CIRCUIT 

For some applications, it may be desirable 
to maintain the push -pull arrangement 
throughout the amplifier. This type of a 
circuit will require a twin triode unit. The 
6N7 is admirably adapted for such use. 
The circuit follows conventional design as 
diagrammed in Fig. 9. It is to be borne in 
mind, that a 3 -way plug should be used to 
bring the signal into the low -gain push -pull 
input. This circuit adds approximately 17 
db. to the overall gain of the amplifier, 
making a total of 107 db. 

ADDITIONAL HIGH -GAIN PUSH -PULL 
INPUT CIRCUIT 
If both a higher gain and a push -pull 

input circuit are required, the 6SC7 may be 
used, with values as diagrammed in Fig. 10. 
This circuit adds approximately 27 db. to 
the overall gain of the amplifier, making an 
overall total of 117 db. available. 

The following remaining features, which 
may be incorporated into this amplifier, will 
be completely described in the next issue: 
Push -Pull Automatic Volume Com- 

pressor 
(Continued on page 304) 
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The ARCTURUS 
EQUIPMENT DEAL 

Puts It Into Your Shop 

at Almost No COST! 
No matter what units you need to modernize 
your store and shop facilities, chances are 
you can obtain them easily and quickly 
merely by selling high -quality Arcturus Tubes ! 

The Arcturus Equipment Deal, with Lower 
Down Payments and Lower Tube Require- 
ments than ever offered before, was devised 
by Arcturus to help you do more business at 
a greater profit. It enables you to offer your 
customers Radio's finest Tubes ... it gives 
you your regular tube profit ... and, best of 
all, it gives you an EXTRA PROFIT in the 
form of modern store and 
shop equipment! Tube 
prices remain Standard 
-lessstandard discounts 
Mail the coupon today. Let us 
show you how you can in. 
crease your business, speed 
up service -make more 
money Irons now on I 

RCTIIIJ IIW% 
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO., Newark. N. LC-24 
Without cost or obligation, rend my copy of the 
ARCTURUS DEALER HELPS Folder and details 
of the ARCTURUS EQUIPMENT DEAL. 

Name 

Street 

City State 

I am a dealer I am a serviceman. My 

jobber is . 

`Fer year reereeiesee this ayes tae We perler ee s peley perked 
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lIsm=ssulm 
THIS PICTURE! 

Today, owners of stadiums, ballrooms, churches, 
department stores, offices, garages are sold on the 
importance of Sound. New outlets for P.A. sales 
develop every day! You can sell these -and profit 
more -with the Lafayette line for 1940. 

,:WE'VE GOT THE SYSTEM 
for every purse and purpose. Allied, too, Lafayette 
offers three lines -a DeLuxe, Standard and 
Economy to help you quickly turn prospects into 
customers, stock into cash profit. For there's eye 
appeal in Lafayette's packaged PA. -and per. 
formance that can't be matched even at twice the 
low Lafayette price. 

11 HERE'S ALL YOU DO 
-""' Tear out coupon and mail for FREE catalog. See 

the world's most complete line of sound systems. 
Compare Lafayette feature for feature, dollar for 
dollar with any other P.A. Then, go to town with 
Lafayette - the money- making line in the low 
price field. 

LAFAYETTiE: 

P. 
A: 

Him /0111.N.Y. .CHICAGO. 
lot w. JACKSON .. .aa- M. J. .MMAtCa.1.1. 

pSTOM. 
MAW NOM}, N. v- 

Rork FREE 1940 Rodio Catalog No. 7g. 

blame 
I 
IAddress 

IC1 ' Stale 

1 Rollie Wier Tts'su.,o. hie %moody w1101aAa Rahe MKS ' Dept. 7LP9- 100 Sixth Av... Now York. N. Y. ...... . -rot -ter 

NEW! 

Iree /iasttr ,.t mews riots..;^. 

A NEW 
GERNSBACK 

PUBLICATION 

The 
Construc- 
tive Photo 
Magazine 

ON ALL 
NEWSSTANDS 

FOR serious- minded amateur photographers. 
here's 

a photo magazine, FOTO- CRAFT, vastly different 
from any you've read. It tells you how and why 
to de things -it's constructive publication which 
shows what can be done ith the equipment you 
have, and how to make handy. photographic ac- 
cessorles. FOTO- CRAFT, with Its broad editorial 
features, covers such important branches of pholog- 
raDhy as -New Scientific Researches; Developing: 
Printing; Enlarging: Dodging; Cropping; l'hoto- 
microeraphy; Color Photography; Amateur Movies: 
How to !lake It Items. 

A new Of the Articles in the Current Issue 
What Makes a Good Photograph -]taking Photos Without 
Scoper-Piatol 

One-Eye 
Grip for Your Camera-Edge PS and 

Border Designs Staking Scene Selector- Permanent 
Retouching Desk -Building Focus Maggnnifier -Motor 
Driven Film Tank -Stamp Photos-Color in Photogra hy- 

m_Makl Print 
Dial -Type Fi lm.Tank 

Dustless 

Spot and Floodlight -ilome -Made Pan and Tilt 
Tripod Head -Home -Made Emergency Changing Bag - 
Creator of Illusions -Photo Quiz-Use Your Enlarger for 
Copying-Most Bizarre Contest-Hints and Kinks-- 
Questions and Answers-What's t's New 

otoen /t -Now Combined with Photo Review 
And another Free Gift- Tonechrome Viewing Filter. 

SIG OPPORTUNITY!! Get a FOTO.CRAFT Fns. 
Card today-with it you can get permission to 
take photos which might be difficult to obtain. 
PRESS CARDS are sent FREE to subscriben of 
FOTO. CRAFT. Enter your subscription for Seven 
Months for 51.00 -and get your PRESS CARD 
immed 

FOTO -CRAFT 
99 -R HUDSON STREET NEW YORK. N. Y. 
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CONVERTING A 5 -INCH TELLY KIT FOR RECEIVING A 
9 -INCH IMAGE 

(Continued from page 264) 

square tab on the condenser itself should 
be bent over and soldered to the mounting 
bracket. Bare pieces of hookup wire should 
be threaded through all the socket prongs 
which are shown grounded. Do this on all 
sockets. 

Good television reception 
depends in good measure 
on neat and sensible wir- 
ing of all components. 
This is an underchassis 
view of the completed 

5" kit. 

reproducing greater detail, the I.F. band 
width shall be widened to pass 4 megacycles. 
This is done by adding 2 stages of I.F. and 
making proper realignment. Lastly, the larg- 
er Kinescopes require 7,000 volts for correct 
operation and since we already have 2,000 

WIRING 
Filament wiring is next on the program 

and should be done carefully as there are 
2 windings on the transformer. The balance 
of the wiring should be done in the following 
sequence from antenna post to 2nd- detector 
of the image I.F. channel. Wire -up each 
socket completely, and keep each plate and 
grid lead 1/4-inch from the chassis and other 
wiring. Next, wire -up the Sound portion of 
the set completely except for the speaker. 
Third, wire -up the Sync. Pulse Separator 
circuit completely. Fourth, wire -up the Hori- 
zontal Sweep oscillator and amplifier com- 
plete. Fifth, do the sane with the Vertical 
Sweep oscillator and amplifier. Sixth, wire 
up the Video amplifier and Kinescope socket, 
leaving some slack in the wiring so that the 
Kinescope may be turned without breaking 
connections. Mount and wire both power 
transformers and associated supplies com- 
pletely except for the primary winding on 
the high -voltage transformer. Next, mount 
and wire the speaker; and lastly, mount 
the coil switch unit, wiring it carefully. 

If you have checked each wire as it was 
put in, and each resistor was measured by 
ohmmeter and every winding on every 
transformer was checked for continuity be- 
fore wiring up, then the final checkup will 
be that much easier to do. 

Place all tubes except the Kinescope and 
879 rectifier in their proper sockets, plug 
the receiver into the light socket and turn 
the set on. Check all operating voltages ac- 
cording to the table in the instruction sheet 
and allow a 10 per cent variation in read- 
ings. Greater variations indicate a defect 
somewhere in the circuit. If everything is 
OK the set is ready for alignment. 

CHANGES TO USE 9 -INCH C. -R. TUBE 

Since this procedure is rather involved 
and requires a lengthy description, the 
reader would do well to follow the manu- 
facturer's instructions implicitly. Later on, 
after the conversion is done, the alignment 
will have to be altered somewhat and a 
detailed description will be given. This re- 
quires only a shop signal generator and 
preferably. a V.-T.V.M. although the usual 
output meter will suffice. If you have a serv- 
ice 'scope you can test both sweep circuits 
for waveform and amplitude. If not, the 
sweeps may be checked on the Kinescope 
screen separately or together. Both sweeps 
are designed for push -pull electrostatic de- 
flection and since the larger Kinescopes em- 
ploy only electromagnetic deflection the 
sweeps must be altered to suit. Further, 
since the larger Kinescopes are capable of 

Please Say That You Saw lt in RADIO -CRAFT 

volts available in the receiver, a simple 
5,000 -volt supply is added in series with the 
existing equipment. The operation of the 
set after conversion will be essentially the 
same as for the standard set. 

Since there is no room on the standard 
chassis for the additional parts and tubes 
required in the conversion, we will have to 
make 3 small chassis which can be assem- 
bled and wired as separate units, that is, 
I.F. Amplifier, Magnetic Sweeps, and Hi- 
Voltage Power Supply. These units will 
then be fastened to the left, right and rear 
of the main chassis. 

The schematic circuit of the standard kit 
is shown in Fig. 1 so that a "before and 
after" comparison can be made later on. 

A complete list of the parts required in 
the conversion will be given in Part II. 

DIRECT -COUPLED 30 -WATT 
AMPLIFIER 

(Continued from page 303) 
Non -Frequency- Discriminating Scratch 

Suppressor 
Audio Spectrum Control 
Push-Pull Automatic Volume Limiter 
Calibrated Volume Judicator 
Retinae Control 
1'11,11 -Pull Automatic Volume Control 

Addenda: Balanced Push -Pull Detec- 
tor Circuit. A great many requests have 
been received for a suitable balanced push - 
pull detector circuit for use with the All - 
Push -Pull Direct -Coupled Amplifier. Such a 
circuit is given in Fig. 11. 

It will be noted that the load resistor of 
the diode circuit is divided into 2 equal parts, 
and the center is grounded. This type of a 
circuit will deliver 2 signals, which are 
equal and exactly 180 degrees out of phase. 
The 2 resistors, of course, are equal sec- 
tions of a twin volume control. It is im- 
portant to note that each of the sections is 
individually filtered. This circuit has a dis- 
tinct advantage in developing a balanced 
push -pull output signal under widely vary- 
ing tube characteristics, because the output 
is automatically balanced as long as both 
sections of the twin volume control are of 
the same value. 

The tone control circuit for the All -Push- 
Pull Direct -Coupled 10 -Watt Amplifier, 
which appeared in the July, 1939 issue of 
Radio -Craft, page 16, was inadvertently 
omitted. This is now given in Fig. 12. 

This article has been prepared from data 
supplied by courtesy of Amplifier Company 
of America. 
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2nd PRIZE WINNER 
(Continued from page 267) 

organ chimes from the church tower and 
also outdoor services. ('ost about $400 com- 
plete with all accessories. 

Although one system might easily be made 
to service all of the above purposes it was 
found more practical to have the three 
amplifiers. The 70- to 100 -watt amplifier ho, 
been placed in a more or less perm, d, at 
location and needs little attention oft r ü 
has been once adjusted. The 30 -watt booster 
is in the organ chamber and likewise need - 
no attention. The portable outfit is made 
available in various locations wherever 
needed. 

Our church has greatly benefited by the 
public address systems we have. It was the 
first church in the community to have ampli- 
fied chimes and they have been found of 
great publicity value. Public Address, you 
might say, has placed our church before the 
community. Installation described above wa- 
made at Redeemer Lutheran Church, Barnes 
and Boyd Avenues, Bronx. N.Y.C. 

\l 4. F. BRUENING 

MAKING MILLIAMMETER 
MULTIPLIERS 

(Conti?, act/ from page 284) 

the length depending on the size. It is pos- 
sible to figure out the shunt resistance value 
mathematically but the cut -and -try method 
is really the only accurate and final means. 
Cut a piece of the wire about 2 feet long 
to start with. Shunt it across the meter. If 
the needle drops back from 10 ma. to around 
1 ma. you know you have the shunt about 
right. You can now gauge from the length 
of the wire and the error whether you 
should shorten or lengthen the wire. To in- 
crease the reading increase the length of the 
wire, and vice versa. 

After you have the correct length get a 
small thread -spool. Drill holes and wind the 
wire around the spool terminating the wire 
under small machine bolts or wood- screws 
with lugs. (See Fig. 2.) In mounting the 
resistor care should be taken that the leads 
are as short as possible. See Fig. 3. A small 
amount of wire will change the reading con- 
siderably. Heavy wire soldered onto the lug- 
supplied at the terminals must be used for 
connections to insure low- resistance con- 
nections. A final check should be macle after 
mounting. Note that the resistance of the 
switches, shown in Fig. 4, must be taken 
into consideration. 

This cut -and -try method of determining 
the value of the shunt resistor can apply t. 
any meter. For example, if a 10 ma. me- 
ter is to be arranged to read 50 nia., max. 
the reading during adjustment would be 
1 /5th of the full scale. One -fifth of 10 would 
be 2 ma., the scale reading to which the 
needle must drop back, etc. 

It is possible to use this procedure on any 
scale; in extending the scale, however, it is 
common to use a scale from which you can 
obtain a direct reading by multiplying the 
reading by a common factor. In the exam- 
ple used you multiply by 10 to give you the 
actual reading. In multiplying by 10 you 
simply add a zero. Thus the reading is al- 
most direct. Fig. 4 shows how the multipliers 
are applied to the meter. 

A Bombay n.'ws item reports that $15 
radio sets have been perfected to bring radio 
within the reach of the millions of India's 
poor to help solve the problem of mass edu- 
cation and to make life more interesting for 
them. (Maybe India should buy its sets from 
America where midget A.C. -D.C. receivers 
can be had for less than $5.00, wholesale. - 
Editor) 

YOU ASKED FOR,.. 
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HERE IT IS ! 

MODEL 432 -A 
Has REDDOT Lifetime 

Guaranteed Triplett Instrument 
with Two Highest Quality Sap- 
phire Jewel Bearings ... Sockets 
for All Tubes ... Filament Volt- 
ages from 1 to 110-A Safeguard 
against Obsolescence . . . Sepa- 
rate Line Control Meter . 

Neon Shorts Test . Etched 
Panel of Outstanding New Design 

Approved RMA Circuit . . 

Rich Black Leatherette Covered 
Portable Case- Professional in 
Appearance. 

J 

MODEL 432 -A -742 
Model 432 -A -742 is a combination Tube 

Tester (Model 432 -A) and Volt- Ohm- Milliam- 
meter (16 ranges). Volt- Ohm- Milliammeter 
section is a separate panel with range selector 
switch, ohmmeter zero adjuster and tacks, with 
ranges as follows: AC -DC Volts 0-10-50- 250 -500- 
2500 (DC at 1000 ohms per volt); DC Milliam- 
peres 0 -1 -10 -100; Resistance -.5 to 500 with 25 
ohms at center scale; 0- 100,000 ohms and 11/, 
migohms. Complete, less Batteries $26.85 Net. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

Section I I I6, College Drive 

$17.85 NET ., 

For Tubes of Today and Tomorrow -the out- 
standing tube tester value- Checks Loctals, 
Single Ends, Bantam Jr., Gaseous Rectifier, the 
New High Voltage Series (including 117Z6G) 
and others recently announced. Also has Ballast 
tube continuity test. Direct Reading 000D- 
BAD Meter Scale. Will not deactivate 1.4 volt 
or other type tubes. 

526.85 
NET 

READRITE METER WORKS, Bluffton, Ohio 

BUILD OR MODERNIZE YOUR OWN RECORDING OUTFIT WITH 
THIS NEW BASIC SPEAK -O -PHONE RECORDING MECHANISM 

Fltl!1: 
fr,ni ti rn. ,ibratio and Lumps. this 

basic rtrvrdiug mechanism is the ideal 
vented unit for a high quality professional - 
type recording system. The quality of the re- 
cording depends only on the quality of the 
amplifier and disc used with it. 

A heavy -duty, constant speed General Elec- 
tric motor mounted on a solid vibration -proof 
aluminum casting is used to rim -drive the 
t unntable. Machined front a one -pieee alumi- 
num casting. the turntable is absolutely flat 
and wobble -free. The recording arm is in- 
aantly adjustable for use with acetate, 
aluminum or pr- grooved discs. Impedance 
of the cutter is 15 ohms. 

The complete unit can be mounted on a mounting board 15 x 15 x 5116". Full e e 
e 7 r instructions and templates are furnished with each unit. DEALER NET PRICE .pie V 

We tarry a complete line of recording cutting heads. recording amplifiers, crystal pickups. turntables, Ste. 

Write or Consult our Mr. Austin on any of your recording problems. 

SPEAK -O -PHONE RECORDING & EQUIPMENT CO., 

r : 
1111 >». 

SJ', f 

21 60 R 
NEW 

W EST 
YORK, 

ST 
N. 

E 
Y, 
ET 
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SPRAGU E 
ATOMS 

ttiet Acíyeti aá 011 " 

YOU SAVE 2 WAYS! 
Sprague ATOMS (Midget 

Etched Foil Dry Electrolytic 
Condensers), save you a whale 
of a lot of money -and they 
save space, too! You'll find them 
far better than most of the big 
old -style electrolytics for which 
they are used as universal re- 
placements. Not a "blow -out" in 
a carload. Unquestionably the 
highest quality midgets, -the 
smallest midgets -and the 
only midgets made in a 
full line of dual capacity 
combinations with com- 
,len negative leads. Write 

r catalog. See your 
her today! 

HOW'S THIS 
FOR VALUE ? 
This dual 8 -8 mid. 
450 V. ATOM is 
only 1" x 2%" and 
lista at only $1.00, 
A single 8 mfd. 
ATOM lists at 60e. 

SPRAGUE 
PRODUCTS CO. 
Nplh Adam, Mut. 

FREE TRIAL OFFER 
NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS PORTABLE! 

AS LITTLE AS 

Putout Remington 
Noiseless Portable that 

speak, in whisper. Pay es Uttle as 10e a du. 
Guaranteed by the factory. Standard keyboard. 
Automatic ribbon reverse. Variable line spacer 
and all the conveniences of the finest portable ever 
built. PLUS the NOISELESS feature. Act now. 
Send coupon TODAY for details. 

You don't RISK a Penny 
We senA Remington Noiseless Portable for 
10 days' free trial. If not satisfied. send It back. 
We pay dl shipping charges. 

Typing Course and Carrying Case 
You will receive FREE a complete simplified home 
course In Touch Typing. a handsome sturdy carrying 
case is included. No obligation. Mali coupon for 
tuU details -NOW. 

Remington Rand, Inc., Dept. 189-11. 
463 \\'aehington St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Tell me. without obligation. how to got Free Trial 
of a new Remington Noiseless Portable. including Car- 
rying Case and Free Typing Course for as little as 
100 a day. Send Catalogue. 

Name 

Address 

City . State . ... 
. 

RADIO COURSES 
N4 10 Fall Claaars Now Starting 

RADIO OPERATING -BROADCASTING 
RADIO SERVICING - s practical course 
RADIO AMATEUR CODE TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS -I yr. day course 2 yrs. eve. 

y and Evening Cl . Booklet Upon Renew. 
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools 
4 W. eats Street New York CitY, 

i 
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"FADE- OMETER" A NEW INSTRUMENT 
FOR SERVICEMEN 

(Continued front page 280) 

sistor, and inductance in parallel so that the 
current will pass through the condenser and 
not through the resistor or inductance. See 
Fig. 3. The high-frequency current follows 
the path of least resistance which is through 
the condenser. A resistance or inductance 
in series with a condenser will have the 
same effect as the resistor or inductance 
alone. 

The R.F. Power Factor is the internal re- 
sistance of a condenser other than the nor- 
mal reactance of the capacity. In paper 
condensers it is usually the result of ex- 
cessive contact resistance at R. (Fig. 1) 
Connect a 50 -ohm resistor in series with a 
0.1 -mf. condenser and check the,entire unit 
with a Fade -Ometer. The "eye" does not 
close, thus indicating the presence of a 
defective unit. 

The R.F. Power Factor or internal resist- 
ance of electrolytic condensers makes them 
unfit for R.F. circuits unless shunted by a 
small paper condenser to correct the power 
factor (see Fig. 2). This internal resistance, 
however, is of no consequence when the 
condenser is used for filtering purposes at 
60 cycles only. Test several new wet electro- 
lytics with the Fade -Ometer. If any test 
bad shunt them with a small paper con- 
denser and test again. Electrolytic filters 
used in R.F. circuits should always be shunt- 
ed by small paper bypass condensers. 

The new test unit provides a practical 
method of testing radio parts, especially con- 
densers, with the radio receiver in actual 
operation. (e) It is not necessary to discon- 
nect any condenser in a radio circuit to 
test it for open, intermittent, or R.F. power 
factor. 

It is not necessary to disconnect conden- 
sers C (Fig. 31 from R or I to test for open, 
intermittent capacity, or R.F. power fac- 
tor. To illustrate: connect CAPACITY test 
leads across a 50 -ohm resistor or any R.F. 
coil. The "eye" will not close. Bypass the re- 
sistor or coil with a condenser and test 
again. The "eye" will close. 

Testing C for shorts or intermittent leaks 
would necessarily require disconnecting as 
a D.C. continuity test must be used. A leak- 
ing or shorted condenser would cause in- 
correct bias on the tube, effects of which 
would be obvious. A locking feature is also 
provided that automatically locks the indi- 
cation of a defective part, making it un- 
necessary for the technician to maintain a 
constant watch over the test. 

There are 4 jacks across the bottom of the 
panel marked A.C.-OUTPUT-D.C., CON- 
TINUITY and CAPACITY. All condenser 
tests are made front the CAPACITY jack, 
and direct current continuity tests from the 
CONTINUITY jack. The output jacks are 
for the purpose of using the "eye" as an 
infinite -ohms- resistance vacuum -tube volt- 
meter which draws no current from the cir- 
cuit tested. 

The test leads consist of a phone plug and 
2 leads attached. One lead is equipped with 
a black alligator clip and the other with a 

See "Point -t,- l'ni::t l'apaclts Testing." Radio- Craft. 
Jue. 1933. 

handy banana prod. Two additional alligator 
clips are provided for attachment to the 
prod. One is black and the other is red. The 
red clip contains a resistor in the handle 
and is for use around A.V.C. systems, R.F. 
grids, plates, etc., and prevents bleeding or 
detuning of the circuit. 

A ground lead with pin and clip is to be 
used only in cases when operation of the 
test unit causes hum or distortion. This is 
usual when testing audio coupling con- 
densers and can be eliminated by connecting 
the Fade -Ometer ground to the set chassis. 
In no case should the radio set or test in- 
strument be connected to an external 
ground. No harm would result but the test 
operation may be upset. 

Please Say That You Saw It in RADIO - CRAFT 

DEFECTIVE CONDENSER 
Defective condensers are probably the 

greatest source of radio complaints. A con- 
denser that is completely shorted is usually 
no problem for the average Serviceman, but 
the open or "intermittent" condenser will 
sometimes cause the most experienced tech- 
nician considerable trouble to locate. There 
are usually a number of bypass and coupling 
condensers in a radio that can cause trouble 
with similar symptoms. Disconnecting to 
test intermittent or critical condensers is 
impracticable as the condenser is never open 
when tested. If by chance it should be open 
ordinary testers will invariably heal the 
condenser temporarily upon application of 
the test prods. The method of substituting 
good condensers is just as laborious and un- 
reliable. At the best it is a guessing method 
and should be eliminated. 

If fading or oscillation is the complaint 
the technician should be able to assume with 
some assurance approximately where the 
trouble is. If the set volume drops very low 
or cuts out completely one can be reasonably 
sure that a coupling condenser is defective. 
If the volume drops only slightly or oscilla- 
tion occurs, an R.F. bypass, A.V.C. filter, or 
audio bypass should be suspected. A com- 
plete loss of signal with an increase in hiss, 
tube noise, or static, usually indicates that 
the oscillator has stopped oscillating, which 
may be due to a defective condenser or re- 
sistor in that circuit. Intermittent or con- 
tinuous R.F. oscillation is usually due to 
defective bypassing. The stage that is oscil- 
lating can easily be determined by touching 
the grid caps of the various stages with the 
finger. The stage that most effectively stops 
the oscillation is the one that is oscillating. 

To check condensers plug the leads into 
the CAPACITY jack. Use the prod with or 
without the black clip as desired but do not 
use the red clip. Touch the leads to the 
condenser terminals. If the "eye" closes the 
condenser is good, if it opens the condenser 
is defective. If the condenser is suspected 
of being intermittent try tapping the con- 
denser lightly, tugging at the leads, etc., 
while under test. A test resulting in an open 
indication means that the condenser is too 
low in capacity, is open, or has too high 
R.F. power factor. See Fig. 1. 
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Electrolytic filter condensers are not ordi- 
narily tested with the Fade -Ometer except 
to measure R.F. power factor. If one should 
test defective it should not be discarded if 
it tests good otherwise, as it is still per- 
fectly good for filtering for which it was 
intended. However if such a condenser is 
used in an R.F. circuit it should be shunted 
with a small paper or mica bypass condenser 
of about 0.05 -mf. capacity, as explained 
above. 

To check intermittent condensers by 
means of the INDICATOR LOCK, tune the 
radio receiver to a broadcast signal. Do not 
use a local signal generator or service oscil- 
lator. Plug the leads into the CAPACITY 
jack. Use black clip on the prod and attach 
the clips to the suspected condenser. In the 
case of audio coupling condensers this may 
cause hum or distortion and can be cor- 
rected by using the ground connection from 
the test unit to the set chassis. Do not use 
an external ground. Disconnect one clip at 
a time to check the set -up for proper opera- 
tion. Set the locking switch to "locking" and 
repeat test for proper operation. Reset the 
locking switch by returning to "Manual" 
and then to "Locking." Note: The black 
clip should always be connected to the point 
that is nearest chassis electrically (see Fig. 
4). If set -up is now correct let the radio set 
play continuously until a fade period occurs. 
If the trouble is due to the part under test, 
the "eye" will open and stay open, even 
should the part return to normal. If the 
trouble is not located in this test repeat on 
other suspected parts until the defective one 
is located. 

DEFECTIVE CONDENSERS 
To check coils, resistors, chokes, trans- 

formers, etc., for open circuit, plug the 
leads into the CONTINUITY jack and pro- 
ceed with any ordinary continuity test. Do 
not attempt to test any part that has a volt- 
age drop across it as that shown in Fig. 5A. 
To test, turn the radio receiver off. Coils 
such as used in R.F. grid or plate circuits 
may be conducting current with the radio 
set on but test can be made with the receiver 
in operation. Resistors usually have a con- 
siderable voltage drop across them and 
should not be tested with the set on. Do not 
use the ground connection to radio chassis 
when making these tests. The locking fea- 
ture will operate with the continuity tests 
where the tested resistance is low and the 
red clip is not used. To check R.F. coils 
while the radio set is operating use the 
red clip on the prod to prevent bleeding 
or detuning the circuit. Direct -current con- 
tinuity tests can be made across the pri- 
maries of R.F. coils (see Fig. 5B), with 
the radio set operating, as, due to its low 
D.C. resistance, there is no appreciable volt- 
age drop across the coil. Do not ground 
Fade -Ometer to set. 

To use the output indicator for set align- 
ments, plug the leads into the "A.C." output 
jack when taking an audio signal from the 
set output. See Fig. 6. (Here exception is 
taken to the rule established in connection 

with Fig. 4 in that the prod lead goes to 
radio chassis and the clip lead to plate.) 
Adjust the radio set volume control until 
the "eye" is nearly closed. Proceed with 
alignment as usual, reducing the volume 
control as alignment proceeds. To take indi- 
cation from the A.V.C. system (recom- 
mended whenever available) plug leads into 
"D.C." jack and use the red clip on the 
prod. When using A.V.C. voltage for meas- 
urement or alignment purposes connection 
can be made to any point in the A.V.C. net- 
work as shown by arrows 1 -2 -3 -4 (Fig. 7). 
Connection must be made with the clip lead 
to chassis or diode cathode and the prod 
lead using the red clip to the negative volt- 
age supplied by the diode. If audio signal is 
also supplied by the diode as shown, A.V.C. 
voltage cannot he taken from arrow points 
1 and 4. 

Arrow point 3 is recommended as the best 
point to connect the prod lead in most cases. 

To set up automatic tuning on pushbut- 
toned -tuned radio sets, attach the black clip 
of the new test unit to the set chassis and 
its red clip to any A.V.C.-controlled grid 
cap. Adjust button settings for maximum 
closing of the "eye ". If "eye" over -closes use 
a shorter aerial to reduce the signal. 

To use a vacuum -tube voltmeter, plug 
leads into jacks "D.C." and use red clip on 
the prod. The device is then operating as an 
infinite- ohms -resistance vacuum -tube volt- 
meter and draws no current from the cir- 
cuit tested. The prod lead is negative. See 
Fig. 7. As it takes 8 volts to close the eye 
of a 6E5 tube or 22 volts to close a 6G5, a 
fairly accurate estimate of voltage measure- 
ments can be made. A greater voltage than 
specified for the particular tube will over - 
close the eye and a lesser voltage will open 
the eye in varying degrees. The use of the 
vacuum -tube voltmeter is valuable in check- 
ing A.V.C. voltages and they can be meas- 
ured quite accurately with little practice. An 
ordinary service voltmeter even if of ex- 
tremely high internal resistance is of no 
value whatsoever for the above uses. 

This article has been prepared from data 
supplied by courtesy of "Fade -Ometer" 
Company. 

HINTS ON PORTABLE SOUND 
(Continued from page 283) 

for portable work, but most cone speakers do 
not project enough high -frequency sound. Fur- 
thermore, those that do project high frequencies, 
do so in a rather narrow angle about the axis 
of the voice coil. The efficiency of a good ex- 
ponential horn and unit is much better over the 
frequency range covered, than that of a good 
cone speaker with a baffle horn. In most cases, 
the cost of the exponential speakers is sub- 
stantially higher than the cost of cone speakers. 
but if they are within financial reach, will 
easily pay for themselves in better and crisper 
speech. The greater efficiency of the horn speak- 
ers also permits the use of a smaller output ampli- 
fier, and consequently, permits using a lower - 
cost power supply. 

The best part of the Public Address year lies 
ahead. Those who do their remodeling now are 
the ones who will profit most. BUT don't stop 
your renewal when you have brought your equip- 
ment up -to -date; bring your psychology up -to- 
date, too. The following points are always psy- 
chological dynamite: 

(1) Be brief. Mean what you say, and say it 
DISTINCTLY. 

12) Present a good appearance. (This may be 
an old saw -horse, but she still wins the races.) 

(3) Be persistent. Go after that business every 
day, and don't let down when it does start cor- 
ing to you. 

This article has been prepared from data sup - 
plicd by courtesy of Huber Sound Sus( ma. 

Beginners - 
How to build a simple I -tube pocket radio 

set for local reception will be described in the 
December issue of Radio -Craft. Don't miss it! 
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DIRECT -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS 
Designed by A. C. Shaney 

These n w 10. 20 and 30 Watt Direct -coupled (Push. 
Pull LoftinWhite) Amplifiers available with 
any of 14 optional 

now 
including 

Variable Speed 
more 

Push -Pull 
including 

Utah Frequency Accentuation and Attenuation. Low 
Frequency Boost and Cut Control. Push-Pull Automatic 
Volume Compressor. Push -Pull Automatic Volume Lim- 
iter, Push-Pull Automatic Volume Control. Non-Fre- 
quency Discriminating Scratch Suppressor. Low -min 
Single Ended Input. High-min Single Ended Input. 

Audio SpectruhmP Control. Calibrated Volume Indicator. 
and Push -Pull Remote Control. 

Write or Wire Today for Complete Details 
and Unusually Attractive Prices. 

AMPLIFIER CO. of AMERICA 

EASY -SIMPLIFIED -PRACTICAL 

ELEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS 

A hook for the Technician and Craftsman, ex- 
plaining and answering every meaning with 
illustrations. A real study -course in mathematics 
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on his knowledge. 

CONTENTS OF BOOK 
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mometer Conversions, Graphs or Curve -Plotting. 
Logarithms, Use of the Slide -Rule. VII. Special 
Mathematics for the Radio Technician. 
VIII. Commercial Calculations. Short- Onty 
cut Arithmetic, Interest. Discounts. 
IX. Weights and Measures. Useful ..IOC 
Tables. POSTPAID 

Stamps, Cash or Money Order 

TECH NIfAX 
Division RC -1139 

1915 S. State St. Chicago, III. 

17 WEST 20th STREET NEW YORK. N. Y. 
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N. Y.. and you will receive a subscription to 
RADIO -CRAFT for Seven Months. and your copy 
of the RADIO REFERENCE ANNUAL will be 
mailed postpaid immediately. 
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AN EASILY -BUILT 
STAGE ANALYSIS TESTER 

(Continued from page 279) 

Headphones may be plugged directly into 
the output jack of the R.F. -I.F. channel. 
Again, the input circuits of this channel are 
so designed as to not affect the circuit of 
the receiver in any way or upset the 
operating conditions and voltages. De- 
termination of signal leakage may be made 
while location of distortion and undesired 
oscillation ahead of the detector is also 
readily accomplished. Gain measurements in 
coils and tubes may be made accurately and 
rapidly; and antenna efficiencies are easily 
compared. Open bypass condensers can be 
located without disconnecting a wire. 

Line Current Channel. The Line Current 
channel as its name implies, provides an in- 
dication of the amount of current being 
drawn from the power line by the receiver 
under test. Changes in this current, or ab- 
normal values thereof, will sometimes pro- 
vide the only indication of the trouble, es- 
pecially when testing intermittent receivers. 

INTERMITTENT OPERATION 
The Analyst is particularly adapted to 

solving the troubles that exist in receivers 
that are intermittently operative, that is, 
receivers that "cut out" for an apparent 
reason. If servicing is attempted by the 
ordinary methods, the mere connection of 
test instruments frequently restores the 
set to its normal operating condition and 
many hours of effort are sometimes neces- 
sary before it is possible to locate the faulty 
unit. 

By means of the Analyst, which has 5 
indicators to check the performance of the 
receiver at as many strategic points simul- 
taneously, it is possible to localize the fault 
to a certain portion of the receiver the first 
time that the signal fades. 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a con- 
ventional superheterodyne receiver and the 
points where the various channels of the 
Analyst are normally connected for the 
first test on an intermittent receiver. Figure 
3 shows, in a similar type of diagram, the 
most logical places to connect the indicators 
to a conventional T.R.F. receiver. 

The controls can be set so that all 5 in- 
dicator shadows just close. Then, if a fault 
occurs, the appearance of some, or all, of 
the indicators will change, indicating the 
portion of the receiver in which operation 
is not normal. In other words, all of the 
necessary test instruments are connected to 
the receiver before the fault occurs so that 
they may be observed during the faulty 
operation of the receiver without disturbing 
the set. Formerly the disturbance occa- 
sioned by connecting test instruments fre- 
quently restored normal operation, and 
stopped any chance of finding the defective 
part until the next fade, at which time again 
the process of testing may have restored 

normal operation making it virtually im- 
possible to find the defective part except by 
sheer good luck or by the expenditure of a 
prohibitive amount of time. 

If the last indicator that shows normal 
signal, and the first indicator that shows 
abnormal signal, are separated by several 
circuits or stages, it is usually possible to 
attach the test prods to points closer to- 
gether for the second test to restrict the 
part of the receiver under test so that on 
the second fade the defective part can be 
located more closely. Sometimes a third 
operation is possible, narrowing still more 
the region that must be closely inspected 
for the faulty unit, but usually the region 
is so restricted by the second test that it is 
a simple matter to locate the defective part. 

The points to which the indicators are 
connected for the second test will occur 
naturally to the Serviceman after observ- 
ing which indicators showed abnormal sig- 
nal in the first test. 

(Ordinarily, the practical Serviceman 
finds little difficulty utilizing components he 
may have on hand in the construction of 
equipment broadly classed as "kits." In the 
instances of the Analyst, due to the re- 
quired exactness in the mechanical and 
electrical values of the components, it is 
recommended that the specified parts be 
employed; for this reason, too, the kit's 
components are not available separately. - 
Editor) 

This article has been prepared from data 
supplied by courtesy of Meissner Mfg. Co. 

HOW TO BUILD A "JUNKBOX" 
ELECTRIC GUITAR 
(Continued from page 271) 

a phase inverter, would have been sufficient 
without this extra stage, but I didn't have 
a 53. 

So the lineup as given in the diagram was 
used. The gain is such that the speaker can 
be overloaded when talking with normal 
voice level into a crystal mike plugged into 
the input. A vicious hum, probably originat- 
ing in the input transformer, was killed by 
the 100,000 -ohm resistor from grid to grid 
on the 45's. The amplifier weighs about 50 
pounds, and a good portion of this is Mr. 
Majestic's massive speaker and trans- 
formers. If lighter parts are available the 
weight could be cut down to where the in- 
strument would be portable without the aid 
of a derrick. 

The basis of the pickup were 2 Peerless 
magnetic speakers, which would no longer 
speak, but the motors were still OK. Three 
of the 4 coils, and 1 of the magnets, were 
used. The coils have a rather small hole 
through them, and so 3/16 -inch screws were 
the largest I could use. If these coils are 
not at hand, coils for RCA speakers, which 
are about the same size are available from 
supply houses. The 2 plates were made from 
flat iron, about 3a -inch wide and % -inch 
thick. 

One was cut long enough to accommodate 
the 3 coils, spaced so each one would be 
located in the center of a pair of strings, 
then drilled and tapped for 3/16 -inch stove - 
bolts. Fillister -head machine screws would 
be better for the screws through the coils, 
but I had no tap for these so stove -bolts 
were used. The center bolt is long enough 
to go through the magnet, and a % -inch 
spacer (iron or steel) holds the coil assem- 
bly away from the magnet, leaving room 
for the guitar top between the coil plate 
and the magnet. 

The other plate is cut enough longer so 
that it can be screwed to the guitar top, 
and two of the spacers are used on this, as 
this plate should come about even with the 
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tops of the screws on the other one. 
A 'i -inch hole is drilled between the 2 

('enter strings for the spacers on the plate 
to pass through, and is fastened to the top 
with the stove -bolts, using enough washers 
under the plate to bring it close to the 
strings. Mount it as close to the bridge as 
possible. And, when you drill the hole in the 
top, proceed very carefully; I didn't and had 
a hole in the back, too. 

The front plate is spotted, and a hole cut 
out with a pocket knife to just pass this 
plate; the leads from the coils which are 
all connected in series, are brought out to 
a terminal block, and the whole thing is 
screwed in place. The accidental hole in the 
back was very handy for tightening the 
center "screw. But, if you don't have the 
hole, an offset screwdriver will do the trick. 
The whole works can be inserted through 
the sound hole, and no holes are necessary 
in the back. 

Use a shielded cable, to run from the 
guitar to the amplifier, or the stray pick -up 
will be terrible. I used ordinary auto lead -in 
wire and an auto -radio antenna connector 
for the shielded plug. Ground the sheath on 
the cable to the chassis of the amplifier, and 
connect all the metal parts of the pick -up to 
the sheath, and the stray pick -up will be 
very low. 

A volume control may be built into the 
guitar, if desired, about 1 megohm should 
do; and, a tone control can be added if de- 
sired -connect it grid -to -grid, or plate -to- 
plate of the 45's, depending on the size of 
control available. 

So ends the story of the metamorphosis 
of the junkbox, and I hope any of you boys 
who build this will have as much fun, and 
as little expense as I. 

USEFUL KINKS AND CIRCUITS 
(Continued from page 284) 

to "Ant." and "Gnd.," respectively, on the 
set. 

If the rule is tilted slightly backward, 
it. will remain rigid in anything but a 
strong wind. 

J. SMAILE, 
Adelaide, S.A. 

(Reprinted from The Australasian Radio 
World.) 

PLUG -IN MIKE 

PRACTICALLY all microphones of 
the crystal, dynamic and velocity 

types have a -27 female thread. Likewise 
most mike and phone plugs have a % -27 
male thread. A plug can be screwed into the 
microphone to make a very nice connector. 
The jack can be mounted in a small metal 
box with an off -on switch. This is very good 
practice for public address work since the 
mike itself can be readily unplugged when 
the operator leaves and plugged -in again 
just before it is to be reused. This eliminates 
damage due to tampering. It also is practi- 
cal because different types of mikes can be 
interchanged without threading the cable 
through the stand every time. It also pro- 
vides an efficient swivel joint. 

Be sure to connect the shield wire onto 
the shaft terminal. 

ROBERT DEHAAN, WSSKY, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

(Continued on page 310) 
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USEFUL KINKS AND CIRCUITS 

OLD TUBE PROTECTS SET 

TYPE 30 
TUBE 

CONDENSER 

BIND NG POST 
OR FANNE STOCK 

CUP \ 

RADIO owners who use one side of the 
power line as an antenna through a con- 

denser could make use of this simple kink 
as a means of protecting their receivers 
from damage in case the antenna condenser 
breaks accidentally or short -circuits. In the 
illustration is shown how this is done. 

A worn out or poor tube, usually avail- 
able in the junk -box, but having its fila- 
ments still in good condition is used as a 
fuse. Two brass tubings or spacers are used 
to support a wafer socket, for the tube to 
be used, on a wooden buse. The antenna con- 
denser is connected in series with the fila- 
ment of the tube, as shown. 

This gadget could be placed on the re- 
ceiver's chassis, if convenient, and would 
make the set a "one- more -tuber ". Or it could 
be screwed to the inside of the cabinet. 

MANUEL MADRIDANO, 
Sta. Cruz, Manila, P. I. 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR 
THE circuit shown is without any doubt, 
in the opinion of the writer, the simplest, 

yet most useful one ever published. It uses 
the new IA5G tube which operates on 1.4 
volts on a simple flashlight cell, and which 

(Continued from page 309) 

requires only 70 milliwatts of filament 
power. For this reason it is inexpensive to 
operate. And since the batteries are small, 
the whole unit can be built to fit into a 
small space (or bread -board style, if pre- 
ferred). 

Since the oscillator emits a pure R.F. 
signal, it has to be rectified like any R.F. 
signal in order to be heard on phones or 
loudspeakers. The circuit constants given 
are for the broadcast band, however several 
harmonics are present, and the harmonics 
can be heard on the 8.-W. band. The build- 
er will not be violating any laws since the 
power is extremely small. If only 6 volts 
are applied to the plate the output should 
be connected directly to the antenna and 
ground post of the radio receiver, however 
some receivers are so sensitive the unit can 
be placed in another room and the signal 
will be quite strong. 

The circuit is self- explanatory and needs 
no detail. Switch Sw. 2 is the modulation 
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switch. With the switch open a high -pitch 
signal will be heard in the phones. When 
the switch is closed the R.F. signal is still 
present only it is unmodulated; this can be 
verified by a receiver with a tuning eye, 
the eye will almost close whether modulated 
or unmodulated. 

The coil, l'4 ins. in dia. and wound with 
No. 32 ga. enamel wire, is center -tapped, 
leaving a % -in, space at the center. 

The key can be placed in either the posi- 
tive or negative lead as long as the opera- 
tor's body does not come in contact with 
any bare part. A long, insulated shaft con- 
nected to the condenser rotor will eliminate 
body-capacity in tuning. 

A crystal detector may be used in a near- 
by room to receive the signals; no matter 
where transmitter tuning condenser Cl is 
set, the signal will still be heard in the 
phones. Receivers, however, must be tuned 
exactly to the oscillator frequency in order 
to pick up the signal. 

The parts required, and which can be 
found in the average junk -box, are as fol- 
lows: 1 -1A5G tube; 1 -octal socket; 2- 
S.P.S.T. switches, Sw.1 and Sw.2; 5 -1.5V. 
flashlight cells; 1 -key; 1 crystal detec- 
tor, XTAL; 1 pair headphones; 1- 1 -meg. 
resistor, R1; 1 -250 mmf. condenser, C2; 
1 -O.05 -mf. condenser, C3; 1 -365 mmf. 
variable condenser, Cl; 1-coil form, 1% ins. 
dia., and 2 or 3 ins. long, wound with No. 
32 ga. enamel wire; 4- fahnestock clips; 
connecting wire. 

P.S. With switch Sw.2 closed the unit once 
it is calibrated becomes a heterodyne fre- 
quency meter. 

E. B. DEWELL, 
Petersburgh, Va. 

RS A is the only organization of 
Servicemen that has the sponsorship of the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association and the 
Sales Managers' Clubs, as well as the endorse- 
ment of the entire industry. 
RSA is proud to announce that final details 
of plans for complete cooperation with the 
NAB, through local broadcasting stations, are 
rapidly being completed. 
RSA chapters will soon receive, free of 
charge, complete Television Course for in- 
struction in television servicing and installa- 
tion. 
RSA has helped thousands of its members 
solve technical problems during the past year. 
Membership quotas in some sections of the 
country have been practically completed. 
Servicemen! Contact the RSA immediately for 
details of membership! 

RADIO SERVICEMEN 

OF AMERICA, Inc. 
JOE MARTY, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

304 S. DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, U.S.A. 

g g SQtviceman : 

V ' c au 7Q n qc o á eompanc, 

W/LQn ¼u'tQbz thQR.S?/" 

At '3 qrow royether in /939. 

rllmllllNINMAILTHIS COUPON NOW! 
III SERVICEMEN OF AMERICA, INC. 
I 304 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III. 

1 

1 

I 
, 
1 

Name 

. \ddress 

City State 

I am interested in RSA Membership. Tell me about it 

I am enclosing $4.00 for National dues and initiation 
(noes not include Local Chapter dues where Local Chapters are 
organized.) RC -1139 
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RADIO AND INTERPHONE 
C'outiard leant page 288) 

is comparable to any good 4 -tube A.C.-DX. 
receiver. If any hum is noticeable above 
that which would be expected of such a set 
the filter choke is most likely to blame. It 
has been my experience that A.C.-D.C. radio 
sets require a well- designed choke when 
using a P.M. speaker, for in the absence of 
the hum bucking characteristic of a field 
coil type speaker, the choke must have low 
resistance to keep the voltage up and still 
have adequate filtering properties. About 
900 ohms or less is satisfactory for the 
choke. 

The power and sensitivity of the sets 
I've built were more than satisfactory. 

The chassis was made of lead -coated steel. 
Its construction should present no difficul- 
ties to anyone with a hand -drill, tin snips 
and a piece of square steel (for a bending 
form). 

The circuit diagram, Fig. 1, is self -ex- 
planatory. Parts values are given in the 
diagram. The 5 -inch type P.M. speaker was 
found to give better tone than the 3- or 
4 -inch type. One precaution which should 
be observed on this or any other A.C.-D.C. 
type equipment, is to select control knobs 
of the push -on type, or with set screws 
deeply recessed. This rule should most espe- 
cially be observed when the instrument is 
used in the proximity of grounded objects 
such as stove, sink, etc. 

(The article "A Home Wired for Radio ", 
mentioned by Mr. DeVoe, appeared in the 
Jan., Feb., April, June and July, 1939, issues 
of Radio- Craft. Incidentally, it is believed 
that the first published description of a com- 
bined radio and interphone was the 2 -part 
story "How to make the Radio -Craft De 
Luxe Carrier Interphone," in the May and 
June, 1937, issues.- Editor) 
LIST OF PARTS 

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS 
One 0.001 -mf., 600 V., Cl; 
Two 2 -gang, 350 mmf., C2, C3; 
Five 0.1 -mf., 400 V., C4, C6, C7, C10, C15; 

One 16 mf., 200 V., C13; 
One 8 mf., 200 V., C14; 
One 10 mf., 35 V., C11; 
One 0.02 -mf., 600 V., C9; 
One 100 mmf., 400 V., C8; 
One 0.006 -mf., 400 V., C12; 
One 10 mf., 35 V., C5. 

IRC RESISTORS 

One 20,000 ohms or up to 50,000 ohms, an- 
tenna shunt, C -bias volume control, R1; 

One 300 ohms, h -W., R2; 
One 5,000 ohms, Ifs -W., R3; 
One 0.25 -meg., 1/2-W., R4; 
One audio grid taper volume control, 50.000 

ohms, R5; 
One 2 megohms, 1/2-W., R6; 
Two 0.5 -meg., 1/2-W., R7, R8; 
One 150 ohms, 1 W., R9; 
One 5,000 ohms, s -W., R10; 
One 40 ohms, 10 W., R11; 
One line cord and resistor, 180 ohms, R12. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Two Centralab 2 -pole, 2- position switches, 
Sw.1, Sw.2; 

Two (or more) speakers, 3- or 5 -in. P.M. 
dynamic; 

Two "single pentode to voice coil" trans- 
formers (these come with the speakers), 
T1, T2; 

Two antenna and R.F. coils to match C2 and 
C3, L1, L2; 

One 90 -ma. filter choke (not over 200 ohms), 
L3; 

One home -made chassis, 5 x 9 ?Q x 1% ins. 
deep; 

One dialite, 6 -8 -V., 150 ma.; 
One 2- terminal strip (to connect remote 

speaker); 
Tie points, lugs, screws, push -back wire; 
Cabinet and knobs to suit the builder; 
One type 25L6 tube; 
One type 25Z6 tube; 
One type 6K7 tube; 
One type 6J7 tube; 
Four octal wafer sockets. 
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Sketch of chassis show- 
ing the location of all 

main components. 

REVIEW OF F.C.C. ALLOCATIONS OF 
ULTRA -SHORTWAVES 

(Continued from page 274) 
fall within the bands 30,000- 40,000 and 132,- allocation to special emergency stations. 
000 -140,000 kc. Special emergency stations are covered by 

the rules and regulations governing the 
emergency service. A license for this class 
of station is issued only to an organization 
established for relief purposes in emer- 
gencies and which has a disaster communi- 
cation plan, or to persons having establish- 
ments in remote locations which cannot be 
reached by other means of communication, 
or to public utilities. 

COASTAL AND SHIP HARBOR 
The allocations to coastal and ship harbor 

stations have not been changed except to 
reduce the allocation by one channel which 
was necessary to fill the needs of broad- 
casting and aviation. These stations are 
used for the purpose of providing a short - 
range harbor service similar to that now 
authorized in the frequency bands 2,100- 
2,200 kc. and 2,500 -2,600 kc. 

SPECIAL EMERGENCY 
Except for the deletion of one of the 

original frequencies contemplated in Order 
19, the revised order maintains the existing 

MARINE FIRE 
The previous allocation to this service 

remains unchanged and is for the purpose 
of rendering communication service to fire- 
boats similar to that now authorized by the 

(Continued on page 312) 
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It's easy to get 
GIFT 

MERCIHANDISE 
In addition to free 

EQUIPMENT 
with purchases of 

NATIONAL UNION 
RADIO TUBES 

and 
CONDENSERS 

If 
e a i e . -" 

" 

.. 

: _... .:....-+., 

RETAIL 
VALUE , , , $60.00 

87 PIECE ROGERS SILVER 

SERVICE FOR 8 
87 piece service for , persons in Good Housekeep- 
ing approved tarnish proof, fine wood chest. En- 
core design Xitra quality silver plate double 
plated at points of greatest wear. Made and guar- 
anteed by Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Com- 
pany, famous Oneida silver smiths. Dealer De- 
posit $12.00 

ELGIN WRIST WATCH 
RETAIL VALUE ... $31.50 

Ladies' ELGIN DE LUXE wrist watch, semi 
baguette, 17 jewels, 10 K gold filled rase, silk cord 
with rachet center. Raised figure dial OR man's 
CRUSADER 8/10 size, 17 jewels, 10 K natural 
gold filled case. Raised blue figure dial. Leather 
wrist strap. healer Deposit $11.00 

YOU CAN CASH IN TOO 
What National Union is doing for others it can 
do for you. Thousands of completed premium 
agreements prove the fairness of our proposition. 
Equipment or premium is obtained immediately 
on a small down deposit, no time payments to 
meet or exorbitant interest rates to pay. You get 
your deposit back as merchandise credit. N. U. 
can afford to do it because our selling costs are 
lower. Try it and see why it pays to buy your 
tubes and condensers the National Union Way. 

RC 1139 

ASK YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE 

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP. 
57 State St., Newark, N. J. 
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QUALITY - VALUE -GUARANTEE! RADIO TRADE DIGEST 
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G. E. PHONOGRAPH MOTOR 
ONLY 

495 
Foro, r' c/il I. 
Sold 

for 
f15.00 

Variable speed Induction type self-starting. 110 tnlf. : to 60 cycle. A.C. hill. speed control. plug and cord. Speed range from 5 to 200 R.P.If. Can be installed In pia .e of obi- fashioned, hand -wind. Ina speed motor. Also Ideal for display turn table, and a hundred other uses. These General Elwin, Motors hate never b,en 11.eá and condo four packed in original carton. G. E. Electric Phonograph motor as described (with. out turntable) 

Shipping Weight -12 Iba. 
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ALL OUR MERCHANDISE 

IS UNUSED AND SOLD 

ON A MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

Tp<h'SMrrTr____, q 
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WELLWORTH TRADING CO. 
Dept. HC -IIJ9 

1915 SOUTH STATE ST.. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

* ORDER DIRECTLY FROM THIS ADVERTISEMENT * 
WE SHIP 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF YOUR 
ORDER. BY EXPRESS COLLECT OR PARCEL 
POST IF YOU INCLUDE SUFFICIENT POSTAGE. 

SERVICING 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

(Continued front vage 283) 

(A.) With insufficient service data, such as 
tube voltages in your particular case, the answer 
to a service problem is difficult to find. 

However, you mention that reception from one 
station is possible but heard with little power 
and much noise. It would appear that the pri- 
mary of the 1st audio transformer is burned out 
and open -circuited. Check also the 30,000-ohm 
resistor in the detector plate supply circuit for 
an open -circuited condition. 

WHAT IS A ''HARMONIC CONVERTER ? 
In Ile December issue of Radio -Craft. th i. ,nly- 

palented circuit hill appear as part of a important 
article on 

ta 
111 -FI 9 Tithe Beecher using 11 "Harmonic 

rolls ers loll. ' 

F.C.C. ALLOCATIONS 
(Continued from page 311) 

existing rules and regulations of the Com- 
mission. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 
The frequencies which have been allocated 

to special services have been made available 
for use by experimental stations for ex- 
perimentation and research in the develop- 
ment of the radio art. The use by both 
services will be on a shared basis and it 
will be necessary that the holders of permits 
for either service to cooperate to the end 
that interference may be reduced to a 
minimum. 

Radio-Craft will be interested to hear whether 
this article has been of material aid to its 
readers. Write a letter to "Mailbag" if you find 
this story useful in your work. 

Please Say That You Saw It in RADIO -CRAFT 

SERVICEMEN & BCSTRS. IN 
PROMOTION TIE -UP 

(Continued front page 289) 

RSA Honors Mfrs. 
The Board of Directors of RSA authorized 

at its June meeting the granting of Hon- 
orary Memberships "to those individuals, 
firms, or corporations who have given their 
active support and inspiration to the pro- 
motion of RSA." Certificates and logotypes 
will be awarded to these Honorary Mem- 
bers as soon as they are prepared. 

The Executive Committee of RSA has 
awarded Honorary Memberships to the fol- 
lowing at this time: 
Aerovox Corporation, New Bedford, Mass. 
Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 

Ill. 
Crowe Name Plate and Manufacturing Com- 

pany, Chicago, Ill. 
Lenz Electric Manufacturing Company, 

Chicago, Ill. 
P. R. Mallory and Company, Inc., In- 

dianapolis, Ind. 
Quam- Nichols Company, Chicago, Ill. 
The Radiart Corporation, East Cleveland, 

Ohio. 
Radio- Craft, New York, N. Y. 
Raytheon Production Corporation, Newton, 

Mass. 
Standard Transformer Corporation, Chi- 

cago, Ill. 
Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Com- 

pany, Chicago, Ill. 
United Transformer Corporation, New 

York, N. Y. 
The Webster Company, Chicago, Ill. 

Starts Telly Course 
Through the efforts of RSA President 

George Duvall, RSA has been able to secure 
for the use of RSA Chapters, a complete 
course in the servicing and installation of 
television receivers. While television will not 
be available for all Chapters for some time, 
RSA feels that now is the time to prepare 
the foundations of television training for 
RSA members. 

The plan is to send separate lessons in 
the course to each Chapter approximately 
once a month. The Chapter will hold a 
roundtable discussion and study of the ma- 
terial of the lesson, and each member of the 
Chapter will answer a prepared question- 
naire testing his understanding of the sub- 
ject studied. These quizzes will be returned 
to the National Office for grading. Subse- 
quent lessons of the course will be sent to 
Chapters only after all individual members 
have turned in their answers to the previous 
lesson. 

In this way, RSA will be able to assure 
manufacturers that RSA has a trained 
group of television Servicemen, ready when 
television arrives in each community. 

BIG IMAGES NEEDED 
TO BOOM TELEVISION? 

(Continued from page 289) 

tinued, "that small (5 or 6 in.) pictures 
are doomed." 

"Scophony is convinced," Mr. Sagall con- 
cluded, "that the future lies with large 
pictures, and our slogan is 'Television with- 
out eyestrain'." 

William Hoyt Peck, leading American ex- 
ponent of optical scanning systems, was also 
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queried on this subject by an RTD reporter. 
Mr. Peck's opinions were similar to those 
of Mr. Sagall. The American inventor be- 
lieves that cathode -ray images are extreme- 
ly good, but that they are not suited to home 
entertainment in sizes smaller than 12 
inches -the largest now available in all save 
one make of receiver, which employs a tube 
some two inches larger. 

Mr. Peck predicts a day in the not -too- 
distant future, when home television re- 
ceivers will produce images not less than 
2 by 3 feet, and sell at a cost comparable 
with present television receivers showing 
far smaller images. 

Proponents of the cathode -ray system, 
however, are convinced that optical methods 
will not compete on a basis of price or 
simplicity. 

TUBE COMMITTEE MEETS TO 
REVIEW SITUATION 
(Continued from page 289) 

thoroughly analyzed. Definite recommenda- 
tions will be made shortly after the com- 
pletion of a national survey. It is the 
intention of the tube committee to submit 
their findings to tube manufacturers for 
their consideration. 

Among those present at the meeting were: 
Arthur Moss, Executive Secretary; Henry 
Jappe, H. Jappe Co., Boston, Mass.; George 
D. Barbey, Geo. D. Barbey Co., Reading, 
Pa.; John Stern, Radio Electric Service 
Co., Phila., Pa.; Walter Hollenback, Walter 
D. Hollenback Co., Altoona, Pa.; Charles 
011stein, Sanford Samuel Corp., N.Y.C.; 
Arthur Stallman, Stallman of Ithaca, N.Y.; 
H. L. Dalis, H. L. Delis Co., N.Y.C.; Aaron 
Lippman, Aaron Lippman & Co., Newark, 
N.J. 

$'s & No.'s 
(Continued from page 290) 

PROFIT LOOMED for Hygrade Syl- 
vania as net income for first 6 mo. of '39 
was over $343,000. Last year in the same 
period there was a loss of more than 
$88,000. 

WONDERFUL WORLD is shown in 
CBS's latest survey. Radio homes up 14% 
to 28,000,000; radio sets up 44% to 47,500,- 
000; auto -radios up 56% to 7,000,000. 

PHONO -RADIO sales up 710% above last 
yr. at Phileo! 

BIZ UP 23' /,, according to excise taxes 
for 1st 6 mo. of '39. The 5% tax for Jan: 
June '39 was over $2,000,000. 

EMPLOYMENT ROSE in April, as com- 
pared with preceding year, being up 21.5 %; 
payrolls were up 22.8% in same com- 
parison. 

IN CANADA, set sales for 1st 6 mo. of 
'39 were about 50% ahead of same period 
in '38. 

MAYBE INDUSTRY HAS TURNED 
THAT CORNER!! 

SALES HELPS & DEALS 
(Continued from page 290) 

Phila., Pa., has inaugurated new informa- 
tion service -a series of Sales Engineering 
Bulletins, describing advantages of Philco 

(Continued on following page) 
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"Blue Beaver 
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Foil Electrolytic Hermetically 
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tube 
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e saver, a money at 25, 50, 150, 

capacity combinations 
It's a space saver, a time 

500 V.DC) 
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only at 5 

yowl Available in 
V.D.C. 

(Single capacities 

250, 350, 450 and 500 

For details on complete line of 
C -0 capacitors and Capacitor 
Test Equipment, send for Cat. 
No. 175Á. 

10.14 Hamilton eoulev.d. South Plainfield New Jersey 

d/ AMATEUR A complete line of Nationally Advertised 
receivers, transmitters, mikes, keys, parts, etc.! 

`/ SERVICE Compare all the important makes of test 
instruments, side -by -side, for the first time in any catalog! 

ySOUND equipment for every purpose. From the new 
one -piece "Orator" to the largest 100 -watt sound system 
for stadiums! 

MONTGOMERY WARD 
9 Great Mail Order Houses 

TIME PAYMENTS 
Easy terms on Everything! 

COMPLETE STOCK 
One of the largest in existence! 

SAME DAY SERVICE 
Your order goes through immediately! 

MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE 
Yoe take no chances when you orderfromWards! 

More than 100 Retail Stores 

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO. 
Dept. RZ.32 Chicago, Illinois 

Please RUSH me your FREE 
Radio Equipment Catalog. 

Cry -State 
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OPPORTNNIfTay 40-LETS 
Advertisements in this section cost lice rent, a nord 
for each insertion. Name, address and initials must 
be included at the above rate. Cash should accom- 
pany classified advertisement. unless 

e nt n accredited advertising agency. Noadvrtie me 
for less titan ten words accepted. Ten percent ails. 
count for six issues- twenty percent for twelve issues. 

Objectionable or misleading advertisements not a 

cepted. Advertisements for December. 1939. Issue mint 
reach us not later than October 7th. 

Radio -Craft 99 Hudson St. New York. N. Y. 

AGENTS WANTED 

300% PROFIT SELLING GOLD LEAF LETTERS FOR 
store windows; Free samples. Metallic Company. 451 
North Clark. Chicago. 

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES 

WE HAVE A FEW HUNDRED RADIO ENCYCLO- 
pedias, by S. Gernsback, second edition. originally sold 
at $3.98. Book has 332 pages, weight 3 lbs.. sire 9 x 
12 inches. Red morocco- keratol flexible binding. Send 
$2.49 In stamps, cash or money order and book will be 
forwarded express collect. Techtdfax. 1913 So. State Street. 
Chicago. Illinois. 

$120.00 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE: SO 
rioth-bound lessons, $18.00. Also 10 vol. Elec. & Mech. 
Eng. Reference Library; large books, leather backs, 111.110. 
Harry Ackerson, Box 322. Ramsey, N. J. 

CAMERAS & SUPPLIES 

BULK FILM: 100 FT. 8MM. 6.90; DOUBLE. $1.60: 
IS mm., $1.20. Titles or pictures. Chemicals, outfits. Big 
estalogue for stamp. Hollywoodland Studios. South Gate. 
Saur. 

GENERA FILM IN BULK FOR ALL MOTION PICTURE 
rameras. 100 feet for Univex. $1.00; 100 feet double 8mm, 
$1.75; 16mm. 81.35: 400 feet 16mm. 14.25. postpaid. 
Sample for stamp. Process with our prepared powders and 
simplified outfit.: 8mm. $3.75, loom. $4.95. Franuders, 
Davenport, Iowa. 

EDUCATIONAL COURSES 

USED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND TECHNI. 
cal Books Bought, Sold, Rented, Exchanged. Free latalog. 
Vernon Educational Exchange. Hemmer, Ala. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND EDUCATIONAL 
boob, slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All sub - 

jects. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for used courses. 
Complete details and bargain catalog FREE. Send name. 
Nelson Company. L -242 Manhattan Building. Chicago. 

FOR INVENTORS 

CASH FOR UNPATENTED IDEAS. STAMP APPRE 
elated. Mr. Ball, 9441 -1 Pleasant, Chicago. 

FORMULAS 

FORMULAS FOR MAKING INSECTIDES. ANTISEP- 
tics. Bleaching Solutions, Cements for all Purposes, Stain 
Removing Preparations, Cosmetics. Depilatories, Dies, 
Fertilizers. Fire Extinguishing Preparations, Inks. Lac 

Wines andNLiquorrsi1land ManyonEveryday Preparations. 
Send 10c for each formula. Complete satisfaction or money 
immediately refunded. L. Feldman, 640 Ramapo Rd.. 
Teaneck, N. J. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MEXICAN LEGAL MATTERS. AMERICAN ATTOR 
ney. Box 1736, El Paso, Texas. 

RADIO 

WE BUY AND SELL USED RADIO TESTING EQUIP- 
men) Time payments if desired. Harold Davis. Inc.. 
Jackson. Min. 

8TUBE CARRADIO. WILL SWAP ARVIN CAR SET 
in good working condition. Has 12 -in. speaker (fine tones. 
Offer candid camera or what have you? Doane Bernard. 
40 Manning Ave., No. Plainfield, N. J. 

ANY RADIO DIAGRAM. 25e. SPECIFY MANUFAC 
Curer, model. Radio magazine free. Supreme Publications. 
3727 Rest 13th. Chicago. 

STAMPS 

JUBILEES. CORONATIONS, SHIPS. WAR. AIRMAILS. 
Commemoratives. Farleys. Packet 10e. Box 211, Malden, 
Massachusetts. 

TREASURE LOCATORS 

TREASURE FINDER (METAL LOCATOR) CUSTOM 
built by engineer. Great penetrating power. No fancy 
gadgets. Uses latest radio developments. Simple, inexpen- 
sive to Operate. Delivery ten days. See Sept. Radio -Craft 
article for complete information. Price $55, ready to use: 
$40 complete kit, less wood. A. Stuart, 1015 Wilson 
Avenue, Teaneck, N. J. 

TECHNICAL ART SERVICE 

DESIGN AND ART SERVICE FOR INDUSTRIAL 
Marketers. Ro solve your problems on: product and park - 
ago design, industrial illustrations. technical drawings 
and diagrams. phantom. cutaway and explanatory draw- 
ings, layouts, lettering photo retouching, displays, indus- 
trial cartoons, etc. Wash photos made from blueprints. 
We excel in airbrush and color work. Complete catalogs 
illustrated. 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Suggestions and 
estimates gladly furnished. Vapid delivery on mall orders. 
Tec -Art Drafting Service, 228 Charlotte Terrace, Roselle 
Park, N. J. 
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RADIO TRADE DIGEST 

(Continued front preceding page) 
products. Formerly available to distribs., 
they are now ready for dealers & retailers. 

Hygrade Sylvania Corp., Emporium, 
Pa., is using personalized blotters to push 
prestige with Newsweek quote. 

SNOOPS 6. SCOOPS 
(Continued front page 291) 

the trade any second ... Television Train- 
ing School, N.Y.C., graduated its first class 
of 21 radio and telly technicians ... Four 
radio engineers from U.S.S.R. toured the 
Arcturus factory in Newark to study U.S. 
designs and production methods -saw more 
than 300 types of co.'s tubes being made.... 

RCA Victor has available 6 new record- 
ing discs from 6 to 16 ins. with aluminum 
cores. The co. says they're better than the 
older models .... Watch for fireworks in 
the N.A.B: A.S.C.A.P, battle. N.A.B. claims 
excessive charges will hamper industry. . . 

Several new G.E. sets are ready for fre- 
quency modulation stations.... Excited 
contributor says well- known mfr. in the 
sound field will bring out line of amplifiers 
with lifetime guarantee -a perpetual service 
to owner front mfr. at no coet except for 
tubes. . . 

Aerovox has capacitor selector and emer- 
gency capacitor unit for Servicemen who do 
refrigerator work -speeds up jobs no end .... Radio Normandie, French station. is 
now installing Finch transmission equipt.; 
100 receivers were also shipped .... Phil - 
co has 13 new models in the "tropic" line .... Stewart -Warner radio div. will stage 
campaign for school and college biz., intro- 
ducing 2 new models for the campus trade. 
Line includes colored cabinets, school letters 
and frat insignia. . 

Christmas biz. note! If you've got a clock 
sideline, G.E. has 19 new models . B.F. 
Hernandez, Maritime Transport Co., exec., 
says trouble with biz. is America's lack of 
interest in export. What do YOU think? 

. Flash! Special! Graybar Electric Co. 
will handle 1940 Majestic radio and telly 
line in Pittsburgh, Albany, Syracuse & 
Rochester branches. 

Canadian Music Sales Co., Toronto, Ont., 
Canada, has been appointed sole Canadian 
agent for Recoton cutting & playback 
needles. 

PERSONAL 
(Continued front page 292) 

R. W. ROLOFF, gen. mfg. mgr. of Hygrade 
Sylvania's tube plants in Emporium, Pa., and 
Salem, Mass., has retired after 21 years of serv- 
ice. He was guest of honor at farewell parties 
in both cities and is holding himself ready for 
emergency duty. 

JOHN F. RIDER won the annual golf tourna- 
ment of the Sales Mgrs. Club at the Green 
Meadows Club at Harrison. N. Y.. with a score 
of 78. Second Prize was won by B. OSLER of 
Cornish Wire. Other prizes were won by CHICK 
WILTBANK of H. H. Eby, tN HARRY KALKER 
of Sprague Products Co. Prizes were donated by 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Hygrade Sylvania, Claro- 
etat Mfg. Co. and other cos. On the committee 
were PAUL S. ELLISON, Hygrade Sylvania; 
VICTOR MUCHER, Clarostat; JOHN R. 
RIDER: ARTHUR BERARD, Ward Leonard; 
& WALTER JABLON, Hamntarlund. 

C. H. THORDARSON. founder and pres. of 
Thordarson Elec. Co. was awarded the Cross of 
the Icelandic Falcon Order on behalf of King 
Christian of Denmark. The award is given to 
persons of Icelandic or Danish ancestry who have 
made outstanding contribution to world. See pic, 
pg. 290, for further details. 

ERIK ADDE of L. M. Ericsson & Co. of Argen- 
tina, spent several days in the Arcturus factory 
at Newark, looking over new developments. 

EDWARD H. GUILFORD has been appointed 
Chief Registrar of the Capitol Radio Engineering 
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get this lltttactive 

DESK LAMP 
Ìo, GIuteIy FREE 

THIS 
SHADE 
TILTS 

UP AND 
DOWN 

JUST THINK OF IT -you can get 
absolutely FREE, the beautiful 

desk lamp which is shown above. 
This lamp is suitable for home, desk, 
den, office, laboratory, studio or 
workshop. It is sent to you by the 
publishers for a one -year subscrip- 
tion to RADIO- CRAFT. 

Here Are The Lamp Features! 
Constructed of metal with attractive bronze 
finish. 
Scientifically constructed to give glareless. 
diffused light. 
Helmet -type shade can be tilted to any con- 
venient angle. 
Stands 13" high and has 10" metal shade. 
5 -foot rubber insulated cord and plug. 
Constructed to last for many years. 

Clip Coupon -and Mail! 
end your subscription to RADIO-CRAFT for One 

Year (12 issues) and receive absolutely FREE one of 
these remarkable desk lamps. New subscribers are 
accepted or you may extend your present subscription 
another twelve months. Mail your remittance of $2.00 
I !'ills 25c for shipping charges on lamp) to the pub - 

Ilshers. (Canada and foreign $2.75.1 You will re- 
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Institute. He managed the school's West Coast 
office for the pat 5 yrs. 

Officers of the newly incorporated Auto Radio 
Dealers Assn. are MAURICE B. McCULLOUGH, 
Pres.; GEORGE LEVINE. V -P; GEORGE 
ALDRICH, Secy.; SW BARRY, Treas. FRED 
N. DAGAVAR is chairman of the Board, and 
TRAVIS S. LEVY, an attorney, acts as general 
counsel. 

More than 100 G.E. radio & telly engineers 
attended a 3 -day meeting. Among the "names" 
present was DR. E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON. 
Heading the committees were I. J. KAAR & 
C. A. PRIEST. Others prominent in the affair 
were DR. W. R. G. BAKER, H. L. ANDREWS, 
R. C. MUIR, W. C. WHITE. and H. B. MARVIN. 

NEW CIRCUITS 
IN MODERN RADIO RECEIVERS 

(Continued from page 282) 

input to the detector between 2,850 and 
3,150 kc. The I.F. amplifier amplifies signals 
uniformly in this band. 

Just as for the discriminator used in 
connection with A.F.C. circuits, as the I.F. 
drops below resonance with the I.F. ampli- 
fier, point A of the detector becomes pro- 
portionately positive. At resonance (3,000 
kc. for this receiver) it is zero with respect 
to ground and above resonance it becomes 
proportionately negative. This action is 
brought about by the phase relationships 
between Cl, Ll, L2 and L3 at the various 
frequencies. As the values indicate, this 
circuit handles a much wider band than the 
A.F.C. discriminator and is much more 
heavily loaded. 

(5) FULL AUTOMATIC POWER SUPPLY 
TRANSFORMER 

Pilot models T -1452 and H -1451. Op- 
erating instantly when turned on by mean, 
of battery power supply, the line power 
whenever plugged -in will, in a short time, 
operate a relay so as to switch all circuits 
onto the power line for operation until the 
set is turned off. 

The circuit, including a new application 
for a rectifier in receivers, is shown in 
Fig. 2B. Unusual, is the cathode -to -line con- 
nection and the plate -to- receiver connection. 

When switches S10 and Sll on the volume 
control are turned on, there being no cur- 
rent flow through the relay coil X (until the 
rectifier cathode heats), all switches, Si, S2, 
S3 and S4 are set to their respective posi- 
tions "B" (batteries). 

Even if the line is not connected, switch 
S11 will allow operation of the circuit as a 
battery portable receiver. However, if the 
line was plugged -in or is plugged -in later, 
the relay X will be energized on heating of 
the 25Z6G cathode, and will turn all 
switches, Si, S2, S3 and S4 to their respec- 
tive positions "L" (line). The pilot light 
will then glow, signifying that the batteries 
are no longer in use and that the set is 
being entirely supplied from the line. 

Note that for the line connection, all 
of the filaments are operated in a series - 
parallel group in the rectifier plate circuit. 
Thus, for either an A.C. or D.C. line supply 
the filaments will be supplied with D.C. 

RADIO THIEVERY 
A nation -wide campaign has been organ- 

ized by the National Association of Per- 
forming Artists to stop the racket of the 
radio program thief who records legitimate 
programs and sells them for rebroadcasting. 
As one Senator pointed out there is nothing 
to prevent the home recordist from making 
records. It is merely the selling of such 
recorded broadcasts for commercial purposes 
which it is desired to prohibit. 

1939 

JUST OUT 

SYLVANIA'& 
BIGGER AND BETTER.. 

Send for your copy of this 
big "tube fact" book today 

The 1940 Sylvania Technical Manual 
is bigger and better than ever with a 
new easy -to -use arrangement. It has 264 
pages packed with vital tube information 
for servicemen, radio technicians, engi- 
neers and amateurs. 

It gives you complete data and tube 
diagrams for 344 types of tubes all now 
listed in numerical -alphabetical order for 
quicker reference. Operating conditions, 
characteristics and circuit applications 
for standard glass tubes, "G" types, "GT" 
types, Loktal, Metal, Majestic and special 
types. Full information, too, on Sylvania's 
complete line of panel lamps. 

The new Manual also includes data on 
special tubes for particular applications 
in television amplifiers, cathode -ray 
tubes, etc., with new circuit information 
and diagrams covering the latest type 
tubes. 

Send the coupon for your copy! This 
new edition is a bargain at only 35c. 

'!5 

r 

SYLVANIA 
Set- Tested Radio Tubes 

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORP. 
Emporium, Pa. 
Here is 35c. Please send me a copy of 
the bigger and better Sylvania Tech- 
nical Manual. 

Name 

Addre: s 

City 

State 
Serviceman C Experimenter 

B In - -I Is Denier C Amateur O 
L 

OPERATING NOTES 
I Cunt inard from pup,' 283) 

SPARTON 600 SERIES 
No reception or loud buzzing preceded by 

cracking sounds was caused by an open R.F. 
coil in the R.F. amplifier section. (This coil 
is easily identified as the one solid -wound 
unit in the 3rd R.F. tube circuit.) 

OLD SONORA SETS 

Extreme distortion at low volume with 
perfect reception at high volume is caused 
by a slight warping of the voice coil. This 
trouble can be remedied very simply and 
permanently by placing two pads of cotton 
batting under the outside rim of the cone 
at opposite points. The cotton pads must 
be small enough to be quite imperceptible 
and to allow the rim of the cone to be 
pressed flat on the metal flange, as before. 

G. ROGAL 
Rogal's Radio Sales & Service 

WESTINGHOUSE W- I 75 
Weak to no reception; and volume con- 

trol very noisy when moved. Tests on the 
6A8 circuit show normal plate volts, zero 
grid current, abnormally high anode grid 
current, abnormally low screen -grid volts. 
The trouble is found in the 4 -mf. electro- 
lytic which is clamped together with a 
similar unit, to the underside of the chassis. 
Remove the one in the 6A8 screen -grid cir- 
cuit and replace this with a good 4 to 8 
mf., dry electrolytic condenser. You will 
then note with satisfaction that volume is 
again normal and that every trace of noise 
has vanished from the volume control. 

Please Say That You Saw It in RADIO-CRAFT 

'I 

a 

BEST BUY to wr¢!¢ss 

INTERCOMMUNICATING 
Systemi 

_ -...m..1 
CROSLEY CHATTABOX 
$2450 

per pair, consisting of TWO 
COMPLETE MASTER STATIONS. 

Complete two -way wireless loud speaking sys- 
ter. Perfect performance. Plug into any 110 
volt socket, AC or DC. Equipped with CALL - 
LISTEN -TALK switch and volume control. Write 
for information or catalogue. 
Sold on 10 -day trial with Money -Back Guarantee. 

Order today. 
Jobbers, Dealers and Distributors write for special 

quantity discount. 

AMPLIFIERS - DISTRIBUTORS CORP. 
DEPT. R.C., CHRYSLER BLDG., NEW YORK 

,S, It Irsl riburors of the 

CROSLEY CHATTABOX 
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2 NEW 10c BOOKS 
Now Added to Gernsback Series! 

GERNSBACB 
EDUCATIONAL 

LIBRARY N°- 9 

SIMPLE 

EXPERIMENTS 

NAIN FUBIJUIIONS. 
DI 

NO. 9-SIMPLE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Over 100 interesting and practical electrical experiments 

described in this book. covering ry branch of 
hare 

simple experiments with magnets to 
igh frequency "stunts". Among the experiments. all of 
which clearly illustrated with special drawings. we 

Experiments with Magnets. Static Electricity. Trans 
f r s. Induction. Motors. High Frequency Machines, 
Switches and lamps. Polarity Experiments. Dimmers. etc. 

with 
All of 

pparatus. niostdof which can be found about 
the home. Further. nuke them and thus 
thin book me. at nice 

anyone can 
in-troutive but highly 

HUDSON +T.HEaYORKNY 

RADIO FANS 
EVERYWHERE 

-these fine ten cent 
text books give you 
an excellent founda- 
tion for the study of 
radio. They are 
clearly written. pro- fusely illustrated 
and contain over 
15.000 words in each 
book. You'll be 
amazed at the 
wealth of informa- 
tion these books 
have. Handy for re- 
view or reference. 
Your money hack if 
YOU are not pleased! 

NO. 10- TELEVISION 
Every one 

l 
qu n asking the estio-HOW does television 

work? This book plains all of the different systems 
dof 

television from the simplest to the most complex. It 
escribes in AB -C style Just how the image is scanned. 

how the scene is picked up by the television am and 
broadcast o your home. Various types of television re. 
relying systems described in easily understood an. 
dozens of spec al drawings. The I book 

illustrated w with 
th 

accompanying and for television images is picked up 
w transmitted and answers hundreds of other questions 

hich the student and layman ask daily. 

AND HERE ARE 8 MORE lOc BOOKS 
NO. I -HOW TO MAKE 
FOUR DOERLE SHORT 

WAVE SETS 
Literally thousands of 
dio fans have built the 
famous Wave 

Recives. 
So 

in- 
sistent has been the de- 

wellf 
for these truci receivers. 

tails. that this hook has 
been specially published. 
Thousands f pies of this 
book have lacen bought by 
short-wave fans. 
Contains EVERYTHING that 

thes ecve famous 
pent on 

These are the famous sets 
that appeared in the follow. 
ing issues of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT: 

Reach T ess the it 12.500 
Mlle ?ark." by Walter C. 

Gripper.' A b gn by Walter C. 
D oerle. "Doerle 2Tuner' 
Adapted to A.C. Operati ,h. 
nal.Gripppe1eerle 3Electrified. 
and 
'Band-Spread. 

"The Doerle Goes 

NO. 5- BEGINNERS' 
RADIO DICTIONARY 

language? 
puzzled 

guaage? Can you 
by 

define 
Frequency? Kilocycle? 

Screen grid': Bafrode? fle? 
Ioni- 

zation? 
Anode? 

ir? Gravity 
Her- 

monk.? it Cell? 1f y 
Gl 

you cannot define these 

and dozens doze ° 
radio 

ns of ther, more 
technical. terms used in all 
a`trructlon !woks ̀  you need 
this book in your library. 
It's as modern as tomorrow -right up to the minute. It tells 
language 

you 
usst 

in simple 
words that puzzle Yon 

fully understand 
u 
thea 

of 

tiles you read unless ÿ u 
know what dia arms 

This Is the hook that 
explains the meanings to 

yttuyoufford to be 
one de 

longer? 

NO. 2 -HOW TO MAKE 
THE MOST POPULAR 
ALL -WAVE I- and 2 

TUBE RECEIVERS 
This Ix,ok mains a slum- 
ber of tient sets. some 
of which have appeared In 
past issues RADIO. 
CRAFT. These eel have 
been engineered. 
They not 
To mention only 
the insets the following will 
give you an idea. 

¡The Ilegadyne 1 -Tube 
'entode Loudspeaker Set. 

by Hugo Gernsback. Elec. 
trifying The Megadyne. 
How To Blake 1 -Tube 

P. Chesney. flaw To Make 
a Simple 1 -Tube All -Wave 
Electric Set. by F. W. 
Harris flow To Build A 
Four -In -Two All -wave Elec. 
the Set. by J. T. Bernaley, 
and others. 
sets °described °in 

all 
book. 

but B u ins all of the 
illustrations. 

I up-to-date. 

NO. S -HOW TO HAVE 
FUN WITH RADIO 

Stunts for perdes, practical 
Jokes. 

scientific experiments 
and other 

done with yourh 
ici 

din set are explained in 
tells how tolnmake 

snews- 

paper 
lent 

talk-how 
music for dances- 

how to mnake visible sic 
-how to make -'silent 
deafened- howutobmake toys 
which radio music 
-sixteen d amus- 
ing Any of thsecan be done by the 
novice, and most of them 
require 

found 
equipment 

avenge home. Endless hours 
of ÿ nee 

entertainment will 
the 

instructions given °I in this 
lavishly Illustrated book. 
Get 

ecoupon 
today owemail using 

today. 

NO. 3- ALTERNATING 
CURRENT FOR 

BEGINNERS 
This book gives the be- 
!fanner a foothold in elec- 
tricity and Radio. Electric 
circuits are explained. 
Ohm's Law. on 

e 
of the 

fundamental laws of radio. 
is explained: the enration 
of alternating current: alne 

the 
nits -volts. am- 

peres. ad. and are 

A.C. instruments. 
motors and generat'rartical 

home. 
rneSimplempt 

nn est for 
differentiating between_al- 
tennating d direct current: 
how to light a lamp by 

f 
ee m 

in - 
electric horn: dagnetizing 
a ar- 
matures: charging 

motor 
storage 

batteries from A.C. outlet: 
temt ing condensen with 
A.C. making A.C. electro 
cake ro frying 

ice: making simnle 
A.C. many others. 

NO. 7 -HOW TO READ 
RADIO DIAGRAMS 

All of the symbols common. 
ly used In radio diagrams 
are presented in 

1 turesoeof 
the apparatus they repre- 
sent and plantions `giving 

orise 
them. Tins bb000k. nby Rob- 
ert Eichberg, the well - 
known radio riter and 
member of the editorial 
staff staff of RADIO -CRAFT t ag. 

also ondins two 
dozen picture wiring dia- 
grams simple 

guaradio 

sets 

`n 
uid. vn 

diagr 
ed 

¡slcompletely 
rs d 

x- 

hii y 

dvanced° 
imnneen nennwilllUbe 

interested rein learning the 

theiveany 
othereeinteresting 

facts which this book 
tains. It is also helpml In 
solving many of the prob- 
lems servicemen. 

BOOKS ARE ALL UNIFORM 

NO. 4 -ALL ABOUT 
AERIALS 

This book explains the 
theory underlying 

rl 
the earl. 

ous 

the Double Doublet. blet Doublet. 
explains noise -fern e cep - 
lion. how low-Impedance 
transmission (l work: 

ead- ins 
used. ructf; gives ofIaedetail slite 
able forfulong -wave broad- 
east receivers. for short- 
wave receivers and for all - 

teivers. Various 
type s oof re 

aerials for the 
Leur transmitting amateur 
are explained. It elim- 

inates. uioonce bout the type 
all 

aerial ust and B °sfor - weave 
reception. For the thou- 
sands 
wishh to know Just 

who 
type of antenna they should 
use and vvity. this book has 
been published. eund mabl 
information in this book. 

NO. 11--RADIO FOR 
BEGINNERS 

Hugo Gernsback, the inter. 
nationally famous radio 
pioneer, author and editor. 

hose famous magazines. 

and RADIO-CRAFT 
TELEVISION 

read 
by millions. scores 

are 
other 

triumph with this 
rads it will beginner 

ant°hroroufgyh 

clearly 
work 
explained in simple 

taregunge. and through the 
usalo 

of many Illustrations. 
the ermyste i is 

used 

4". 
radio 

1`as 
contains diagms and in- 
e tructions for Éu11ding aim. ñe radio 

sets.f 
suitable for 

want 
to 

d 
knowel 

ho 
transmitters 

o and 
waves traverse space. 

and other interesting facts 
about this modern means f 
communication, 

unicyoion, this is `tile 

Every book In the (ERNSBA(K EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY has 32 pages -with Illustrations Varying from 
: I to 66 In number. Each title volume contains over 15,000 w . Positively radio's greatest book buys' If 
do not think these books worth the price asked. return them In _ and your money will be Instantly nü 1 

RADIO PUBLICATIONS 101 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK, N. Y 

r 
RADIO PUBLICATIONS Dept. RC1139 
101 HUDSON STREET. NEW YORK. N. Y. 
gentlemen: Please send immediately. POSTPAID, t:. 
-each book being 11/C. 

1 2 3 I 

Send FREE listing of 41 new 10c publications. 

b..k uud,rr, clt,lol l.a', 1 am rnclos tuh.t 

G 7 S 9 
NEW 

Name Address 

10 
NEW 

l'115 Stale 
Itrn:it I]g . ir'k rar Ln . . n . r r Ir If you send cash r unused L. S. postage stampf. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! .1 
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2 -WAY TELLY 
DEMONSTRATION 
(Continued from page 270) 

other floor of the hotel in the high -fidelity 
receiver before him while the television cam- 
era picks up his image for a similar re- 
ceiver there. Microphones provide 2 -way 
communication through the television re- 
ceiver. To the right is a "jeep" control unit 
with which the camera is focused and con- 
trolled. The television receiver is shielded to 
make the image more distinct in the glare 
of the battery of overhead lights. 

"JEEP" CONTROL 
The "jeep" control mentioned above is 

identified more exactly as the "Video Cabi- 
net" which constitutes a portion of the RCA 
model 510 -A Television Image Equipment. 
This equipment is designed for producing a 
television image having excellent detail in 
the simplest possible manner. It consists of 
a studio -type camera, a tripod, a 30 -foot 
camera cable, and the video cabinet. 

This "jeep" control contains video ampli- 
fiers, a monitoring loudspeaker, an impulse 
generator, deflection circuits, shading cir- 
cuits, a small R.F. oscillator, a 12 -in. image - 
monitoring Kinescope, a 2 -in. oscilloscope 
for other monitoring needs, and necessary 
controls. 

The controls are as follows: Iconoscope- 
horizontal size and centering, vertical size 
and centering, keystone, bias, and focus; 
Speed -horizontal and vertical; Kinescope - 
horizontal size and centering, vertical size 
and centering. bias, and focus; Oscilloscope 
-bias, focus, and shading (horizontal saw - 
tooth and parabola, and vertical sawtooth 
and parabola). There are screwdriver ad- 
justments for stabilization, blanking width, 
and oscilloscope vertical amplitude. 

Just how this concealed but vital Video 
Cabinet functions is a story which will in- 
terest a great many technicians everywhere. 
We say "everywhere" because the equip- 
ment may be operated wherever there is a 
110 -V. power line available. Each element in 
this wire -telly control cabinet operates in 
the following manner. 

Video Amplifiers. A voltage amplifier 
and a line amplifier, the latter designed for 
feeding a 75 -ohm coaxial line. The amplifiers 
pass a frequency band from 30 cycles to 6 
megacycles. Improved amplifier circuits are 
used throughout to obtain wide response 
with low noise level. 

Synchronizing Equipment. An impulse 
generator which produces horizontal and 
vertical synchronizing and horizontal and 
vertical blanking impulses. The synchroniz- 
ing impulses are not standard forms. How- 
ever, synchronizing signals are produced 
with which the average television receiver 
will synchronize if signals are fed properly 
into the video circuit. If a standard R.M.A. 
mixed signal is desired, an external syn- 
chronizing generator may be employed to 
feed standard synchronizing signals into the 
unit. 

The synchronizing pulses are used to drive 
the Iconoscope and monitor Kinescope de- 
flecting circuits (unmixed) through suitable 
shaping circuits. The width of the vertical 
blanking and horizontal blanking pulses 
may be varied. The synchronizing and 
blanking signals are mixed in the line am- 
plifier for actuating other viewing units. 

Monitoring Equipment. A standard 
12 -in. "black and white" screen Kinescope is 
mounted in the top of the cabinet for check- 
ing the image and for camera focusing. 
The image may be viewed in a mirror con- 
tained in the cabinet lid. The Kinescope is 

(Continued on page 319) 
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RADIO BREVITIES 
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RSA 
DETROIT CHAPTER: Committee on Mini- 

mum Service Charges not long ago an- 
nounced its plan. The principal points are: 

(1) Work in the customer's home is lim- 
ited to simple repairs to exposed parts of 
the chassis, speaker, antenna, ground, and 
the testing of tubes. 

(2) A service call charge includes re- 
moval of the radio set to the shop and re- 
turn to the customer, as well as a general 
test and inspection of the installation. 

(3) An analysis charge includes a com- 
plete analysis to determine all the faults 
and an estimate of charges for complete 
reconditioning. 

(4) Minimum charges for each common 
part replacement or service operation, to- 
gether with charges for work not commonly 
encountered, are added to the call charge 
and the analysis charge. The sum of these 
charges, plus the list price of parts and 
tubes used, constitutes the charge to the 
customer. 

(5) Any part of the work may be au- 
thorized by the customer, but the call charge 
and analysis charge are to be collected in 
any case. 

(6) "Free Services" are limited wherever 
possible to the testing of tubes when the 
tubes are brought into the shop. 

In its columns, an issue of Philco Service- 
man pointed out that "Television will 
present one of the biggest fields for expert 
Servicemen that we have ever had, and it 
will be truer than ever before that only the 
trained men will be able to do the work "; 
and in the article "What about Television ?" 
discusses the Serviceman's angle on modern 
television. 

Newspapers recently headlined an A.P. 
report thusly: "Czechs' Robot Radios Harass 
German Police." It seems that in Prague 
and other Czech cities secret radio trans- 
mitters regulated by time devices and work- 
ing without human attendance were sending 
phonograph speeches calling upon the Czech 
population to preserve a solid front. The 
sets were easily moved from place to place 
which made locating them even by means of 
directional loops a difficult problem. 

Here's the secret of the "mind- reading" 
act -The Car That Speaks For Itself -at 
the Chrysler Motors exhibit at the New 
York World's Fair. Signals sent out from a 
short-wave transmitter cause the Mystery 
Car to execute 35 operations; as many as 
4, simultaneously, and all 35 at will! 

This car, properly commanded by its in- 
terlocutor, can tell you the number of a 
dollar bill you hold in your hand, or the 
initials carved on your signet ring, or the 
nature of the coin you have taken from 
your pocket -nor does the car have to look 
at these objects in order to give you the 
accurate information. In addition, the car 
at will can open its doors and invite you to 
get in; it can roll backwards and forwards; 
wave its windshield wipers; blush at im- 
proper questions until the lights in its head- 
lights glow red! 

RECORDINGS 

DOCUMENTARY 
programs covering 

the New York area alone are a gold 
mine of information," says Donald Hunter 
Monro, B.B.C.'s courtesy loan to C.B.S. He 

continued: "Columbia's source of television 
material is limitless." 

For the past few months WMCA has been 
conducting experiments with a mobile re- 
cording unit which operates as a newsreel 
truck in covering events for radio. The 
system is elaborately termed "documentary 
radio" by virtue of the fact that it provides 
a permanent record of events. 

Greatest bar to adoption of "documentary 
radio" is the technical difficulty of making 
recordings while in motion. Since any sud- 
den jar will upset the sound track, and ruin 
the transcription, engineers are working on 
the gyroscope construction principle to keep 
the equipment stable under all conditions. 

Against this defect are listed the follow- 
ing 3 advantages which, it is claimed, jus- 
tify continued research: (1) Documentary 
radio makes it possible to condense several 
hours of continuous events into a 15- minute 
or half -hour program eliminating all unin- 
teresting material. (2) Mobile equipment 
can be taken into places not possible to 
reach with ordinary radio facilities. (3) Re- 
cordings are more adaptable to program 
schedules than live broadcasts. 

The Papal Coronation broadcasts, for 
example, were picked up by short-wave 
from Rome during 5 hours of broadcasting 
and recorded by WMCA. Reception was par- 
ticularly poor and in many places, the live 
broadcast was ruined with unintelligibility 
and static. This was eliminated in the edited 
transcriptions made by WMCA and pre- 
sented several hours later on the air. 

The Easter Day program consisted of 
recordings made from 6:00 A.M., when 
WMCA's mobile unit attended dawn serv- 
ices at Central Park Mall, until nightfall. 
Excerpts from many church services as 
well as interviews along 5th Avenue during 
the height of the Easter parade were con- 
tained in the 15- minute edited show heard 
that same evening. 

The Louis -Galento episode provided one of 
the highlights of documentary radio. A full 
day was spent at Louis' camp and record- 
ings made at breakfast with the champion, 
at ringside with his sparring partners, in 
the press room with reporters working at 
copy and at various other places on the 
training camp premises. The whole show, 
which took from morning to night to collate, 
was presented in a 15- minute period. 

A bright idea went for nought, in France, 
when a Paris judge refused to listen to 
recordings made by a Mr. Pierre Amas 
offered in evidence that his wife nagged him 
privately but in public was "sweet as could 
be." The judge contended the authenticity 
of the discs could not be proved. 

SHORT WAVES 
Short -wave, non -commercial s t a t i o n 

W1XAL, Boston, recently started an air 
course on television. A booklet entitled 
"Modern Radio Course" is available, at 
nominal cost, to supplement the lectures by 
Dr. C. Davis Belcher. The course is most ex- 
tensive and the 88 -pg. booklet is recom- 
mended to everyone who has enough initia- 
tive to want to learn the elements of mod- 
ern television, free, via W1XAL. Dr. Belch- 
er keeps close at hand, near the mike, a 
master blueprint, and thousands of students 
all over the world using their printed texts 
regularly follow him as he traces the new 
telly circuits! 
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Multi- Speaker 
Installations 

Wright -DeCoster wall mounting cabinet 
and speaker combinations. 

Low in Coat 

Excellent in Appearance 

Tamper Proof 

Finished in either taupe suede or 
fine brown crackle. 

See your nearest distributor 
or write direct for information. 

WRIGHT- DECOSTER Inc. 
2251 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

Export Dept.: M. Simons & Son Co.. New York 
Cable Address: "Simontrice" 

Canadian Representatives: 
Wm. F. Kelly Co., 1207 Bay St., Toronto. Ontario 

Taylor & Pearson, Ltd.. Edmonton, Alberta 

#Uv¢ You SW/1m 
The NEW Meissner 1939 -40 Catalog -just 
off the press that describes in its 48 pages 
over 800 new, different and improved Radio 
and Television items including: 

TELEVISION KIT For 5139.50-pages 4 and 5 

9 -TUBE "TRAFFIC" SCOUT -pape 8 

PRESELECTOR and 5 and 10 METER CON - 
VERTER -pape 9 

PORTABLE BATTERY OPERATED KIT - 
page 19 

SIGNAL CALIBRATOR AND AUTOMATIC 
ANTENNA SELECTOR -pape 22 

DELUXE SIGNAL SHIFTER -pape 23 

ADAPTER KITS AND 6 PUSH BUTTON 
TUNER -pages 24.26 

POWER RELAY AND ANTENNA CHANGE- 
OVER RELAY -pape 29. 

IMPROVED PLASTIC I. F. TRANSFORMER 
for SI -page 33 

and hundreds of other up- to- the -minute de- 
velopments in radio and television. 

FREE!!! Te all servies mere, teurs, 

Pon below for . your copy. 

SEND 50 CENTS for Sleloener'f NEW GUIDE 
TO RADIO ANI) TELEVISION." a complete. 
scientific Instruction Book and Trouble -Shaver's 
Manual for it Builders and Operators. Fully illus. 
tratad. 168 Pages. 

L 

Meissner Mfg. Co.. 
Mt. Carmel. 111. -Dept. RC -II 
D Mail me SAvissnecs New 1935.40 Catalog. 
C Enclosed find 50 cents for Instruction Book. 

Name 

Sc eel 

Pity ßtate j 
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For Better Servicing - - For Bigger Profits - - Use Gernsback Manuals and Books! 

LACE 1931 Servicemen have been buying 
more GERNSBACK OFFICIAL RADIO 

SERVICE MANUALS year after year. The au- 
thentic material, easily accessible diagrams and 
complete service data make them invaluable 
to dealers and radio Servicemen. Without a 
Gernsback Service Manual at the repair job, there's time 
and profit lost. Your service kit or laboratory is incom- 
plete without all the GERNSBACK OFFICIAL RADIO 
SERVICE MANUALS. There are GERNSBACK MAN- 
UALS for servicing auto -radios, also refrigeration and 
air conditioning equipment. 

VOLUME 1 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
O. 1.800 

g , r l t) 
I llua i 

ey IIoaleat Covers See x 12 Inches 
stiff. 

Net tight $10.00 

1936 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
d alt, I.00sOleaf Covers t ̀  e 0 x 1121 InchenonsNet \tight N rill... $7,00 

1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 1.000 Pages Over 3,000 Illustrations Flexible. 
Leatherette, 

t 3Looseleaf Co. er. Size 9 x 12 Indre, Net $- OO tPs. 

1935 OFFICIAL AUTO-RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
tN,I.00eelefCoversri`Blzoa9 x1112r1ncÌtess Tiet lWeghs IS,rlbs. $2.50 

1934 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
Over 400 l'agas ove 2.00o Illoetratlons Flexible. Leather. 

2t.. Looleal Covers` "size u x 12 Inc hes Net Weight $3.50 y lbs. 

1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
over 1.000 Pace. over 2.000 nmatratlone Flexlhle. 
(, thrette. 'Louseleaf Covers. maize 0 x l'2 Inches Net 
Wacht 41/2 ms. 

OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL 
(Vs!::-,o III 

Over 352 Peaes Over 300 Flexible. 
S 

Leather- 
ette, Looseleaf Covers. ize O x 12 Inches Net Weight 11,'2 lbs. 

OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL 
fir rgre (loveñV Slse Ü x \12 Inches Net Weight 21'. lbs. $5,00 

To order these famous Manuals, see or write to 
your jobber or favorite mail order house. If more 
convenient, mail coupon directly to publishers. 

R118[RfIFT PIIBLI[IIT10115, Inc. 
00 NYOHON STREET REW YORK, n. V. 

Many Au, /Rooks #ave Been -0dded to 

RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES 
Get into the swing of reading instructive, authoritative books on technical 
subjects- radio, air conditioning and refrigeration. It's the easiest, quickest 
and most inexpensive way to improve your knowledge on these topics. 
In this series, popularly known as the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES, 
:Ire all the titles noces-ary to your personal advancement. Only by careful 
study of these enlightening books, can you gain adequate experience in 
fields of radio, air conditioning and refrigeration. Each book is uniform. 
The volumes measure 6 x 9 inches- contain 64 pages, and have stiff, 
flexible covers. PRICE 50c PER BOOK. All books are sent to you postpaid. 

Here Are The Titles: 
Book No. 2 

MODERN VACUUM TUBES 

Book No. 6 

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS 
U P'TO-D ATE 

Book No. 13 

ABC OF AIR CONDITIONING 

Book No. I) 
POCKET RADIO GUIDE 

Book No. Ii 
ABC OF REFRIGERATION 

Book No. 16 

PRACTICAL RADIO CIRCUITS 

Bonk No. 18 

POINT TO -POINT RESISTANCE 
ANALYSIS 

Book No. 19 

PRACTICAL RADIO KINKS 
AND SHORT CUTS 

Book No. 20 
THE CATHODE -RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 

Book No. 21 

BREAKING INTO RADIO SERVICING 

Book No. 22 

NEW RADIO QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS 

Book No. 17 Book No. 23 

SERVICING WITH SET ANALYZERS PRACTICAL PUBLIC ADDRESS 

EACH BOOK IN THIS SERIES -50c 

-- - --ItAin RAFT PUBLICATIONS, Inc., 99 HUDSON ST.. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

IOitntluluen: Enclosed find my remittance of E for which send me. POSTPAID, ' 
the Manuals or Balks indicated below by a cross (a) in the panel. 

I() Volume 7 @ 310.00 ( 1 1936 Manual 0 57.00 ( ) 1935 Manual i 97.00 I 
( ) 1935 Auto - Manual @ 52.50 ( ) 1934 Manual B 53.50 ( 1 1932 Manual 49 55.00 

I () Refrigeration Manual (Vol. 2) @ 95.00 ( 1 Air Conditioning Manual @ 95.00 ' 
I 
I 

1 

I 

L 

RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES @ 50e EACH 

Circle book numbers wanted: 2 6 13 14 15 10 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 

Name Address 

I 
I 

1 

City ' 
(Send remittance in form of cheek or money order; register your letter 
If you send cash or unused U. S. Postage Stamps.) RC 

- -- 

Mate 
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FREE °' 
REAL 

fLfCTR0RMT /NG 
Coign r 

Now - 
Yora Can ELECTROPLATE 

EASILY WITH A BRUSH 

SOMETHING new for radio men - 
something which gives you the 

opportunity to make additional prof - 
its-or to improve your type of serv- 
ice. Here's an ELECTROPLATING 
KIT amazingly simple to operate - 
}ou just Electroplate with a Brush! 

NOT A TOY! 
e ectroplate for profit. hundreds of thing. in the household- ashtrays. fixtures, water faucet, worn brackets, door knobs, musical instrumente. jewelry 
pand 

silverware and other articles. Ins an Indis- ensable iece f et uipment;pllate article. in hotels. 
fapartments. 

office buildings. medical and dental f- 
ices, factories, hools, laboratories. etc. Exactly M same outfit Mut larger, i. used professionally the 

electrician., radio service men a ttoomobilo 

aoes. etc. 
g 

Requires one single dry cell 1 ÿ volt - 

oir can electroplate tarnished receiver pans. 
escutcheons, contacts. radio n and acces- 
sories, display chassis. Put this REAL ELEC- 
TROPLATING KIT to use Immediately -make It the 
moat useful article in vi r shop or laboratory. And. 
ou can get It absolutely FREE ,except for alight mailing st). 

Subscribe today to RADIO -CRAFT for One Year 
12 issues! 

n 
d receive absolutely FREE this ELEC- TROPLATINGRIT. New subscribers ape accented or 

Mail remittance ofn $2.00 dilue 10c 
twelve 

c !hipping 
foreign $2.851. You will receives your FREE. REAL 
ELECTROPLATING OUTFIT by return mail. Use cou- 
pon below to enter subscription. 

RADIO -CRAFT 
9 Hudson Street New York, N. Y 

RADIO -CRAFT 
99 Hudson Street. New York, N. Y. 

RC-1139 

Gentlemen: Enclosed find my remittance of 12.00 for which enter ubscrintlon to RADIO.CRAFr for One Year 12 issues). Send FREE. ELEC- 
TROPLATING OUTFIT ICanadaaa d foreign 12.85,. 
In U. 1. add only lee additional to cover snippind 
charges on kit. 

New Subscriter .I- Extend Present Subscription 

Amite 

Address 

City State 

i Send remittance by check. money order o 

ui ed lr.eh .o Po tames stamps. 
Register letter If you 

2 -WAY TELLY 
DEMONSTRATION 
(Continued from page 316) 

provided with its own controls for speed. 
brightness and contrast. A 2 -in. oscilloscope 
is used for setting levels and adjusting the 
image. Either 1 line or 1 frame may be 
viewed. 

Correction Circuits. Shading circuits for 
setting an even illumination over the image 
area are contained in the cabinet with con- 
trols on the top. Keystone correcting dr- 
cuits are included and may be varied by 
means of a control. 

R.F. Oscillator. A low -power oscillator - 
amplifier is included with a video modulator 
for driving receivers through a suitable con- 
centric cable. 

Power Supply. Several carefully -de- 
signed power supplies and filters are includ- 
ed. The amplifier plate supply is provided 
with a regulating system. Iconoscope second - 
anode supplies and Kinescope anode supplies 
are furnished by a rectifier. 

Sound System. No sound system is ordi- 
narily included, but space is provided for 
mounting a public address amplifier on the 
inside of the cabinet. A monitor loudspeaker 
is supplied mounted in the cabinet behind 
a cloth grille on the lower front panel. A 
pressure -type microphone is well suited for 
pick -up purposes. A separate sound system 
may also be employed with only the moni- 
toring loudspeaker in the cabinet. 

Additional Monitor Viewing Receivers. 
Standard television receivers can be fed di- 
rectly from the R.F. output of the image 
unit. These can be supplied in 5 -, 9 -, or 12 -in. 
sizes. If desired, a special 12 -in. panel - 
mounted monitor with extra- wide -frequen- 
cy- response characteristics may be supplied 
for operation from the video circuits. The 
receivers should be connected to the image 
unit by a coaxial line with proper termina- 
tion. A lead- covered twisted -pair can be used 
for the audio connections by connecting into 
the receiver; or another R.F. oscillator may 
be added. 

APPLICATIONS 
The Television Image Equipment (which 

includes the Video Cabinet) may be used to 
demonstrate television receivers when regu- 
lar service is not available. Thus this equip- 
ment fills a wide range of usage -anti al- 
though it is comparatively simple from the 
equipment standpoint and designed for use 
with a single camera, yet it will produce a 
television image which compares favorably 
with that obtained from more elaborate rack 
equipment for wire -television. 

Also, the Television Image Equipment is 
ideal for producing television images for ex- 
perimental test, display or educational pur- 
poses. It is simple, compact and easy to op- 
erate. A Monoscope may be used in place 
of the Iconoscope for producing a fixed pat- 
tern to test receivers. 

MAILBAG 
(Continued from page 275) 

closed photograph (Reproduced on page 275. 
-Editor) will give you some idea of the 
style of the equipment which we have been 
constructing to date. The one illustrated em- 
ploys 13 valves (English term for tubes. - 
Editor), and consists of a standard Strom - 
berg- Carlson 8- valve, dual -wave receiver. 
This receiver normally employs push -pull, 
92 -type output tubes, but the output was 
modified slightly to use these tubes as tri- 
ode- drivers for the power stage. 

(Continued on following page) 
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5"6;,S9,10541 
RADOLEK RADIO 

PROFIT GUIDE! 

164 
146E5 

E R 
IN 

A 

FS DpR p tl 0 
_r+ 

IL. UDIST f. :r 
your i I .,, l': Ires' Rest 
Quality! itigw,a -t'alues! ?Ina. 
Complete Stork! Fastest 
Send for your FUIE copy NOw1 

OVER 15,000 REP 
The tvo,W's most toll stock 
of radio repair parts and exact 
Iupl lr de replacements. All L.::d 

Inc b: .hid.. . \ goat ar.Iced. 1.n,. 

COMPLETE TUBE S 

n...i,. l'I.il,e. tic. 1,11,1,r 1 .;. 
leg. , r peial \Iajsilr types ani 
transmitting tubes, Complete se 
lc!! on 

NEWEST TEST INS 
The most complete line ever dis- 
played In any catalog. All leading 
Makes. Latest Improved models at 

lowest prices. 

GREATEST RADI 
-\ !Abe silted,:. ut 1 nosy the 
'Cl bat solos! New l'lumo -Radio 
combinations. Automatic tuning 
sets. Beautiful cabinets. New 
"I1anl" receivers and equipment. 

EVERYTHING FOR A 
C ̂ mplete auto radin section. In- 
, lodes vibrator replacement guide. 

auto aerials, custom panel ,:l plates for all alles. new 

LECTION ,6 t' 
RUMENTS - ,. 

COMPLETE P. A. S 
15 anion. 

P. A. - ' penna - 
rw. mobil,- and I,,rtaule Instal- 

l:ulon.. L'est tatuino' 

NEW ELECTRICAL A 

Esten groats for ,.,, ..,.,,,ad 
Irrand Electric Íry - Sinnes, 
Beaters. I'errolatms, i\:rtne Iron., 
Vacuum Cleaners. Trains. clocks, Silurs. etc, at lm, es! ptir,, 

LECTION 

1J . Etl 

PLIANCES 

ïv- }i* j /,. FREE/ 
YML WiVS `C<,44 

-The RADOLEK 
601 W. Randolph, Chicago, 
Dept. C -35 

end ehe 1940 Radolek Radio Profit 
I libE. Cuide 

Name 

A ddrea9 
. , relreman i E Dealer 't Experimenter': 

a 
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MOD. In 
THE FIRST COMPLETE DYNAMIC TESTER 

THE Rimco DYNALYZER 
is the only complete dy- 

namic tester which also in- 
cludes the following PLUS 
features: 
1. Built -in dynamic sreaker for "lis- 

tening-In" on signara at any point 
in a radio from antenna to voice 
coil. 

2. Antenna and ground terminals 
enabling substitution for R -F as 
well as other radio sections. 

3. Electronic voltmeter en- 
abling user to see as well 
as hear signal "gain -per- 
stage" and measure all DC 
voltages in radios -meas- 
ures resistances from 1 

ohm to 10 megohms with- 
out batteries. 

SIMPLE 
FAST 

USEFUL 
Write TODAY for literature! 

Floyd Fausett, President, 
Radio Instruments Mfg. Company, 
629 W. Monument Street. 
Jackson. Mississippi. U. S. A. 

Pie e semi me complete information on the 
new Ehnen DYNALTZEE, Model 701. 

Name 

Address 

City Stale 
Please Prua 

NEW I4ÍODEL 89 TUBE TESTE 
REMOTE CONTROL FOR A- C. RADIOS 

lroi, it that tunes ANY 
electric set! Without 

wires to your radio! 
Fn,m distances up to 

yourf 
ft. 

favorite rite can tar 
tune 

by Just touching a but- 
ton! Change the 

e, too. Just lug 
Vol. 
he 

Remote Control in any 
electric outlet. Hand - 

cab inet. Sise: 4nmyntyxala inches. 
Complete with 3 tubes 

and Instructions for tting up stations. For 110.110. 
volt. 50 -eV or 15 -cycle A.C. D.C. Slang. t.. 0 lbs. 

List Price $10 -Your Price $4.0 
ARROW SALES CORP., 619 W. Randolph, Chicago. III. 

Send for 24 page catah,e 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
RCA Institutes offer an intensive course of 
high standard embracing all phases of Itadlo 
and Television. Practical training with modern 
equipment at New York and Chicago echouls. 
Also specialized courses and Home Study 
Carnes under "No obligation" plan. Catalog 
Dept. RC -39. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
A Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 Varick St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart. Chicago 
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The power stage was required to drive 
14/8" permanent- magnet, moving coil 
hpeakers normally rated at 5 watts, We 
found, however, that 1% watts was sufficient 
for the various classrooms, and we adopted 
a power amplifier consisting of 4 type 50 
valves in parallel push -pull, the power sup- 
ply being provided by one 5Z3 valve. The 
50's were fed into an output transformer es- 
pecially constructed to match 14 /500 -ohm 
lines in parallel. Each speaker was individu- 
ally switched on the control panel by means 
of a platinum -contact, lever -type switch 
which automatically substituted a load re- 
sistance when the speaker was switched off. 

A rectifier -type output meter was em- 
ployed across the output transformer so 
that all programmes could be brought up to 
pre- determined level, individual volume con- 
trols being fitted to each speaker. Further 
modifications were carried out in the receiv- 
er section to provide for the pre -amplifier 
stage for the piezo -crystal D104 microphone, 
while the pickup was fitted into the normal 
pickup terminals on the receiver chassis. A 
monitor speaker was installed at the top of 
the rack, so that the various programmes 
could be monitored without difficulty, this 
speaker being cut off automatically as the 
microphone was switched in. 

This equipment was installed at the Kal- 
goorlie Central School. Kalgoorlie is a very 
active goldmining district situated inland 
from Perth about 375 miles. This distance 
made daylight reception of broadcast sta- 
tions rather difficult, in addition to which 
a very high noise level was created by the 
local electrical interference. To off -set this 
trouble as much as possible a standard L- 
type aerial was erected on two 70 -foot masts 
100 feet apart, the lead -in being of the 
transposed type. The installation being lo- 
cated as it was in a D.C. area it was neces- 
sary to employ a rotary converter to provide 
a 250 -V., 40 -cycle A.C. supply to operate the 
equipment. 

A smaller equipment built on the same 
lines was installed at private school in Kal- 
goorlie, the design being similar but the 
equipment in this case was only required to 
operate 6 extension speakers, and in this 
instance I installed a standard A.C. /D.C. 
receiver using push -pull pentode output 
tubes capable of providing an output of 10 
watts, with 200 volts D.C. on the plates. A 
similar aerial to that described was also 
employed in this case. 

Unfortunately our scope for installations 
of this description is rather limited in this 
State, but we are gradually making prog- 
ress, and educating the various school com- 
mittees to the advisability of installing an 
equipment especially constructed for this 
purpose. - . 

We trust that you will find these remarks 
of interest, and we have no objection to 
your publishing the photograph in your 
magazine should you desire to make use of 
it. Of the various school equipment which 
has been illustrated in Radio -Craft from 
time to time we have not seen one which 
approaches our own in design. For this rea- 
son we feel that the illustration would be of 
interest to you. 

J. W. LOVE, 
Chief Engineer, Radio Dept., 
Jfusgronis Limited, 
Perth, 
Western Australia. 

for NOVEMBER, 1939 

90.tdm, 14. adavtuPrrs 

Radio -Craft has world -wide distribution 
and we feel sure many other overseas read- 
ers know of unusual or improved applica- 
tions of public address, radio, or electronic 
equipment which would make equally as in- 
teresting reading as Mr. Love's letter. How 
about it, fellows ?-Editor 
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Goldentone Radio Company 308 

H 
Hammarlund Mfg. Company ' 300 
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation 815 

I 
International Correspondence Schools 294 
International Resistance Company 259 

L 
Lancaster, Allwine & Rommel 302 
Lincoln Engineering School 302 

M 

Meissner Mfg. Company 317 
Modell's 298 

N 

National Plana Institute 302 
National Radio Institute 257 
National Schools 809 
National Union Radio Corporation 311 
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools 806 

R 

Radio & Tech. Publishing Co. 
Inside Back Cover 

Radio Circular Company 298 
Radio City Products Company 309 
Radio Instruments Mfg. Co. 320 
Radio Publications 816 
Radio Servicemen of America 310 
Radio Wire Television, Inc 299, 304 
Radolek Company 819 
RCA Institutes, Inc. 320 
Readrite Meter Works 305 
Remington Rand, Inc. 306 

S 

Solar Manufacturing Company 309 
Speak -O -Phone Recording & Equip. Co 305 
Sprague Products Company 306 
Sprayberry Academy of Radio 307 
Superior Instruments Company 295, 297 
Supreme Instruments Corporation 301 

T 

Technifax 308 
Triplett Elec. Instrument Co. Back Cover 
The Turner Company 808 

w 
Montgomery Ward & Company 313 
Wellworth Trading Company 312 
Wright- DeCoster, Inc. 317 

(While every precaution is taken to insure 
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the 
possibility of an occasional change or omis- 
sion in the preparation of this index.) 
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t 

Which of these 3 GHIRARDI RADIO "CLASSICS" do You Need Most? 

RADIO 
FUNDAMENTALS 

made 
YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME 
the Basic Fundamentals 
of RADIO and TELEVISION 
from this GREAT BOOK 
Fit yourself fier a celio 
asily, c rally -with Gliracdi's fa- 

mous home.lrnindng Course. complete In 
this handy, e 

., 
volume edition. You will 

he absolutely amazed at the speed and 
ease It which You learn Radin using (:hiranli's popular shortcut eth- 

L The Mol fa. inaling of Radio . ,d Ei erttri,' i ly lust n roll before your eyes as rapidly page 
train training. s'ltth not matheitmatit to worry you, you will Thal yo tlrIssa'sIr 

less lime tn you Ill,,Oil, I IunmghY grounded 
s ihllie 

t 

h, me frira h, menais. all ready tu Mild dow a xid-paying 
Position in this great profession: 

Complete Self -Study Course 
Gliims ('ourse t 

u 
s you practical self-instruction. Mn' , get a thorough basic education in ,ì 

l 
J11,0. alone, but also In Electricity, Sound. Television, 

Cathode -Ray Tubes. Photoelectric Cells, and oh her affil Pats! (.,'Ids. A'lo- ehrr a :tri self.stnly 
rtaxt.1i,i,,k 

each 
lillseeir,llersi,uiiii together i,, ira, mix t e bar bunk Mat i 

ad AM] Own for me phenomena Iivrxlow 
Fr,,'e 

n'so.,Iv_IS-i! 
Es- ce,'tihinng 

you want h 

i ndele radio library for 515,11 dt r fereI t, 
GHIRARDI makes il Crystal-CLEAR 

Each and every point Is triad( so Mai anis precise each description and ex., 
thattwuxrwilt simple and easy to understand 
diffidtill.' , r dour head. Ghlr:Inh' A.2t'. style iiof tltsr ti, ., with me help.,:' Illustrations t511R of hen and Ile self-testing Revew Questmns make 
radin training a constant pleasure, ' , 
profitable pastime! 

36 VOLUMES IN 1 
RADIO, ELECTRICITY and SOUND Complete Plus Many Other Valuable 
Special Features are covered in these 36 Big Chapter -Sections. 972 Pages. 
508 Schematic Diagrams, Charts and Photos. 856 Review Questions. 
1. Radio Broadcasting 14. Electrical Meas. Ing Coils. 

ne Instruments. 24. Audio Anu,lifira 2. round. Speech and 15. Radin Transmis- tlnn. 
as Music a Related h, Mon. the Broadcasting 25. Loud 

Broadcasting. System. 28. The Battery op- ]. Fletnn Theory, `8. The Receiving crated Receiver. Electric Current. Mallon. Detection 27. The lower Sup. 4. f :lee. tilts. Ohm's th Crystals. ply l'ait. law, Resistance, 17. Elemeihtry Study 2S. Electric Receivers. 5. Electrical Circuits. f the Vacuum Tube. 2g. Automat,; e nuit Batteries. 1S. Vacuum Tube Aircraft Receivers. e. mac l,vtlsm- Char...T.1stir, 30- Phonograph I'Ick- 7. lee .,'magn m- 19. Construction Fes- s and Systems. S. Electromagnetic lure of Vacuum Tubes. 3j1. 'hurt Wave, 
Induction. 20. Vacuum Tube De- 32. Vacuum Tube AP. 9. Inductance and lector and Amplifier 'Mentions and Photo- Inductors Action, electric Cells. 10. Capacitance and 21. Radio Frequency 33. Trlevlalnn, Condensers, 22. ir:Itlmt, 34. The Antenna and 11. A.C. Circuits, 22. , uptri,tRndsme Ground. 12. Elertrir Filters, Receivers 33, Testing and Sere. Fo 13. ch -leu Meas. 23- Design of R.F. icing. tiring Instruments. Amplifiers and Too- 38. Sound Flln,x, 

CLIP 

and 

972 
PAGES 

508 
ILLUS 

Used by Radio Schools Everywhere 
Because it explains everything so clearly, Chlmnlis 
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is axed and praised by more 
radio schools and students th:u, any other null° text- 
book in the world. Thousands of successful .din men 
today owe their start to Ghirardi. Ile helped them to 
get 

odday the same 
a 

is f 
pen to you. This Is t, 

Big Chance at this amazing Low Price! Drab it now! 

Get Started -Rush Coupon Now! 
Theres no need to put off your Radio training another 
nay,t For lilt 

mica! 
only In the 

find. but Gyou don't`uhavetltt risk 
aep'enn to find out If this is what you've hero risk 

for! Ilero',, what ̂ with do: fill out the coupon ant 
get It .,tailed .t , e, Piet, wlitat you eel attic rllmok, 

P it a,l ad It live whole lairs t ou isk, If our fully satisfied, rc , the h,x,k undamaged and your 
lose 
money Ineimmediately 

rroN 
ile; l to ' begin -the me c t Volt mall that coupon. Don't 

about 
it-MAIL ITI tttttttt 

RADIO & TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO.. 
45 Astor Place. New York, Dept. RC -119 

F :nclossl finit S4 s $4.ro foreign) for my 
cony of GI, iranll'a "RADIO 191YStt i 'IllIIISE.' with your 5 -day klancy -!tack Guarantee. 

NAME 

ABhRf:SY 

CITY STATE 
Iii Please n 1 free deccrimtive literature ,ut " :CAIIIO i'in'SICS COURSE," 

U S E I T 

5 DAYS 
-OUR RISK 

Money -Back 
Guarantee 

NDlY/ií'/YOly 
fY//,4f DO/NO! 

With hirnrdi's 
Servicing Books 
I Do My Service Work 
Quicker and Better 

The "JOB DATA 
'Mr, Serviceman -here's that donc" 

n 
` D ote 

Ines wasting hours of pcious t sl 
precious 

to dig out of Your Old i,fil x, II on,'Ily inndleil. rla.- 'I indexed in I liaidy siMree- the my book of its kind anywhere. What a go bin,int! JIM{ in agitte-one 
aof the Ioak rio alios thou stns ofrit',se Historii.s Iclearly outlined 

right here at r ringer tins for split- 
second use. slfu you time Is, h anything ingtr at all, this part f tMea`book. alite is the most valuable 'Itre or 

rest" t for s diop, ('ut 
cut 

oohrñuess- 
-Iwork ` . 

t , "ii henil-. 
sling trial tesla. Get 

out 
and u 

Ghirnnli's speed -demon Limé graver! It's .. 
a Tnnmle- Sl,ole."s Paradise! Use It once-anti 1 you'll use it profitably oit 
evaiib, your copy day! 

3.313 Case Histories 
Case Histories-Trouble Symptoms 

and Remedies for :all 
. 

ai sets, e,ded 
rom actual Service Records -a world's . l'E for quantity Ï istiiigsrforvAlign- 

mer t of nil erlcls. old and 
Auto -Radio -Gear Ratio. and Dial Directions of Tuning Controls of all 

sets: Installation 
forrall ca 

C`m-dial 
till, Systems 

reb Elimination ra Instructions: 
E lectrical Wiring Diagrams. etc. 

Other Data -Over lue re pages of 
data. includng quick Triuble. Shiol ln 
Semi ing` l»tteimt mmunica.rx: Trarde 
Dins- 

. 
r Charts Tables ot 

u,es Filters. Trnsormes. 
StaPdaEu13Si 1l (il) ndaManal ize9jash 
Fabrikoid bound 43.00. 

The "THEORY 
And here's the companion hook -a great thick ...lace-book Mat gives You .arai, `sages full of practical moto -,gee III- :lrnellex, and information about 

r 
W. 

Mk and it's done d 
Him to all kinds f test instru- 

ments , 
u 

how to build th,etn 
how to :maw repairs on all types of 

In, etc., set., Refresh and clarify You k wleage of has. 'lh .a enrv" -nd at the same tane bring n kt and 
.putty ok loto line ith the most Mkful 'factory methods' Ila used l`ila lv 1 a li.,l1,., 

la 
ry 

thngs tiat boiled down. lene 
con- veniently 

fully illustrated reereoce 
in 11 handy 

arranged 
Here's what Yo. get: 

Theory from A to Z: 
Test Equipment -420 pages or Tlte- ory, Descriptions, Diagrams of all Cam merrial Instruments. 110W They Work. Construction Data, etc. 

short- 
Trouble-Shooting-254 

methods or track; 
pages 

dIowln all woes of different receiver troubles. 
Rewiring -IR4 Pages of ativanmi meat. 

Int.rferencefr Elimiination. 
Re- 
Re- pairing of Receiver Pans, Me. 

special Probleme -442 pages on `urn -Radio Installation i Servicing: 
SoIcing All -Wave Seta 

and 
Fidelity 

la. AV(' aal lQAVC circuits: selling awl Advertising, 

20 RveE e on I r7 Review Qust e 766Topics 
44,00. 

RADIO%1ndGSkrenaHANDBOOK MODERN Rash's SERVICING 

$650 For BOTH BOOKS 

tnroil Comhntlon Pnce. 
Use the books S days at 
our 

..rr 
.. You r, t .. 

Money flack Guarantee 

gi I Radio & Technical Puhl. Co. 

F 
Dept. RC -I19, 45 Astor Place, 

, 

N. Y. 
Encased find payment for, and nml, 

g to me 
Bark Guarantee: 

Y f',I a n MODERN RADIO SERVICING at 
¡ II 84. 164.50 forets" 

II n R A D t O TROQBLF:- Sl!OOTER'S 
IIANnh10OK at 6:1, 133.50 fntcigrd 

C t rr5 Srmral m iinaion /Wire 1á7 onlg 

NAME 

ADORE, 

CITY STATE 

Ì siI 
:Pei 

c. 
semi me FREE descriptive 
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TOBE ÏESTEII 
has 

MODEL 1213... 22.00 NET 

1;11; FINET 

MODEL 1612 
An Impressive Counter 
Tube Tester you will 
want to own . . with a 
7 -inch RED DOT Life- 
time Guaranteed Instru- 
ment. Illuminated Speed 
Roll Chart shows 36 
tube settings at a single 
glance . . . entire chart 
can be overed in less 
than 10 seconds. Teter 
provides for future fila- 
ment voltages -20 steps 
from 1 to 110. Contains 
all tube sockets, includ- 
ing Loctal, Bantam Jr. 
and the high voltage 
series (including the 
117Z6G). 

THE NEW FOLDEX TUBE CHART 

Dealer Net Price .. $29.84 

MODEL 1200 -A 
Volt - Ohm- Milliammeter, 
Separate AC und DC In- 
struments in tilting twin 
case, accuracy of each 
within 2%. 10 AC and 
DC Voltage ranges; four 
Direct Current ranges; 
high and low resistance 
ranges. With RED DOT 
Lifetime Guaranteed In- 
strument .. . 

Dealer Net Price 
523.84 

ALL THESE MODELS IN PRODUCTION 

A folding "card- index" 
system, giving quick and 
complete tube data with 
the additional advantage 
of new tube supplements 
(on government post 
cards) mailed free to reg 
istered owners. 

MODEL 1213 contains all the sockets to test present - 
day tubes, including Loctals, the new Bantam Jr., the High 
Voltage series recently announced (including the 117Z6G), 
gaseous rectifier and ballast tube continuity tests. Will not 
deactivate 1.4 volt or other type tubes -a positive assur- 
ance with any current Triplett Tube Tester. Filament Volt- 
ages from 1 to 110 ... Neon shorts test ... Separate 
line voltage control meter. With RED DOT Lifetime 
Guaranteed Instrument -the Sensation of the Season. 
Model 1213 ... Complete with Accessories ... $22.00 
Dealer Net Price. 

MODEL 1232 -A 
New AC operated Signal Gene- 

rator with Triple Shielding and com- 
pletely NEW design. Top panel is in- 
sulated from R F. Main wiring is be- 
neath double shielded panel. Coils and 
the band switch are individually shielded. 
Improved attenuation. Large dial open- 
ing improves readability. Dial is direct 
geared, permitting quick and accurate 
settings. Six bands cover frequencies 
from 115 Ka to 30.5 Mc. Total scale 
length over 50 inches. Direct reading ... 
Dealer Net Price .. $29.84 

WRITE FOR CATALOG SECTION ICI, HARMON AVE. 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
Bluffton, Ohio 
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